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Lieberman
likely to be
questioned

this week

Further
to Syrian track

< •

By MtCHAL YVDELHAH

The special police team investi-

gating the alleged Bar-On-for-
Hebron deal has ‘‘substantive sus-

picion of significant civic corrup-

tion’' in the procedures which led

to the abortive appointment of
R-'ni Bar-On for attorney-general,

Channel I reporter Amnon
Abramov itz said on Friday night.

The investigation began after

Channel 1 reported a week-and-a-

half ago that Bar-On’s appoint-

ment was part of a deal in which
Shas leader MK Aryeh Deri was
promised a plea bargain by Bar-

On, in exchange for Shas's sup-

port in the Hebron agreement.

Deri, according to the srory,

threatened to quit the government
unless Bar-On was appointed.

Close aides of Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu and other

politicians are expected to be
interrogated this week, including

Prime Minister's Office Director-

General Avigdor Lieberman,—*Juriicc \FnKtf51^Tzafci-|

Deri, Jerusalem Mayor Ehud
Olmert, and Likud activist David
Appel.
Abramovitz said the investiga-

tors intend to focus on the bad per-

sonal relations in Netanyahu's
bureau, saying "perhaps the inves-

tigation will lead to the conclusion

that Netanyahu was the victim ofa
manipulation [by thosel beneath

him. I would say that if he was a

victim, he was the victim of his

personal taste in picking close

assistants and advisers."

The reportedly dysfunctional

relations in the prime minister's

bureau were further exposed last

week by the resignation of bureau

chief David Agmon after only
three months in the job. Agmon,
who was interviewed in Maariv's
weekend magazine, told Sima
Kadmon that he was blocked by
Lieberman and cabinet secretary

Danny Naveh, and isolated from
the decision-making process and
even from setting the prime minis-

ter’s schedule and appointments,

his primary duties.

Abramovitz said the investiga-

tion is now concentrating on sus-

picions of conspiracy and bribery.

He noted that among the eight

questioned by the police last

Nicaragua
to open
embassy
here

MANAGUA (Reuter)

Nicaragua plans to open its first-

ever embassy in Israel as part of

the foreign policy of new

President Amoido Aleman, a gov-

ernment official said Friday.

“in a desire to strengthen its ties

with the nation of Israel, the gov-

ernment of Nicaragua is proceed-

ing with the steps necessary to

open an embassy in that country,"

Foreign Ministry spokeswoman

Claudia Paniagua told Reuters.

The proposed embassy follows

the reestablishment of diplomatic

relations between the countries in

1992 under former Nicaraguan

President Violeta Chamorro.

Paniagua said the government had

not yet decided where it will locale

the embassy or when it will open.
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week, there were two whose
names had not been previously

released: Likud legal adviser Eitan

Haberman and Channel l’s news
section director Rafik Halaby.

Haberman said, according to

Abramovitz. that “No matter how
you turn this affair or how you
look at it, it stinks to high heaven."

Haberman, whose name was men-
tioned as one of the candidates for

attorney-general, reportedly said

there was improper conduct both

concerning the procedures of the

appointment and concerning him
personally. “Ultimately, the affair

will boil down to what happened
between Wednesday morning,

January 8, in which attorney Dan
Avi-Yitzhak was still Netanyahu's

preferred candidate for attorney-

general and the following evening,

in which Avi-Yitzhak's candidacy

was dropped, after it was discov-

ered that he was to be interrogated

by the police shortly," Abramovitz

said.

“On Thursday afternoon

’fJaramy -ftfHHarregbtyn»V phone-

call from the Prime Minister’s

Office telling him that at Friday’s

cabinet meeting they would not be
raising the Hebron agreement, but

.
the issue of the attorney-general,

and to get ready for it. [On that

Friday Bar-On’s appointment was
sprung on the cabinet and
approved.] What did they tell

Lieberman during that day-and-a-

half. what did Lieberman pass on
to Netanyahu, that is the ques-

tion,” he added.

Channel 1 also reported that Deri

and Appel, two of the key figures

in the affair, came this past

Thursday to the home of Shas
mentor Rabbi Ovadia Yosef for the

inauguration of a new section in

the rabbi’s house. Appel donated

some $80,000 for the study hall of

Moshe Yosef, Rabbi Ovadia’s sot.

Yediot Aharonot’s Mordechai
Gilat reported last Friday that the

police have already found one of

the people they questioned in the

affair to be lying, and exposed
recent attempts to disrupt the

investigation.

At the end of this week the

police will decide whether to ask

the court for an injunction order-

ing Channel 1 to reveal its

sources.

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu is surrounded by security men ana aiaes wnOe walking in the streets of Davos, Switzerland

near his hotel yesterday. (ap>

Netanyahu to visitAmman on Wednesday
By DAVH) MAKOVSKY

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu is expect-

ed to hold talks with Jordan’s King Hussein in

Amman on Wednesday, amid hopes in Jerusalem

for an improvement in Israel's regional standing

in the aftermath of the Hebron accord.

Offidals also hope that Netanyahu’s visit will

be a harbinger for the wanning of bilateral ties,

which deteriorated following the opening of the

Western Wall Ttinnel exit last September.

Other efforts to boost ties may include a visit

by Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai to

Amman this month, and perhaps the arrival of

Crown Prince Hassan in Israel shortly.

Hassan was due to visit in October, but can-

celed due to the deteriorating climate. Hassan
has been offered honorary doctorates in Israel,

and has been asked to give speeches at univer-

sities to outline his virion for the region.

Sources say that a visit by Hussein is also

likely “sometime this spring.” While Hussein
made a quick trip to Tel Aviv last month to help
broker a compromise on further pullbacks in the

West Bank, his last non-crisis visit was about a
year ago when he inaugurated the Yitzhak

Rabin medical wing at Ichilov Hospital.

A Jordanian official said, “I dunk visits in

both directions in the months ahead are pend-
ing" but refused to elaborate.

A Netanyahu visit toAmman would also offer

an opportunity to deal with unresolved bilater-

al issues.

For example, officials say the final go-abead
is needed for the construction of a new airport

in Akaba. A feasibility study has determined
that it would'not be ecOToraically viable to con-
struct a joint Jordanian-Israeli airport on the

Akaba-Eilat border. Instead, it appears that die

airport would be constructed in Akaba, but

arrangements would be worked out so it could
be used by Israel.

Officials are also aiming to resolve Jordanian

water claims under the 1994 peace treaty.

Jordan would also like to see a continuation

of the tread in which Israel has allowed a reduc-
tion in tariffs on Jordanran expoits to Israel and
the territories. There have,been discussions oh
creating an Israel-Jordan business council,

bringing together industrialists on both rides.

Israel also hopes to soon obtain Jordanian

approval for Israelis to cross into Jordan via the

Alieoby Bridge in die West Bank, in addition to

Sheikh Hussein bridge in theNoth and north of
Eilat The Jordanian podtioa, however, is that

this is a “trilateral" issue, requiring the permis-

sion of the Palestinians.

ELDAD BECK, HftLEL KUTTLER,
and news agencies

Egyptian Foreign Minister Amr
Moussa said yesterday that Israeli

withdrawal from remaining parts

of Palestinian land is the key both
to better relations with Egypt and
progress towards, peace with
Syria.

~

...Speaking at the Swiss resort of
Davos, where he .is attending the

annual meeting of the World
Economic Forum7 Moussa said a
bad' atmosphere in

;

relations

stemmed from the initial policies

'and actions of Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu after he was
elected last May.-

Netanyahu is to meet with both

Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak and Palestinian leader

Yasser -Arafat today. Last night,

the three attended a dinner togeth-

er. ; .

Mubarak last met with

Netanyahu in July, but later

accusedhim of reneging air agree-

ments and refused to meet him
again until Israel readied an

agreement with the Palestinians

onHebrcQ.
‘-The bad atmosphere was not

personal," Moussa: ttfcT Renters.

“We had reservations about cer-

tain policies and practices, but we
see in the Hebron agreement
[signed last month] and in particu-

lar the .timeframe for further with-

drawals a positive sign dial' would
help change die atmosphere.
“Now we have to actively pur-

sue the rest of the steps of the

Palestinian-Israeli track, first of

which is-fo withdraw or redeploy

from die villages and the rest of
the land of die Palestinians - this

will be die key to change,” he
added.

Moussa said Syria, which has

had no direct calks with die present

Israeli government, has good rea-

son to be suspicious of Israel's

commitment to anything it signs.

“But if die Hebron agreement and
die annexed [agreement] on die

next Steps are implemented, then

the Syrians and Lebanese will see

that Israel is respecting what it has
signed. So the signing of the

Hebron agreement, coupled with
implementation, would certainly

encourage the Syrians and
Lebanese or at- least show there is

a positive point in getting a deal

with die government of Israel." he

Confirmed on Page 2

V Under the left-wing Sandmista

7 government, which ruled[Nicaragua

from 1979-1990 with Soviet and

Cuban backing, relations between

the countries were poor.

Researchers get closer

look at human brain

ByJUPYSgGEL

Bar-Han University and Ichilov Hospital researchers, using a unique

brain monitor they developed, have proven for die first time the presence

of repression of electric activity in die human brain, until now known
only in animals.

Senior neuroscientist and physiologist Prof. Avraham Mayevsky says

the discovery - published in the winter issue of Brain Research - will

bring about better understanding of die physiological processes involved

in strokes, epileptic attacks, migraine and other traumatic brain events

and help develop better drugs to treat them.

The phenomenon shown in human brains is called cortical spreading

depression (CSD); it has nothing to do with psychological depression, but

refers to the repression of electro-encephalogram (electrical) activity that

spreads in the cortex of the brain from the site of stimulation to tire rest

of the hemisphere. It proceeds for several minutes, after which regular

Continued on Page 3
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Shahak: Withdrawal from
Lebanon won’t

TWo pedestrians killed on roads
Two pedestrians were struck and killed by vehicles yesterday.

In Haifa, a woman tourist from Georgia, 44. was struck by a car
as she was crossing the street. The impact threw her into the path
of a second car. which ran over her. She died shortly after being
brought to Rambam Hospital.

In Tel Aviv earlier in the day. an 83-year-old man was fatally

injured when he was struck by a motorcycle while crossing the
street.

Since Friday. Magen David Adorn ambulance crews treated the

victims of 1 47 road accidents: four were severely injured, three

were moderately hurt, and 200 were lightly injured. Last month
55 persons died on the country's roads. him

Missing youth found
Lior Gi artana, who disappeared from his home in Hod

Hasharon last week on the eve of his induction into the army,
was found alive and well on Friday. He is to be summoned to a
draft office to explain why he did not report to the army.
His mother, Shlomit, said he was afraid of the army, but hoped

he would find his place there. He told his parents he slept on the
upper floors of the Ramat Gan Diamond Exchange building,

drank water and ate biscuits, and was unable to call his parents
because the telephones did not work properly. He Anally reached
them Friday, and they came and picked him up. trim

Eight hurt in classroom floor collapse

Seven third-graders and their teacher were lightly injured on

Friday morning when the floor of their Rehovot classroom col-

lapsed into a cesspool, due to heavy rain which flooded the area

and loosened the earth under the room, police said. The Ben-

Gurion Elementary School pupils and their teacher dropped

some 3 meters, and were pulled out by security officers. They
were brought to Rehovot 's Kaplan Hospital and released after

receiving treatment. itim

A unilateral rDF withdrawal from the

security zone is not a solution to Israel's

conflict in Lebanon that will ensure the

security of the North, Chief of General Staff

Lt.-Gen. Amnon Lipkin-Shahak said Friday.

“There is no one with whom to make a deal.

As far as I know, the Lebanese government is

not willing and is not able to take responsibil-

ity in [south Lebanon.] If it could take respon-

sibility it could have prevented the past two
Katyusha attacks on the North," said Shahak.
who was speaking to reporters while visiting

at Haifa's Rambam Hospital with Roi Regev.

19, a soldier moderately wounded in south

Lebanon last week. Regev 's condition

improved over the weekend and he was
moved out of the intensive care unit

"In the meantime, we must continue to

rely only on ourselves... and continue fight-

ing in South Lebanon," he said.

Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai.
who was visiting the hospital with Shahak,

said he held Lebanon responsible for what-

happens In its territory. Mordechai said such

attacks do not help the peace process, and
warned all those who use terror in south

Lebanon that they should know the conse-

quences of such moves.

At the same time,he said “we must move
forward in the search for formulas for

reaching a settlement in Lebanon.”
Mordechai, Shahak and OC Northern

Command Maj.-Gen. Amiram Levine also

visited IDF posts on die Lebanese border on
Friday and were given a report on
Wednesday night’s attack.

' Meanwhile, one ofthe fallen soldiers, SgL
Niv Sadan was buried on Friday at Kibbutz

Megiddo in the Jezreel Galley. Hundreds of
comrades, family members and friends

attended the funeral.

Tension remained high in southern

Lebanon yesterday, asHizbullah detonated

a roadside bomb near an infantry patrol of

the South Lebanese Army mffitial

. But Lebanese^security officials said there

were no casualties in that attack or m a

rocket strike later in the day on an SLA out-

post in the mountains. There was no' respon-

sibility claimed for that attack.

On Friday, Israeli helicopter guzwhips

strafed suspected guerrilla positions in the

south, apparently in pursuit of infiltrators

who detonated a roadside- bond) earlier in

the day near an IDF patrol, causing no casu-

alties.

Arafat to presentPM with grievances

Rules out 3-way summit with Netanyahu, Mubarak
DAVOS. Switzerland (Reuter)

- Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

yesterday ruled out a tripartite

Middle East summit here, adding
he did not even expect much
from bilateral talks with Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu.

Arafat, in this Swiss resort for the

annual meeting of the World
Economic Forum, was speaking

after meeting his friend and ally,

Egyptian PresidentHosni Mubarak.

“I kept him (Mubarak) informed

of the hot situation in my country,”

Arafat cold reporters.

He was apparently referring to

Palestinian complaints that

Israel is dragging its feet on set-

ting up committees to negotiate

matters left over from old agree-

ments.
Palestinian Education Minister

Hanan Ashrawi said yesterday that

Arafat would take the opportunity

of bis presence in Davos ro air the

Palestinian grievances.

Last Friday of Ramadan
Border policemen arrest a Palestinian man in Hebron on Friday, after a scuffle broke out with worshipers trying to enter the
packed Ibrahim i Mosque in the Machpela Cave. In Jerusalem, some 200,000 Moslem worshipers attended prayers at the
Temple Mount shrines on the last Friday of the holy month of Ramadan. About 3,500 policemen and troops enforced order and
carried out strict security checks, prompting several hundred worshipers to avoid roadblocks by tramping across muddy fields.

There were no checks at entrances leading to AJ-Aksa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock, where worshipers heard Imam Yussef
Abu Snina of Hebron say: ‘This is a phony peace. The Israelis are living in a race against time to turn Palestinian land and the
Golan into a cancer in the heart of the Arab nation.* (Texc tum: Photo: Rouen

US: Israel and PA
violate human rights

By MILEl KUTTLER

WASHINGTON - While the

human rights situation in the terri-

tories showed “some improve-

ments,” both Israeli and
Palestinian security forces com-
mitted “serious” human rights

abuses over the past year, the State

Department has concluded.

It also called conditions at

Israeli prisons in the territories

“poor" and Palestinian prisons

“very poor.”

The department's annual global

human rights report released last

week, found that the Palestinian

Authority occasionally used
"excessive force" in attempting to

root out terrorism, and there were
"credible reports" that such force

included torture.

“The PA also continued to

harass, detain and abuse journal-

ists and political activists who
criticized the PA. Although the

PA claims to tolerate expression
of a range of views, human rights

watchers say that Palestinian

commentators and critics prac-

tice self-censorship out of fear

that they would be harassed or

punished by the PA if they criti-

cized it. The PA strongly discour-

ages dissenting views,” the

report stated.

It said that the PA's security

forces lack equipment and training

in crowd control, and that its judi-

cial system suffers from years of

neglect and is “chaotic.”

Both Israeli and Palestinian jail-

ers abuse detainees through sleep

deprivation, beating and tying

them in uncomfortable positions,

the report found.

Reporting on Israel’s perfor-

mance in the territories, the State

Department stated that one
Palestinian was killed by an
undercover unit, compared to 10

in 1995.

Rights group says
5A security tortured

man to death

We regret to announce the passing of

Dr. ELIZABETH (Elisheva)

HOEXTER
The funeral will take place today,

Sunday, 2 February, 1997, at 12:00 noon, at the

new Haifa cemetery. Gate 3, Kfar Samir, Haifa.

Miriam Hoexter

From Post news ae

Palestinian security forces tor-

tured to death a Palestinian man
during interrogation in Nablus, a

Palestinian human rights group
said yesterday.

Palestinian officials confirmed
the man, Yussef

1 Baba, had died,

but did not say how. They said

they are investigating the cause of
his death.

“This morning ...Yussef Baba,

32, died from wounds inflicted

from torture during interrogation

by the Palestinian miliiary intelli-

gence,” a statement issued by die

Jerusalem-based Palestinian

Society for the Protection of
Human Rights and the
Environment said.

It said the incident occurred in a
Nablus lockup.

Nablus police commanderJamil
Hamdi told Reuters: "It is true that
Yussef Baba has died. We have
sent, the prosecutor-general to
investigate and we are wailing for
a medical report on the cause of
his death.” Baba, a land dealer,
was arrested on January 3 on sus-
picion of making an improper
property sale, the rights organiza-
tion said.

Human rights groups have
accused Palestinian security
forces of systematic torture of
prisoners and have charged that

the Palestinian Authority is not

doing enough to end the abuse.

The Palestinian Authority

denies systematic torture, but it

has investigated cases of prison-

ers* deaths in detention and has
vowed to fight abuses.

In August, a Palestinian military

coun sentenced three Palestinian

policemen to long jail terms after

it found them guilty of torturing a
prisoner to death.

According to the organization,

nine Palestinians have been tor-

tured to death while under interro-

gation since the Palestinian
Authority began self-rule in the
Gaza Strip and pans of the West
Bank in 1994.

Baba died in Rafidiya Hospital
in Nablus around 10 a.m., about
an hour after he was brought in
from the Palestinian central prison
in the city, according to hospital
workers.

A nurse told The Associated
Press that Baba had welts along the
right side of his body, and that his
right arm was badly bruised and
swollen. She said she asked the
man what happened to him, and he
said "They beat me very badly.”
The rights organization, which is

also an affiliate member of the
Paris-based International
Federation for Human Rights, said
it had affidavits from hospital work-
ers that Baba was tortured to death.

“We have of course written

statements which the president

will take with him to Davos...and

we will submit it to the sponsors

and of course to the international

community.” Ashrawi told

reporters in Gaza.
The Palestinian cabinet in.

a

statement complained that a

joint committee on releasing

Palestinian prisoners had yet to

meet It also said that Israel was
delaying work oh a Gaza sea
port and implementation of a
“safe passage” between Gaza
and the West Bank through
Israel, preventing operation of
Gaza airport and holding up

Marzook
urges his

supporters

to ‘stay

calm’

ByMARU[HffiHHYi

Mousa Mohammed Abu
Marzook, after his abrupt
announcement that he would not
challenge extradition to Israel, has
urged his supporters to react cool-

ly, according to a prison interview

in The New York Times.

“I say to everyone, ‘You have to

be calm,’”Abu Marzook said in die

account published in yesterday’s

editions of the Times. “I’m always
asking my people to be calm.”

Abu Marzook. who has been

detained in the US since July

1995, last week suddenly with-

drew his legal challenge to extra-

dition to Israel, where he faces ter-

ror charges, lite Gaza-born engi-

neer, bead of the political wing of
Hamas, is accused of ftmnelijag

funds that were used by Hamas in

terror attacks.

His case has become a political

“hot potato,” one of his American
lawyers said last week, saying that

his extradition would incite

“extremists on both sides" and that

Abu Marzook would become a

“martyr.” A Hamas spokesman
warned last week that Abu
Marzook’s extradition could pro-

voke efforts to “punish America."
Yediot Aharonot Friday quoted

officials in Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu's office as

saying that a renewal ofthe extradi-

tion request was now under review.

As one option, security officials

will recommend to the prime minis-

ter that Israel withdraw tire extradi-

tion request, the newspaper said. In

such a case, Abu Marzook, who is

not a US citizen, might be deport-

ed, the newspaper said.

Abu Marzook, 46, faces no
charges in the US, which jailed him
because his name appeared on an
FBI “watch list.” Once he was
detained, Israel requested his extra-

dition, and a warrant was issued for

his arresL However, the Times said.

Israel is reviewing its request, and
Palestinian Authority leader Yasser
Arafat has asked the US not to send
Abu Marzook to Israel.

Reading between

the lines...

you have time for

trading action

until 11 PM.

donations from abroad in its

pons.
“The continuation of these mea-

sures could mean the end of the

current chance to continue the

peace process and push the region

and its people again into the past

of dashes and confrontations,” the

cabinet statement said.

Arafat, asked if be and

Mubarak might have a three-way

meeting with Netanyahu, said:

“No, there will be no tripartite

meeting.” Asked if he expected

any breakthrough in his own
planned meeting with Netanyahu,

be said: “No, things are not mov-
ing at alL”
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“We win ask (Netanyahu) for

exact arid accurate implementation

of what has been signed,” he

added. _

Israeli and' Egyptian officials

had earlier said no three-way

meeting was planned but a

Palestinian spokesman said on

Friday his
-

delegation had no
objection.

The issues on which the

Palestinians want rapid progress

include the release of prisoners,

Israeli obstructions to work on a

Gaza seaport mid to opening Gaza
airport, and creation of a “safe

passage” corridor between Gaza
and the West Bank.
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.TORONTO (Reuter) - Showing a

united front. Japanese Prime
Minister- Ryutaro Hashimoto and'

Peru’s President Alberto Fujimori

vowed at a summit yesterday not to

'yield' to the demands of terrorists

holding 72 hostages at the Japanese

ambassador's residence in Lima. _

Hie two leaders whomet for two
hours at the Sheraton hotel in

Toronto, pledged to place die high-
est premium cm die lives of the

captives and to step up their efforts

to seek without delay talks with

about IS Ttipac Amaru
Revolutionary Movement (MRTA)
rebels holed up at die residence.

There will be absolutely no
release of MRTA prisoners.”

Fujimori told a news conference

immediately, after the meeting.

The two leaders strongly con-

demned die terrorist incident of
the seizure oftheJapanese ambas-
sador's residence in Peru as an act

unacceptable to either government
as well as to the international com-
munity and reaffirm their determi-

nation not’to givein to tenorism,"

Japan and Peru said in a joint

statement. _

:

Hashimoto has been uneasy
'about Peru’s,tough line with tire

MRTA rebelsholding the hostages

-In. Lima and about provocative

actions by Peruvian police outside

die compound.
Blit hevoiced full.confidence in

Fujimori's handling of the crisis.

Fujimori told a news conference

that Peruvian police would not

continue their campaign of pro-

voking the rebels.

“I assured him (Hashimoto)
such acts will not be repeated,”

Fujimori said.

Peru's negotiations with the ter-

rorists, who have occupied theres-

idence since Dte. 17, have dead-
locked over -Fujimori's refusal to

consider die key rebel demand that

400 of their comrades be released

from Peruvian jails.

“...Prime Minister Hashimoto
supported President Fujimori in his

rejection of the MRTAV demand

for die release ofdie MRTA terror-

ists cuneritly in incarceration...,”

said' the jbmt communique
releasedat die summit.
- Yesterday’s hastily arranged
summit took p]ace amid rising ten-

sion in the standoff between
Peruvian security forces and die
terrorists barricaded inside the res-

idence" Fujimori, the son of
Japanese immigrants; has a hawk-
ish reputation against terrorist

movements, built mainly on his
record of crushing the Marxist
Shining Path rebel movement. He
has vowed to wipe out “terrorism*’

in Peru.

Although his younger brother
P&dro is among die group of diplo-

mats, cabinet ministers; generals

and security chiefs held captive by
the rebels, be has repeatedly sworn
not to cave into their demands.-

The Japanese and Peruvian lead-

ers will attend a .lunch hosted by
Canadian Prime Minister Jean
Chretien before leaving .Canada
later yesterday.

25 years later

Youngsters kneel after laying flowers yesterday at the memorial for the 14 people killed on Bloody Sunday in Londonderry,
Northern Ireland. On January 30, 1972 British troops opened fire on civil rights marchers protesting internment. cap)

Santer tells politicians

‘hands off euro’

Judge
ousts black

OJ. juror

SANTA MONICA (Reuter) -

The judge in the OJ. Simpson
civil trial dismissed the only
black member of the jury on
Friday and ordered the panelists

to begin their deliberations from
scratch.

A source involved in the trial

said the dismissal of the elderly

woman after three days of deliber-

ations had nothing to do with the

current investigation into allega-

tions of jury tampering, that have
swirled around'the case this-week.

The woman was dismissed for

failing to disclose that her daugh-
ter was a legal secretary in the

office of Los Angeles County
District Attorney Gil Garcetti,

who unsuccessfully prosecuted
Simpson on criminal murder
charges, the source said.

“She did say that her daughter

was a legal secretary but didn't

say who she worked for," the

source said.

She was replaced by an alter-

nate juror, an Asian-American
man in his 30s, a computer pro-

grammer who said during jury

selection he was “neutrarbut
believed evidence planting was
possible. The defense in the case

has claimed evidence in the case

was planted and contaminated and
could not be trusted.

The jury is now made up of six

men and six women, among them
nine whites, one Hispanic, one
Asian-American and one person

of mixed black and Asian descent.

The panel that acquitted Simpson
in his criminal trial was mostly

black.

A spokeswoman for Garcetti

said Fujisaki was informed by the

District Attorney's Office on
Thursday that the dismissed juror's

daughter worked in the office.

“We only learned yesterday

afternoon that she was a sitting

juror," the spokeswoman said.

“We immediately communicated

this information to the court."

Ireland’s

first divorcee

remarries,

then dies

DUBLIN <AP) - Just a few days

after he remarried, the man who

got Ireland’s first divorce has

died.

The man died Friday at his home
in Dublin, according to RTE. the

state broadcasting service. The

cause of death was not reported.

The Irish Tunes reported yester-

day that the man and his partner

had married a few days before he

died.

The couple had notified the

Registrar of Marriages on Jan. 22

of their intention to many. The

law permitting divorce does not

become effective until Feb. 27.

But the- man went to court in

Januaiy to speed up his case, cit-

ing his illness. The court granted

his divorce Jan.7.

Irish voters narrowly passed a

constitutional amendment on Nov.

24, 1995 to allow divorce in the

heavily Roman Catholic country.

Bulgarians protest

for 27th day
SOFIA (Reuter) - Thousands of

festive protesters streamed through

central Sofia yesterday on the 27th

day of anti-government rallies to

press Bulgaria's ruling Socialists

to quit and hold elections.

“We think that victory is very

close," opposition leader Ivan

Rostov told an enthusiastic and
cheering throng from the steps of

the central Alexander Nevski

Orthodox cathedral.

Dispirited Socialists, the ex-

communists; are struggling to

form a new government amid
signs of internal rifts over whether

to soldier on despite mass opposi-

tion protests or call an election

two years early.

They suffered a crushing defeat

in presidential elections in

November and are widely blamed

for an economic collapse in which

the inflation rate has hit 50 percent

a month and is still rising.

Elected in December 1994, they

have until Tuesday to name a cab-

inet andpm it to a confidence vote
in parliament They have had a

caretaker cabinet since prime min-

ister Zhan Videnov resigned in

December.

Bulgarians from all walks of life

poured into the square in front of
the cathedral in a party mood to-

hear popularbands bang out tunes-

and opposition leaders whip up-

support
Whole families joined the rally,

which resembled a rock conceit as

much as a political protest The
square was filled with a sea of
Bulgarian white, green and red

flags, many upside down in a sign

of national distress.

“Communists • can't jump."
shouted one speaker and the mass
of people, including Rostov on the

cathedral steps, began to leap up
and down. ,

University students earlier

marched through Sofia, taking

over key intersections and halting

traffic to press their campaign
against the Socialists.

Students and opposition support-

ers have intensified their protests-

over fee past week and.earned .out-r

acts of civil disobedience, such as;

blocking roads and railways.

Several thousand people
blocked southern road and rail

links to Greece for a fourth day.

The opposition said it would rein-

force the blockades and offered

free rides from Sofia.

From Post news agencies

DAVOS, Switzerland - European

Commission President Jacques

Santer told politicians yesterday to

keep hands off the euro and leave

monetary policy to the European

Union’s central bank when a single

currency starts in 1999.

Allying with Germany to cham-

pion fee European Central Bank’s
independence from political influ-

ence, Santer rebuffed a French pro-

posal to create a stability council as

a political counterweight to central

bankers intent on battling inflation.

“We on the Commission are of

the opinion that we should imple-

ment the Maastricht Treaty as is,"

Santer told reporters at die annual

World Economic Forum in Davos.

He said the EU executive would
not take a formal position on the

French suggestion because it went
beyond the 1991 treaty.

“But in my personal opinion the

stability council cannot be allowed

to affect the independent status of

the European Central Bank," be.

said. '“And secondly it can have

<»ly an informal character because

it is not envisioned in the Tteaty.”

Key economic experts expressed

concerns over the likely stability

of the future common European
currency.

C. Fred Beigsten, a former U.S.

Treasury official, said the relation-

ship between the US dollar and the

euro promises to be volatile. -

Horst Siebert, president of

Germany’s Kiel Institute of World
Economics, said “there are quite a
few” risks facing Europe as it

moves toward monetary union

next year. .

•

. .

Mandela rival named acting president
DURBAN (AP) — President Nelson Mandela's

main black rival was swom in yesterday as acting

president for a day.

Home Affairs Minister Mangosuthu Buthelezi,

leader of the Zulu nationalist lnkatha Freedom Party,

will be acting president while Mandela and Deputy
President Thabo Mbeki attend the World Economic
Forum in Davos, Switzerland, today.

Mbeki, who is already in Switzerland, returns to

South Africa tomorrow and will take over from

Buthelezi until Mandela gets back the next day.

The move, announced by Mandela yesterday,

appeared to be a conciliatory gesture by Mandela
toward Buthelezi. who has complained in the past of

arrogance and autocratic tactics by Mandela's gov-
erning African National Congress.

“I thank President Mandela for the trust and confi-

dence he has shown in me, even though it is well
known that our organizations are in opposition to

each other," Buthelezi said after taking the oath of

office at government offices in Durban.
Asked by journalists if he planned to make any

changes while in office, he said he “would be mad"to
do so. the independent South African Press

Association reported. Buthelezi, who advocates
strong powers for provincial governments to prevent

autocratic rule by the central government, will head
the country for little more than

Ex-wife held in Gucci murder
ROME CReuter) - Five people

were arrested by yesterday in con-

nection with the 1995 murder of

Italian fashion king Maurizio Gucci,

including his first wife, police said.

“We confirm that we arrested

Patrizia Reggiani Martinelli this

morning on suspicion of involve-

ment in the killing." a police offi-

cial said.

ONE OF A KIND

Legal sources said police

alleged that Gucci's 49-year-old

first wife commissioned the fatal

shooting, one of the most mysteri-

ous recent killings in Italy.

Gucci, 45, the last grandson of

Guccio Gucci who founded fee

international fashion dynasty, was
shot dead in broad daylight outside

his office in Milan in March, 1 995.
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added.
Meanwhile, Foreign Minister

David Levy said after meeting

French President Jacques Chirac

on Friday feat peace talks with

Syria are not frozen and that

France wants to help narrow
Israeli-Syrian differences.

Levy accused Syria of direct

responsibility for last week's

attack in which three IDF soldiers

were killed by Hizbullah. “Syria

is more than directly responsible

[for events in south Lebanon]. It

transfers weapons that arrive from
Iran. Such behavior is not com-
patible with Syria’s declarations

about its desire to achieve peace.

“If peace serves the interests of
both sides, Syria has an opportu-

nity to prove fee sincerity of its

declarations. It must contribute to

creating the conditions which will

bring us to resume tire peace
talks," Levy said.

The future of Israeli-Syrian

peace talks and the situation in

Lebanon were the two major top-

ics Levy discussed wife Chirac

and with his French counterpart,

Herve de-Charette, later on
Friday. Levy told the two that,

since Operation Grapes of Wrath,
Syria has allowed increased sup-

plies of weapons to Hizbullah in

south Lebanon. Planes full of mil-

itary equipment from Iran arrive

in Lebanon under Syrian supervi-

sion, he said. “This situation can-
not go on. Syria has to choose its

way," he told Chirac.

Levy tried to tone down ten-

sions with Syria, speaking about
the need to avoid a verbal war and

BRAIN
Continued from Page 1

brain activity recovers by itself, on
condition feat the stimulus is halt-

ed.

Scientists discovered CSD in

hares 50 years ago, and then other

rodents, cats, dogs and monkeys
were studied. But the higher one
goes in the phylo-genetic ladder,

the harder it is to stimulate the

phenomenon. Until recently, there

were scientific studies showing it

was “impossible" to create CSD
in the human brain.

Mayevsky and his team discov-

to resume negotiations as quickly
as passible. :

Chirac told Levy that the
Syrians are willing to examine
every proposal feat would help
bridge die gap between the two
countries’ positions. Levy said he
did not ask Chirac to transmit any
message to Damascus, saying he
is waiting to hear from the EU
special envoy to fee Middle East,
who visited the Syrian capital last

week.

Over the weekend, the US also

warned Syria to put a halt to

Hizbullah attacks on the IDF in

southern Lebanon.
In Washington, a senior admin-

istration official would not con-
firm whether Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright spoke with

Syrian Foreign Minister Farouk
Share on fee matter, but said, “We
have communicated these views
to fee Syrians."

Washington is aware feat the

attack could be linked to recent

efforts to bring about a resump-
tion of Israeli-Syrian peace talks,

and the US is once again telling

Damascus that the link must be
cut, he said.

The official added that wife
Netanyahu coming to the US next

week to discuss with President

Bill Clinton how to resume fee

talks, Syria ought to create a bet-

ter climate by clamping down on
Hizbullah.

In a meeting with ambassador
to the US Eliahu Ben-Efissar on
Friday, Vice President A1 Gore
expressed sympathy fra fee three

Israeli casualties.

The 20-minute meeting was the

first between fee two since Ben-
El issar arrived in September.

Gore did not say how the admin-
istration is working to restart the

Israeli-Syrian negotiations, but

ered the phenomenon in a man
who was admitted to Icfailov

Hospital in Tel Aviv for severe

head trauma. He was one of 14
coma patients whose relatives

agreed to testing with fee brain

monitor Mayevsky has developed
over the past 20 years.

The monitor senses inter-cranial

pressure, local blood flow, oxyge-
nization, spontaneous electrical

potential, temperature and potas-

sium-concentration outside the
(tells. These cannot all be deter-
mined simultaneously and in real

time by a computerized tomogra-
phy (CD or magnetic resonance
instrument (MRI) scan bill can be
using the brain monitor.

Both economists were featured

speakers at the. six-day World
Economic Forum.
“One .troubling matter- is feat fee

two important countries of fee

European Monetary Union,
France and Germany, have not yet

found a common philosophy on
fee very, essence of the monetary

union," said Siebert.

German officials want to keep
control of the money supply out of

fee hands of politicians, but fee

French regard monetary matters as

political concerns that shouldn't be

entrusted to “technocrats,” he said.

Beigsten said the euro is likely

to be a strong currency from fee

outset.

“It will in feet become the first

real rival to the dollar since die dol-

lar became the world’s top curren-

cy in fee interwar period.” he said.

Abotfrhe and Ben-Elissar said they

hope a formula could be found.

Gore also said he was
impressed by the wide Knesset

majority for the Hebron redeploy-

ment agreement, an Israeli official

said.

In a related development.

President Ezer Weizman, reacting

Friday to a comment by Egyptian

Ambassador to the US Abdel
Raouf Reedy that Egypt would
not stand idly by if Israel attacked

Syria, advised fee ambassador “to

• calm down.”
“Egypt is the leader of the Arab

world, and I hope Israel will not

launch a war against Syria, and I

estimate it won’t,’’ said Weizman.
During the past two years,

Mayevsky and his colleagues

have used the monitor to diagnose

many patients who suffered

severe brain trauma, during oper-

ations and after them. The device

is in the final stages of being

patented.

“One must remember that most
of fee information on which drugs
are developed, and especially

those for treating brain disorders,

are based on animal studies. Only
at fee final stage are they tested

rai humans to test for toxicity and
efficacy. Our monitor's complete

physiological and biochemical

mapping makes it possible to

check the influence of drugs on
internal brain processes,"

Mayevsky stressed.

The discovery of CSD in man
shows that fee basic biochemical

processes in man's brain are very

similar to those 'in animals, said

Mayevsky, who wrote fee journal

article along with Avi Doron,
Tamar Manor, Sigal Merlin. Niti

Zarchi and George Ouaknine of

Bar-Ban and Ichilov Hospital's

neurosurgery department.

A small hole was drilled in the

frontal bone area of the skull and
fee monitor's sensor was inserted

and fastened for hours at a time.

This one patient showed sponta-

neous CSD for a period of 24
hours, at a frequency of one wave
every half hour. Gravely injured,

the man died later. The team
hypothesizes that the CSD was
initially stimulated by one of the

suction procedures used to clear

his airways.

-Mayevsky noted that since CSD
has been jinked in animals to
stroke, epilepsy, migraine and
other traumatic events, the dis-

covery of its presence in man has
great significance in research.
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National Front
seeks fourth town

V FTROLLES (Reuter) - France's far- right National
Front (FN) party will try to seize control of a fourth
town in France in a municipal election today after a
campaign scarred by insults, court battles and vio-

lence.

The municipal election in Vitrolles. a drab, fast-

growing town in southern France where unemploy-
ment is far above the national average, pits the FN
against a Socialist mayor and a candidate of (he gov-
ernment's ruling centre-right.

The election will test the FN's strength almost two
years after it won control of its first three towns in

France in nationwide municipal elections in 1 995 —
Marignane. Orange and Toulon,

In those elections. Socialist /ean-Jacques AnglaJe
was elected mayor of Vltrolles by a mere 353 votes
over the National Front's Bruno MegreL the deputy
to fiery FN leader Jean-Marie-Le Pen who wants to
expel three million immigrants.

But the Supreme Court scrapped the vote because
of irregularities by Anglade's camp, forcing a re-run

that has led to a bitter battle in a town that has mush-
roomed from 13,000 inhabitants in 1975 to 39.000
today.

In the latest sign of campaign nastiness, a court

yesterday banned the FN from publishing its newspa-
per Allcr. Viirolles (Go Vitrolles), ruling that it con-
tained libelous portraits of Anglade and other

Socialists.

The court, in nearby Aix-en-Provence, said local

FN leaders would be Fined 500 francs (SI 00) for each
copy distributed.

"This ruling is a new proof that the FN is seeking
only one thing: to trick voters.” Anglade said.

Among a rash of violent attacks, an FN candidate.

Gilles Lacroix, was taken to hospital this w eek after

unknown attackers beat him up and left him uncon-

scious in the street. In another incident. Anglade's
driver suffered face bums when a pot of glue landed

on his head.

And in the FN-controlled town of Orange yester-

day. police said that between 1 .500 and 2.000 people

from anti-FN groups demonstrated in front of the

town hall to urge a return to what they called secular

and non-racist values.

Pollsters say a low turnout in today's first round in

Vitrolles is likely to favour the more motivated FN. If

no candidate wins an outright majority, a second

round will be held in a week's time.

In a bizarre twist, Megret's wife Catherine is stand-

ing in his place because he has been barred from the

election for exceeding campaign spending limits.

Catherine Megret insists she is "representing'her
husband rather than replacing him.

Bruno Megret, who is spokesman for the cam-
paign. has promised the FN would, if elected, fight

immigration, tackle crime and bring down the area's

19 percent unemployment.

6th century BCE statues found
NICOSIA (Reuter)

Archaeologists in Cyprus
unearthed several immaculately-

preserved statues of lions and
sphinxes on Friday which they

said dated from the 6th Century

BCE.
"Our team was working on

maintaining the wall of a royal

tomb there" this morning and they

found two lions, over life-sized

and a sphinx in immaculate condi-

tion," director of Cyprus
Antiquities Department Demos
Christou told Reuters.

"They were made around the

6th Century BCE. They are archa-

ic. made .of limestone.” he said of

the finds at Tamassos. the site of

an ancient kingdom 20 km south-

west of the capital Nicosia.

Museum officials said two

more statues of lions and another

sphinx were found later on
Friday.

"If we are lucky we will stum-

ble across something this precious

once every 20 years,” said one
researcher.

Tamassos. a settlement believed

to date from around (200 'BCE.
was one of 11 to 1 3 ancient inland

kingdoms on Cyprus.

Dreyfiis documents to be auctioned
PARIS tAP)— A Paris auction-

eer plans to offer documents relat-

ed to France's infamous Dreyfus

Affair for bidding on the Internet.

The auction, to be held at

Drouot. the central Paris

salesroom, features 130 lots of

original letters, drawings, newspa-
per clippings and other"documents
illustrating the Dreyfus Affair,

auctioneer Jean-Claude Binoche

said yesterday.

Alfred Dreyfus, the young
Jewish army captain falsely

accused of treason in 1894. was
framed by the military and thrown

into solitary confinement on
Devil's Island, he was eventually

declared innocent.

The Dreyfus trial stirred antise-

mitic sentiments that divided

France, shaking its democratic

roots.

“The affair is the world’s most

famous case of judicial error,”

Binoche said.

The items on sale were amassed
over 20 years by a private French

collector, and are expected to fetch

between 1-1.5 million francs

($181 .000-273.000 >, Binoche said.

On-line pre-bidding begins Feb.

I and continues through Feb. 18.

The highest bidder for each lot

will be invited to participate in the

Feb. 19 final round of sales.

A US Marine grimaces in pain during a 1991 hazing incident by an elite paratrooper unit, in which jump wing medals are beaten into

men's chests in so-called ‘blood pinnings' as seen in this image from television- (AP)

Marines investigate brutal hazing
By SUSANNE W. SCHAFER

WASHINGTON (AP> — US Defense
Secretary William Cohen deplored on Friday

two incidents in which elite Marine Corps
paratroopers had the pins on their golden jump
bagdes beaten into their chests. He said there

would be “zero tolerance'of such hazing.

The incidents were videotaped by partici-

pants. They occurred in 1991 and 1993 and
came to light Thursday. The Marines said the

hazing was brought to its attention by NBC
television. CNN' broadcast portions Thursday
nighL

“Abuse such as this has no place in any
branch of the US

military." Cohen told a Pentagon news con-

ference. his first since taking office a week ago.

Four-star Gen. John Shalikashvili. chairman

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said the military

chiefs are dedicated to making sure such
behavior no longer occurs.

"The Marine Corps is vigorously pursuing

this matter." Cohen said. He said he had asked

Shalikashvili to meet with the other service

chiefs to “communicate very clearly to all who

serve that we have a zero tolerance policy."

Cohen said there had been about 80 hazing

incidents reported in the past three to five years— “80 too many”— but didn't say what they

involved.

He said those who engage in such conduct

would face “consequences that have to be
paid”and those “responsible for maintaining

discipline will be held accountable.” News of

the incidents leaked out Thursday at the

Pentagon.

The events involve an elite unit of Marine
Corps paratroopers, who primarily are trained

for reconnaissance and scouting duty.

The paratroopers earn golden pins upon
completion of 10 training jumps, and such indi-

viduals evidently were the ones taped in the

incidents.

Marine Corps spokesman Maj. Scott

Campbell said the Marine Corps has viewed
the tapes. About 30 Marines are seen in the

1991 tape, and most have been identified.

Campbell said about 10 have been inter-

viewed by investigators. About nine of the

Marines involved remain on active duty, he
said.

-•

Because tire Marines prohibit such hazing

activities, Ll Gen. Charles EL Wilhelm has

been put in charge of the investigation,

Campbell said. Wilhelm is .the commander of

US Marine Corps operations in the Atlantic,

located at Camp JLejeune, North Carolina.

Campbell said no disciplinary action has

been taken because the investigation was only

opened early this month.

A military source who viewed the tapes

called them “ackening"aud said, “They just

keep beating those pins things into them.”

Campbell, asked about the tapes, said “There

are victims in the tapes, and there are perpetra-

tors." Campbell said none of the Marines
involved in the investigation apparently

required medical attention after the incidents

occurred.

Fifty-two Marines have been sent to trial by
court-martial and at least 34 others have
received nonjudicial, or administrative, punish-

ment for hazing or improper initiation-type

activity in the past several years, Campbell
said. The punishments in those cases ranged

from reduction in rank to forfeiture of pay to

bad conduct discharges, be said.
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S.F. columnist Herb Caen dead at 80
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — decades, diedyesterday. He was 80. Chronicle even after he was diag- he was awarded a special Pulitzer

Columnist Herb Caen, who chroni- Caen continued to appear spo- nosed with inoperable lung cancer Prize for his “extraordinary and

cled his adopted city for nearly six radically in the San Francisco in April 1996. That same month, continuing contribution as a voice

and a conscience ofhis city.” Caen
died at Pacific Medical Center in

San Francisco early Saturday, the

Chronicle said in a statement

“We are deeply saddened by
Herb’s death," said Chronicle edi-

tor Bill German. “Our hearts go
out to his wife and family, and his

millions of fans." His daily collec-

tion of local news, gossip, jokes

arid one-liners amused millions of

readers across Northern California

as they sat down to their first cup
of coffee each morning.

But Caen (pronounced “cane")

was perhaps best known for his

wistful paeans to his-Baghdad, by
the Bay.

“There is no way to give up on
San Francisco, once you have fall-

en tinder its spell," he said in his

book One Man’s San Francisco.

He wrote of moments “when the

wind and the light are right, and
die air smells ocean-clean, and a

white ship is emerging from the

Golden Gate mist into the Bay,

and tiie towers are reflecting the

sun’s last rays." .

•

“I hadn’t realized the depth ofthe

narcissism in this city,” Caen once

said. ’Tb this day, I think people

aren’t all that crazy about the gos-

sip or the political stuff— they like

the sentimental stuff tire best”

A prolific writer, Caen also wrote

magazine articles and 12 books

about tire city, fronyBaghdad by

the Bay\JO Don’t Call It Frisco.

(The nickname was a pet peeve.)

He 'was credited with coming the

term “beatnik." He. often took on
crusades, such as. his effort in the

late ’40s md early ’50s.to save the

cable cars — Which became the

city’sbiggest tourist attraction.

In his later years, detractors said

he was out of toubh with the city

and complained tirat be wrote too

much . about, tire- socialites who
became his friends. His jokes were
sometimes denigrating to women
and minorities, and be was accused— wrongly; he said— of using his .

stature to get free meals and drinks.

But few reporters took the pains

Caen did to knqw their topic. He
spent his evenings attending par- .

lies, making tire rounds of the bars,

going id theatcrppeaings and opera
performances . in a never-ending

search for iternSTo fill tire space.

No matter how tired, he still got
to work the next morning at 9:30
a.m., checking bdt the papers and
looking through -the messages, of '

his army of.tipsters.
By I pjxL, he emerged from his

looted office, finished Column in

hand.— all typed on an. old manu-
al typewriter. Ife nfeveV learned to
use a computer. ->.
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rather than by microscope

tiazint
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B/JUPraetaa-TTZKowcH

A ustralian researcherZm ftofessor - Bruce
^'**«oiloway has been^tudy-

^8 disease-producing
Pseudomonas - bacteria for
decades but when you- ask what
they look like he can’t recall
details except to say “they’re
rod-shaped, like"a bacillus, and
when you make a culture, they
produce a , blue . or green pig-
mem.” ‘

.
.

-

The_ reason fpr this i$ that he
“can’t remember the last time”
he looked at tire bacteria through

•

a nucrbscope. -I’m a geneticist
who looks at their DNA and
studies how they grow and their
other biological - functions.
Today, microscopy is ontdated as
a major- technique to study
organisms.”

.

Holloway, a long-time member
of the faculty and senior
researcher .at Monash University
and now an honorary professori-
al fellow, wasa guest Speaker at
the recent annual meeting of the
Israel Society for Microbiology,
which was held at Bar-IIau
University in - Ramat . Gan.
Holloway studied botany at the
University ofAdelaide and was a
plant pathologist in the late ’40s.

In 1950,- he was awarded a
Fulbright award to do postgradu-
ate work at the California
Institute of Technology, where
he studied Neurospora genetics
under Nobel, laureate George
Beadle. After years of work at

Monash, and visiting appoint-
ments at the University, of
California, at Berkeley and die

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology,he was elected a fel-

low of the Australian Academy
of Sciences and made an Officer

of the Order ofAustralia.
Holloway, who regarded the

Bar-Ilan conference as a “world-
class scientific event,” said that

microbiology is speeding the

understanding of diseases and
their causes on the genetic level
“Previous technologies going
back to the ’50s didn’t allow as
to look at die whole genome.
Thar’s like being m Tel Aviv
without a telephone book, or one
that has only 10% of fie num-
bers. Yon can get by, perhaps;

some .names and numbers are

present, and some are missing.
:

Now we have ways to reach the

whole telephone book - not only

R* FOR READERS

. HoOoway: Now we have ways to

reach the whole telephone book
- not only the names and num-
bers bat also the addresses.

the names and numbers but also

the addresses.”

Among the techniques for
studying the structure of genes is

polymerase chain reaction, a way
of magnifying base pans to make
them recognizable, which has

. been standard procedure for near-

ly a decade; another technique is

pulsed-field gel electrophoresis,

in which the genome is split up.

“You take the whole gene and
split it into pieces, some of them
large and some small. Then you
put them together again, like

Humpty Dumpty or ajigsaw puz-
zle, and learn much in the process

about the genetic makeup.”
Pseudomonas bacteria, which

cannot be easily controlled by
antibiotics, are frequently found
in wounds, bums and urinary-

tract infections. When a cystic

fibrosis patient dies, it isn’t due to

the genetic lung disease itself, bnt

due toThe spread ofPseudomonas
in the body and overcoming fie

immune system, he says.

Cancer patients whose immune
system is weakened can also suc-

cumb to Pseudomonas infec-

tions, thus the study of how they

function and replicate is very
important. “They have broad
metabolic abilities. I’ve used
them throughout my career.

Their applications are not only in

medicine - including fie devel-

opment ofvaccines and diagnos-

tic tests, and fie understanding
of bacterial resistance to drugs -
but also in biotechnology and
agriculture: fie genetic tech-

' tuques we’ve worked on are also
applicable for other types of bac-
teria as well."

He praises scientists at the
Institute for Genome Research in

Maryland, for finding out how to

look at fie entire sequence of a
genome (of a mouse, or a rice

plant, for example) and to do so
. in a less-expensive way than
before. They ciit fie genes into

2,000 or more bases, and clone
them. Computer software devel-
oped at the institute then deter-

mines fie sequence of fie base
pairs, costing only 50 cents a pair

instead of several dollars under
the previous technique. The insti-

tute’s scientists then put their

new data on fie Internet, sharing

it wifi fellow researchers.

“But knowing the sequence is

only the beginning; you need to

know biological functions as well
and some organisms have a few
thousand ofthese,”notes Holloway.
The study of plant genes will

become as important as the analysis

ofhuman genes, he predicts.

Holloway was never tempted
to become a physician and deal

wifi patients directly. “I’m a sci-

entist who joined the field of
genetics at an opportune time,

when the whole subject was
exploding with interest and
growing. But today, 1 would hes-

itate to encourage all bright

young people to go into science.

Governments around fie world
are cutting back on funds for

research. In fie current econom-
ic situation, I think only fie best

should go into science to become
first-class professionals. There
won’t be enough jobs for all sci-

ence graduates at this rate.”

Holloway continues fiat if you
look at fie success rates of
research grants, the picture is

depressing. “Sadly, only about

20 percent of applications are

accepted, and many good people
are being forced to leave science

in fie US. Britain, Australia and
other countries. Some of them go
into information technology,

while others do their master's in

business administration or
become lawyers. In Australia,

there ’s a combined science and
law degree aimed specially at

people who want to go into fie

field of patents.”

Patients’ Rights Law shows
reduced faith in doctors
By JUDY S1EGEL-1TZK0V1CH

I
t’s ironic ihai at a time when medical
success has reached new heights - sav-
ing patients whose conditions would

have been regarded only a decade ago as
hopeless - the public no longer regard their

physicians as omniscient. Medical negli-

gence lawsuits are on the upswing, patients

don’t accept every word doctors say and
they often request a second opinion even if

they ’re clearly on the way to recovery.

The Patients’ Rights Law. which went into

effect in August after some 20 years of
deliberations in the Health Ministry and
Knesset, has brought physicians down from
their pedestals and mandated extensive con-
sultation with patients. "This is a reflection

of the consumer age and increased aware-
ness of individual' rights.” says Professor

Jonathan Halevy. an internist and director-

general of Jerusalem's Shaare Zedek
Hospital. “This induced legislators to initi-

ate and pass fie bill."

Early one morning, he recently convened a

clinical conference in the hospital's

Steinberg Auditorium, which was nearly

packed with white-coated docrors and nurs-

es eager for more information on the highly
demanding law, of which there are few in

fie rest of the Western world. Although
Halevy regarded some pans as “problemat-
ic.” he stated that it had “far and away more
positive implications than negative ones."

However, many hospitals and clinics

haven’t yet fully discussed implementation
with their staffers and even the ministry has-

n't issued all fie necessary guidelines and
arrangements.

It seems that so far not a single lawsuit has

been filed by a patient claiming his rights

were compromised by medical staffers vio-

lating the law. But Halevy believes it

inevitable that these suits will be filed, and
that the courts will set down the applied lim-

its of the law as it appears on paper. “This
law affects our daily work,” fie director-

general told his staff, “and we are trying to

inculcate it so it becomes second nature to

you.”
The first section of the law requires fie

staff of all medical institutions - from the

director-general to the maintenance worker
- to “protect the honor and privacy” of the

patient This, said Halevy, has always been a

by-word for any doctor or nurse, but never-

theless. having it put down in black and
white “educates” all those in contact wifi

fie patient.

Another section requires medical institu-

tions and individual doctors to treat “uncon-
ditionally" any patient in an emergency,
whether he has money or a health-fund

referral slip or not. Since fie only major
department Shaare Zedek lacks is neuro-

surgery, patients needing such treatment are

transferred to another hospital, but only on
condition that moving them would not cause
them any harm. One may, of course, not dis-

criminate against any patient on the basis of
religion, sex. race, nationality or any other

reason.

A problematic section, said Halevy, deals

wifi the requirement to provide “proper"
medical treatment, whether professionally

or in terms of human relations with the

patient. The language of this section is sub-

jective and open to commentary. The spa-

cious two-decade-old complex, although
currently in excess of its regular capacity,

doesn’t keep patients in fie corridors. But

the emergency room in peak periods does
have several beds together without a divider

between them. “This is fie economic reality

in Israel,” said Halevy, noting fiat fie

Patients’ Rights Law did not include addi-

tional funds to implement it.

ft goes on to require all hospital staffers to

wear identifying name tags so fiat patients

can know who’s treating them; this state-

ment by Halevy caused some staffers’ hands

to rummage over fie front of their white

coat, and some of them were in fact without

fie required tag.

The new law gives all patients the option

of seeking a second opinion from another

professional, requiring the medical institu-

tion to copy personal records for fie patient

to show elsewhere. “We may be insulted, but

being told of the desire for another opinion

must not change our attitude to fie patient or

his family.” In addition, every discharged

patient must be provided with a summary of

his condition for passing on to his personal

physician.

HAVING VISITORS in the hospital has
become a right for all patients; the hospital

director may, however, set down visiting

hours. Halevy disclosed that Shaare Zedek
instituted a liberal visiting policy recently,

but that visits by extended families to

patients' bedsides bad elicited some com-
plaints by their neighbors. If a disturbance is

created, the guard'may ask them to reduce

their numbers or to leave altogether, Halevy
said.

One of the most controversial aspects of
the law is the patient’s informed consent.

Since patients' activism is increasing and
doctors' paternalism is on fie decline, physi-

cians may no longer cany out medical pro-

cedures without asking for permission. No
reason - the patient’s “low intelligence,”

cultural or language boundaries or lack of
time - is a legitimate excuse for not doing
so.

“The time when a group of doctors and
medical students spent 10 minutes around a

patient's bed discussing his case - using

English thinking he w'ouldn't understand

(and often fie patient speaks better English
than the doctors) — without saying a word to'

him is gone.” Halevy said. “You have to'
offer a reasonable explanation of the diag-
nosis, prognosis, alternatives for treatment

-

and their usefulness, as well as whether the
treatment is experimental." And the expla-
nation must, by law, be offered as early in

the process as possible so the patient can
weigh his options.

Special forms are being prepared at Shaare
Zedek for each type of procedure, rather;

than the standard consent form that has been
used up to now for some treatments.
Consent may be given orally, except in the
following complicated procedures: in-vitro

fertilization, catheterization, dialysis, any
operation except for minor surgery,
chemotherapy and radiotherapy.

If the patient refuses treatment needed to

save his life or prevent permanent handicap,

a hospital ethics committee can be convened*
to discuss the case. A patient can name a.

proxy to act on his behalf. (The Health"
Ministry hasn't yet issued official nomina-
tions of ethical committee members in fie

hospitals, but these are expected.} But if no
consent has been given and fie situation is

an emergency, the doctor can proceed if he
is certain that the benefits outweigh the risk

and fiat the patient would have consented if

able.

All medical treatment must be documented
in writing and in detail, Halevy said, and the

copies are the property of the patient. In

addition, quality-control committees should
be established to investigate any suspicion

of errors or bad judgments; however, since

these are aimed at improved medicine rather

than as evidence for lawsuits, their findings

are kept secret by the institution, unless they

discover data that wasn't included in fie

medical records.

The law also stipulates fiat all staffers

protect the privacy of patients; if a physician
wishes to document the case in a medical'

journal or in speaking with others, he must
not provide details that would personally

identify the patient.

Some doctors in the audience were less

enthusiastic than Halevy about fie law: one
cynical professor asked "When will there be
a doctors' rights law?” and insisted that the

new legislation puis many burdens on
physicians and creates “estrangement”
between them and their patients. Another
staffer asked whether fie law backs up
patients asking who their surgeon (assigned

by a rota system) would be. Halevy said he
didn't think fie law was clear about this,

but fiat he personally advocated such an
approach, since a surgeon's relationship

wifi a patient “is very intimate.” But he

noted fiat the Israel Medical Association

strongly opposes providing such informa-

tion.
'

Don’t worry, Mom - it’s safe to eat chicken necks
By PortHoaftfaReporter

Ti JWTy mother always tells me
I m/I not to cook necks of
if JL-Chidcens, but to throw
them out Shedawts the birds am
injected with antibiotics when
they're alive, and that these drugs
concentrate in the neck and can

thus be dangerous. Js das true

?

MJL, TelArse.

Dr. Robert Singer, chief veteri-

narian of the Health Ministrys

Foodservice Division, replies?

Eating chicken necks is com-
pletely safe. Poultry are suscepti-

ble to diseases, thus ihey are given

antibiotics. In 99 percent of cases

the drugs are given Together wifi

their water or food, and not as

injections - can you imagine how
much work it would be to inject

each bod with antibiotics? In any
case,when poultry need individual

treatment for an infection, they are

almost invariably injected in fie

breast rather than in the neck.

We are very careful to ensure

that at least a week or two pass

between the time poultry breeders

give their birds antibiotics and
otherdrags and the time ofslaugh-
ter. This gives time for the drug to

disintegrate and leave fie body.

The drugs are mostly the same
type of antibiotics taken by

Iranians, but in very small quanti-

ties.

The Agriculture Ministry con-

ducts an annual check of some
7,000 birds to check for drug

residues in poultry; it rarely finds

them. The Health Ministry con-

ducts checks two or three times a
year of poultry in the market. We
find drag residues infrequently; if

there are some, they occur more
often in turkeys, which are more
susceptible to diseases and slaugh-

tered when they are older.

,
High concentrations of antibi-

otics in poultry could cause aller-

gic reactions in people who eat

them only ifthey are sensitive. But
I repeat fiat only minimal concen-

trations are found, and then
-

only

infrequently. So you can tell your

mother it’s completely safe to eat

poultry necks.

My husband, going on 77 and
weakened by several operations,

Poultry usually get antibiotics

with water or food, and not as
injections. (Hum WaimanJ

gets every now and then big black
blisters in his mouth and under
his tongue. They cause no pain
(only uneasiness), but develop
into a wound; then it's over, until

the next time. No doctor or dentist

hasfound the cause or nature of
the ailment, and it was suggested
that

,
on the next recurrence, a

biopsy be performed, which we
dread. On cable TV, l saw adver-

tisementsfora device calledNono
that is supposed to head acne on
the face and herpes inside the

mouth. No doctor or dentist we
asked has heard ofthe device and
thus cannot recommend its use.

What should we do? H.H., Haifa.

Prof. Alice Marfdtdu. an expert

in oral medicine at Hadassah-
University Hospital in Jerusalem's

Ein Kerem. comments:
It’s impossible to diagnose con-

ditions without seeing fie patient

But from our description, and your

husband’s age, it’s possible fiat he
suffers from immune dermatosis, a
systemic disorder that can present

such symptoms as recurring black

blisters in the mouth. I strongly

recommend that he goes to a hos-

pital department of oral medicine.

Sheba Hospital at Tel Hashomer
has one, in addition to ours at

Hadassah. Rambara Hospital,

which is in your city, has a max-
illofacial department, not an oral

medicine, but it has fie services of
an adviser on oral medicine who
can be consulted. Because of your
husband’s age. a partial biopsy can

be performed by a special tech-

nique fiat is not invasive, so you
don’t have to dread it. I have no
idea about the device you saw on
cable TV, but I advise against seek-

ing home “remedies" for such
symptoms.

Rx For Readers welcomes
queries from readers about med-
ical problems. Experts will answer
those we find most interesting . and
replies will be printed in the

twice-monthly column on the

Health Page.Write Rx For
Readers, The Jerusalem Post.

POB 81. Jerusalem 91000, fax it

to (02) 538 9527 or e-mail it to

jusie@Jpost.coM. gixing your ini-

tials. age and place of residence.

Phoned-in queries will not be
accepted.

HEALTH SCAN

Watch what you take! You could lose your teeth
By Port Heaftfa Reporter

Numerous drugs can cause serious

swelling of die gums and even irre-

versible damage, but fie drug pack-

ages often don’t mention such side effects

and doctors who prescribe fie medications

may forget to warn patients in advance.

Staff at Rambara Hospital’s periodontal and

maxillofacial surgery traits and fie

Tfechnion medical faculty say that aware-

ness of this phenomenon can prevent tooth

lOSSa

Writing in Harefuah, fie journal of fie

Israel Medical Association, the doctors note

fiar gingival hyperplasia (swelling of fie

gusts) is a pafiological condition drat can

^ the periodontium, which holds tire

Sin place- Periodontal disease is ordi-

naiflv caused by the buildup ofbacteria fiat

P*y fie gums from the roots of the teeth, but

it can also develop as a result of certain

^effcium channel blockers,. prescribed.

jjje past two decades for various car-

diovascular diseases and hypertension, arc

Iqjttum to cause gingival hyperplasia —
appearing a moo* aftcr *** patient

sSeT raking *e medication. The drug-

hwwed ‘condition has been found in an

aterage of 20 to 25 percent of patients tak-

in» catehBn channel blockers, bra in some

Sadies, the ftps*

™

!88 as 8°percent

Oral sorcery or more conservative treatment

can caarethe
swelling to recede, but it often

reappears, fie authors trote, •

Cvetosporm, tire antj-rejeetton drag given

*0 all «gan-transpbnt recipients and- vast-

9 H

ous autoimmune disorders, can also cause
periodontal problems. Preventive treatment,

however, can reduce fie damage. Another

drug fiat nay be involved in this syndrome
is dnantin, given to some epilepsy patients.

Contraception pills containing female sex

hormones can also lead to gum swelling,

even though fie reduced concentrations

have reduced fie risk.

The authors advise doctors to refer

patients who wiU receive such drugs to their

dentist before they start taking tire drug so

preventive treatment can be carried out and

so patients’ conditions are carefully

watched. “In extreme cases, in which the

swelling doesn’t respond to periodontal

treatment or surgery, physicians should con-

sider alternative fiugs that don’t produce

such side effects.”

RESPECTING DIFFERENCES
Even young children know what human

norms are and often make fun of those who
are different A colorful new children's book,

produced in Hebrew and English, has just

been published by Jerusalem’sGan Harmony.

Located in fie Har Nof quarter, the unique

kindergarten - founded and directed by Joan

Shrensky - integrates disabled and healthy

children in fie same classes.

The NTS 59 hardcover book, called
Something Different, illustrated with charm-
ing papercuts by Michal Avior and printed

on sturdy, plastic-coated pages, tells a Tti

Bishvat story suitable for the whole year
round. It was financed with a grant from the

Helen Bader Foundation in Jerusalem.
Written by Rachael Konigsberg, fie mother
of a Gan Harmony child, fie story tells of
Uncle Oren, who had a citrus grove foil of
orange, grapefruit and lemon trees. Every
New Year ofTrees he chooses his favorite to

honor. One day, an odd sapling appeared in

the grove; wifi purple fruit, it didn't belong.

The other trees rejected it for its different-

ness, but Uncle Oren selected fie plum,

because it was “most unusual and very dif-

ferent." The lesson, of course, is that being

different is nothing to be ashamed of and
that every human being has inherent value.

It is available in both languages from Gan
Harmony (02-652-4649); a CD-ROM based

on fie book and telling about fie kinder-

garten will soon be issued.

MOVING HOUSE
It isn’t often that a hospital moves from

one location to another; Maccabi’s Ramat
Marpeh Hospital has, however - from
Ramat Gan to a new building in Pecah
Tikva. Some NIS 50 million were invested

in the old/new hospital, where some 13,000

operations wiU be carried out this year.

Located on the top floors of the Kikar HaMr
building near fie municipality, it covers
4,200 square meters. Its patients are. of
course, Maccabi health-fund members, but

it also accepts members of the other insur-

ers when referred.
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BEAUTIFUL PLANTS OF THE BIBLE

!

From the hyssop to the mighty cedar, over 100

kinds of foliage mentioned in the Bible,

photographed in color and described by Dr. David

Darom. Softcover album, 47 pp.

JP Price NIS 25

300 WILD FLOWERS OF ISRAEL
More than 140 cotoriul pages ol 300 wild flowers,

|
deserved ami photographed in their native stes. e

Although not dose to cataloging the entire range ol >
wW flowers in this country, A2atia Aton does
provide a wide sampling of Israel's flora.

Conveniently indexed by color. Softcover,^j^^3|
spiral bound, fits in a backpack,

Published by SPN1.

IP Price NIS 55
mnmmKmummm

Books, The Jerusalem Peat, POB al . Jerusalem 91000
BEAUTIFULPLANTS OFTHE BIBLE ai NIS 25 each

300 WILD FLOWEROF ISRAEL at NIS 55 each

BOTH TITLES for NIS 75
Postage in Israel: one copy NIS 6. two or more NIS 10

Total NIS
Enclosed check payable lo The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details.
Please list gift recipient's name, address and message separately.

Q Visa lsc/MCD O Diners AmEx
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Economics over everything

The world we live in is now so driven by

economics, business, and finance, sociol-

ogists say. that the traditional and less

money-grabbing cultural and moral foundations

of our civilizations are being undermined. The

extent to which this is true is demonstrated by

the way world leaders and lobbyists now hawk

all their political concerns off to financial and

economic conferences, such as the Group of

Seven and. this week, the World Economic

Forum at Davos in Switzerland. Only when

lesser matters such as war and peace and the

environment are tagged onto high finance and

world marketing do they have any hope of

attracting action, it seems.

It is no longer just the “rich world*" - the

industrialized West - that is caught up in this

economic feeding frenzy of “give me growth or

give me death." The Asian tigers, the South

American tigers, the east European tigers - all

want in on the acL There are more tigers in the

markets than in the jungles these days. Even

European countries like Ireland and Portugal -

that seemed to have opted for a more balanced

way of life emphasizing alongside “progress”

such intangibles as art. culture, family and

social interaction - are now more interested in

portraying themselves as members of the tiger

club than as producers of poetry or paintings. In

fact, the forum is likely to be dominated by the

latest European Union crisis of confidence -

cold feet over the likely stability of the future

common European currency, the euro. It is like-

ly that the relationship between this first-ever

artificially created rival to the US dollar and the

American currency will be stormy and volatile.

In the past, people like UN secretaries-general

and concerned development bankers attempted

to prick consciences in the First World over the

growing poverty gap between it and the Third

World. Yesterday, the new UN Secretary-General

Kofi Annan urged the World Economic Forum
leaders gathering in Davos to look toward the

whole southern hemisphere - not as a place

where charitable good works need to be done, but

as a center for investment. “The South,” said

.Annan, “is the driving force of economic change

and offers you. corporate leaders, unprecedented

opportunities." The opportunities, needless to

say. are for profit - though whose profit always

remains a more murky concepL

The jury remains out on where the relentless

drive of the markets is actually leading civiliza-

tion, especially those underdeveloped civiliza-

tions now leaping on the unstoppable bandwag-
on of the global marketplace. The signs are omi-
nous and die forum would do well to ponder
that the drive for billion-dollar profits is more
and more often built on cheap labor in the

developing countries at the cost of workers’jobs

in the developed states. It seems there are poten-

tial social strains here which need urgently to be
addressed. Unfortunately, it also appears these

concerns remain low on the agenda for the cor-
porate giants, not least in Davos.

It is true, as Annan indicated, that the market
has so far reacted to Third World opportunities

by concentrating most of its investments in a
handful of countries, the “tigers.” This has led

to undreamed of growth in these states, but left

100 of the world’s countries - around half -
worse off today than they were 20 years ago.

Furthermore, it is a moot point whether the

mass of people in the tiger states are any better

off either. The recent waves of violent strikes in

South Korea seem to indicate a dawning of
some home truths on the workers there that the

workers of France are already militantly aware
of. For a handful of people to become billion-

aires in the high-tech mass conglomerate world,

it is necessary for millions to be downsized.

That means unemployed, underemployed, or
underpaid, or a combination of all three. On the

global scene, the surest sign of a returning

1980s-style greed ethic is the way wealthy

countries have been slashing their foreign aid.

The truth is that much past foreign aid was
politically motivated by the Cold War, not by
First World altruism. Aid was a pawn in the

chess game between the First and Second
Worlds for allies in the Third. The Second has
vanished and profit has replaced aid as the dri-

ving force in international financial relations. In

the case of sales of dangerous substances and

lethal weapons to pariah states like Iran, Iraq,

and Burma, profit at any price stands nakedly

exposed. It is not coincidental that this forum

stirs thoughts of rampant profiteering at any

price, since it is being held in a country that has

been making unfortunate headlines over its han-

dling of the sordid affair of the Nazis and their

victims’ wealth.

Notions of money at any price, lack of hon-

esty. and emaciation of morality in the market-

place should provide some fodder for the Davos
leaders in between their more ponderous and

technical deliberations. Stolen chickens do
come home to roost, even if it takes 50 or 100

years. The sins of of the colonialist years of the

last century are still reaping their toll, especial-

ly in Africa, the most wretched continent on

earth. It would be more than criminal if the

more enlightened and educated world of the

near 21 century - as represented by the high-

power leaders at Davos - cannot start to con-

struct a more equitable and balanced future for

all the citizens of the overcrowded globe. As
Annan warned the delegates: “We cannot build

peace without alleviating poverty. We cannot

build freedom on foundations of injustice. If

private enterprise cannot promote both prosper-

ity and justice, it will fail.”

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
“HAUTZA”

Sir, - My eye was caught by
your caption of January 24,
“Shame, spit, and an oversized

shoe," concerning the biblical law
of yibum and halitza, that is still

practiced by observant Jews, and
reflects the historic sense of
sacredness, love of family and
self-sacrifice of the Torah family

Laws.

Yibum and halitza are not about

“shame, spiL and oversized

shoes,” but about the obligation in

ancient times, before insurance

and pensions, of the Jewish family

to protect the childless widow
from abandonment and destitu-

tion, by requiring the brother,

where feasible, to marry his broth-

er's childless widow.
Ancient laws sometimes create

painful problems, mostly because

of human frailty. But they also

remind us of the role of self-sacri-

fice in the Jewish family.

MORTON S. BAUM
Ra’anana.

PROMOTING TOURISM

Sir, - Most of us are aware of the

fail in tourism and the drop in rev-

enue that it has caused. No doubt

people working in the Government
Tourist Office are more aware of this

than most However, the steps they

have taken to remedy this are not the

most effective ones, in my opinion.

I suggested to some people on
holiday in Israel that they should

visit the Tourist Office in the Central

Bus Station in Tel Aviv when they

wanted information. Firstly, they

were told that they could not take a

small map of Herzliya that they had

been looking ac evidently it was the

only one they had. Then they were
asked for NIS 5 for a map of Tel

Aviv. Jn most countries, tourists are

given this type of information for

free. In fact they are usually over-

wfielmed by the literature they are

offered. I do not think that this poli-

cy will increase the Government
Tourist Office's income or the num-
ber of tourists.

S7AAY£T CANNING
Ktar Hamaccabi.

THE MEHITZA

AT THE WALL

Sir, - In response to your read-

er’s Letter of January 19, 1 wish to

point out that during WorldWar n,
while serving with the British Air

Force, I often visited the Wall, and
there was no mehitza whatsoever.

Many of my friends accompanied
me and we
ught the experience was won-

derful - men and women, Jews
and non-Jews, visiting the very

special place, standing in awe.
Right after the Six Day War, our

family, my late husband, my son

and my daughter, also visited this

holy place, and there was no
mehitza. We all felt very close to

those many thousands who came
during the first weeks after the lib-

eration of Jerusalem, men, women
and children.

Our congregation of Progressive
Judaism has always felt that fami-

lies belong together, and the
women should not stand huddled
in a comer as mentioned in your
letter.

HANNAHBRAMSON
Haifa.

REPREHENSIBLE

Sir, - Your editorial of January
26 concerning the Channel
1-attorney-general brouhaha was a
factual and well-reasoned plea for

this budding scandal to be resolved
as soon as possible in the best
interests of the government, the

electronic media and the public.

It was thus all the more shocking
that the Post chose to adorn the front

page of the same issue with a photo-
graph of Attorney Bar-On hiding

from the camera. That the paparazzi
and sensation mangers hound Mr.
Bar-On and treat him like a com-
mon criminal can. perhaps, be toler-

ated since there is no effective and
legal way to prevent them from
invading his privacy when he is in

public. But that die Post should be a
party to this reprehensible behavior

is to be censured by every fair-

minded and discerning reader.

NA'AMA KARASIK
Ginot Shomron.

REHABILITATING THE SKIN

Sir, - I read with interest A.M.
Clarfield’s “That elusive fountain

of youth” (January 22) and
enjoyed Meir Ronnen's accompa-
nying cartoon in which he depict-

ed an elderly gentleman whose
advanced age was depicted by his

excessive skin wrinkling.

Clarfteld correctly concludes that

organized medicine should concen-

trate not on improving the quantity

but rather the quality of life. Towards
that end. we in die dermatology
community have realized much suc-

cess in turning back the hands of
time when treating some of the most
visible signs of the aging process:

wrinkles, brown spots, broken blood

vessels and growths. Today, we have

in our armamentarium a multitude of
cream preparations and invasive and
non-invasive surgical procedures
that can rehabilitate the skin of the

facial cheeks to match the texture

and smoothness of the cheeks on
another part of the anatomy.

DAVID J. FRIEDMAN. MD.
Jerusalem.

DISAPPOINTED

Sir, - Having seen the impres-
sive advertisements for the visit-

ing show. The Tempest, I decided
to pay the steep price and attend.

What I saw was indeed a tem-

pest in a teapoL Perhaps because
my expectations were so high, my
disappointment was absolute.

I think that if the British Council
is going to give its endorsement to

productions brought here from
England, it should make sure that

the level warrants the great fanfare

in advertising, and certainly the

inflated price. Many Israelis

attended and paid extra for simul-

taneous-translation headsets which
made a good deal of noise and
would have been disturbing had
there been anything happening on
the stage we really cared abouL I

feel cheated, as I am sure do many
others who went to the Cameri
expecting a treat Many of them, I

might add, left in the interval.

PNINA ISSEROFF
Ra'anana.
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The other peace

S
econds after Noam Friedman
opened fire in the Hebron
marketplace, images of the

shooting, and its aftermath, were
already being flashed on TV
screens around the world.

The international news media
are always poised and ready to

record and broadcast violent

clashes between Jews and Arabs
in tite territories. But are they as

ready to report on peaceful rela-

tions that will be equally
inevitable someday?
Just two weeks ago, I spent a

day in Ramallah with a group of

Palestinian and Israeli educators.

Our purpose, in a seminar cospon-
sored by the Konrad Adenauer
Foundation, the Palestinian Peace
Information Center and the

Interreligious Coordinating
Council in Israel was to examine
the way Israelis and Palestinians

view one another in preparation

for the era of peace.

Even in the face of tragic mur-
ders I am convinced we must per-

severe, involving more and more
Israelis and Palestinians in paving

that twisting and bumpy road. One
of these days - or months, or years
- we’ll get there.

The job of educators, religious

leaders and community organizers

is not to bring peace: that is the

realm of politicians and diplo-

mats. Our mission should be to get

ready for the day their efforts

finally meet success by working

to establish peaceful relations

among neighbors.

The social framework needed
for that won't build itself. There is

too much fear, too much hatred,

too much suspicion on both the

Israeli and Palestinian sides of the

checkpoint.

At the high school I visited in

Ramallah. students and teachers

still reeling from last September’s

violent clashes with the IDF told

me that as long as they lived under

“occupation” they were not will-

ing to consider the feelings of

their Israeli counterparts.

I thought about my daughter

who, throughout her army service

near Bet El, travelled in cold fear

of terrorist attack every time she

left or returned to her base.

And I put a challenge to my
Ramallah audience: Can you
understand that there are two sides

to every checkpoint? Are you
willing to join with people willing

to see beyond the physical barrier

SHE USED TO be a homemak-
er with a nice family life. Then
she went online.

She began to spend lots of time

in a “chat room." a computer

hookup that lets groups of people

converse through typed messages.

She met new people and the con-
versations made her feel attractive

and interesting.

She spent up to 12 hours a day

online. She stopped cooking and
cleaning, and playing golf with

her husband. Finally he
demanded that she pay more
attention to him and the cou-

ple’s two daughters.
“The husband finally said,

‘It’s either the computer or me.'

She chose the computer and
divorced him,” said psycholo-
gist Kimberly Young of the

SCIENTISTS SAY they have
found a way to precisely date

ancient wood from the eastern

Mediterranean, a technique that

could rewrite the history of the

Greeks, the Egyptians and other

civilizations.

Among other things, the tech-

nique - a 1.503-year guide to

tree-ring patterns - moves back
by about a century the start of
the Aegean Late Bronze Age.
when the Minoans were at their

most powerful on Crete.
The work was reported by

researchers including Peter
Kuniholm of Cornell University
in Ithaca. New York, and Sturt

RON KRONISH

of the army roadblocks?

SOCIOLOGIST Bernard Sabella

is one of those people. In a recent

seminar with Palestinian and
Israel educators held in Jerusalem,

he reported on a survey he con-
ducted among his students at

Bethlehem University in which he
found that their dominant image
of a typical Israeli was either a

Parallel to

the politicians’

intricate dance, .

others are quietly

helping the two
sides to view each
other as people

soldier or settler.

On the other hand, he also found
some students who were open to

having meetings with “other
Israelis." Dialogues with groups
of these “other Israelis” have actu-

ally been going on for years —
usually quietly and without pub-
licity. Indeed, they are probably
what enabled the 01so peace
process to start rolling in the first

place.

Still despite the dialogues and
the meetings, stereotypes and mis-
perceptions persist

I’ve heard it said many times

that “Palestinians want justice,

and Israelis want security." What
a ridiculous, false comparison!

Both populations* dream of peace
includes justice and security —
and, no doubt a wide range of
other shared visions and aspira-

tions.

Those of us willing to work’

together now, in a peace process

parallel to the one being conduct-

ed by the politicians and diplo-

mats, can find common ground as

we begin the delicate process of
viewing one another as neighbors

instead of enemies.
We can begin with something as

simple as the teaching ofArabic.

Majd-el-Haj, professor of soci-

ology at the University of Haifa,

explained to a conference I spon-

sored two years ago that the main
purpose of teaching Arabic in

University of Pittsburgh.

That’s an extreme case from the

hundreds of stories Young has
compiled to study “Internet addic-
tion.” That’s not a formally

accepted diagnosis, and not every-

body believes in ii But Young
says her preliminary study sup-
ports the idea that it does exist.

She has come across 396 peo-

ple she considers psychological-

ly dependent on the Internet,

based on criteria used to judge
addiction to chemicals or gam-
bling.

Dependent users did things

like sneaking online in the mid-
dle of the night, calling in sick
to work so they could stay home
and surf the Net, or using busi-
ness computers for their own
purposes during lunch hours

Manning of the University of
Reading in England.
They said they can provide

precise dates for wood that was
chopped down between 2220
BCE and 71S BCE.
The researchers immediately

dated 22 ancient sites, including
a huge mound in Turkey that

may be the tomb of King Midas.
Timbers from a structure inside
the mound that Manning called
the oldest standing wooden
building in the world were from
trees cut down in 718 BCE.
Similarly, wood found in a

shipwreck that contained a gold
scarab inscribed with Egyptian

process
Israeli high schools is to prepare

students to serve in IDF intelli-

gence units.

Now is the time to think about
how to change that concept and
push for curricula that will help
our young people understand and
relate to their Arab peers and
neighbors in a new era of peace.

A greater challenge will lie in

figuring out how to accept each
other’s view of contemporary his-

tory.

Israelis and Palestinians current-

ly have their own vastly differing

interpretations of events; the dates

are the same, but the significance

is totally different.

Preparing for peace means real-

izing that we do not have to accept

each other's rendition, *but we do
have to understand that it exists,

and learn to “rewrite history” by
synthesizing the two viewpoints.

One need look no further than

the model of Eastern Europe,
when the walls of Communism
came tumbling down, to see how
propaganda and misinformation

can be discarded trace it is no
longer needed.
Those of us working here in the

field of interreligious and intercul-

tural relations see that there are

actually two peace processes.

One, featuring the intricate

choreography of politicians,

diplomats and analysts, captures

the headlines. The other, often

unnoticed, demands the coopera-
tion of educators and religious

leaders, kibbutzniks as well as
urban intellectuals, opinioa-mold-

ers as well as ordinary citizens.

Their combined efforts to build

peaceful relations among neigh-

bors will ultimately prove to be
every bit as important as the polit-

ical and economic frameworks
already being devised for the bet-

terment of all people in this part of
the world.

The seminars in Ramallah and
Jerusalem are a start; similar pro-

grams are beginning across Israel,

and in the Palestinian Authority.

In this “other” process no one
will get killed, and so you won’t

see us up there in the headlines.

But quietly, steadily we are work-

ing to ensure a better future for all

God’s children in this region.

The writer, a rabbi and educa-

tor, directs the Jerusalem-based
Interreligious Coordinating Council
in Israel

that stretched to three hours.
They were particularly attract-

ed to chat rooms, which Young
called alluring and seductive.
People can adopt new roles
under assumed names, allowing
themselves to be obnoxious or
sexy, without any repercussions,
she said.

Another lure for them was
online games that let different
users play together, adopting
various roles.

That can give a user a sense of
power and camaraderie as well
as respect from other players,
she said.

One person reported spending
$1,400 a month in online
charges plus phone calls to peo-
ple encountered online. Young
said.

queen Nefertiti’s name can now
be dated to 1316 BCE. That
confirms standard Egyptian
chronology. Manning said.
The work also gives new evi-

dence that a major volcanic erup-
tion on the Aegean island of
Thera, also called Santorini, hap-
pened in 1628 BCE rather than
around 1500 BCE.
Yener, noting the 128-year

shift in the date of the volcanic
eruption, said that being wrong
by that much would be like try-

ing to understand America
under Ulysses S. Grant “with
the assumption that Russia was
ruled by Yeltsin.”

Russia’s

role
JAY BUSHINSKY

The installation of Russian

S-300 surface-to-air mis-

siles in Cyprus could

reduce, if noi actually endanger,

the Israel Air Force's freedom of

action in the eastern

Mediterranean.

The missiles’ sophisticated

radar tracking systems would
extend to the flight corridors used

by Israeli warplanes operating

against suspected Hizbullah and

other hostile targets in Lebanon
by enabling these sorties to be

tracked by Greek Cypriot missile

crews or tbeir Russian advisers.

The vital intelligence data

might then be relayed to the

Lebanese, and, especially, the

Syrians as part of an early-warn-

ing system that would not only

serve their military interest, but

also enhance Russia’s role in

undermining the regional balance

of power.
Far-fetched? Not according to

Ergun Olgun, the articulate and
well-informed political adviser to

the president of the Turkish

Republic of Northern Cypres.
Rauf Denktash.
Nor does it matter whether the

S-300s’ electronic surveillance

setups can get a fix on Israeli jets

under all circumstances. Any
capability of this kind and die

attendant intelligence links

should evoke concern here.

It is all part of a post-Soviet

Russian bid to export the deadly

projectiles still being produced by
Moscow’s military industries to

some of the Middle East's most
volatile and unpredictable states.

Ha'aretz's astute military

affairs analyst, Ze'ev Schiff,

recently disclosed that “secret

negotiations” are under way
between Moscow and Teheran on
the manufacture of S-4 surface-

to-surface missiles in Iran.

These projectiles’ range is

1 ,600 miles - meaning they could

be launched against IsraeL

US concern about this irrespon-

sible transaction (which also

endangers Saudi Arabia and the

Persian Gulf emirates), also cited

by Schiff. is understandable.

The US consequently accused

Why is a cosponsor
of the peace

process marketing
deadly missiles to

the regions most
volatile states?

the Russians of violating the

international agreement against

die proliferation of missiles and
missile technology known as the

Missile Technology Control

Regime.
Moscow's readiness to sell two

nuclear reactors to Iran while
insisting that they will not be used
for military purposes also worries

the US. This too poses an omi-
nous threat to Israel.

ANOTHER disturbing aspect of
Russia’s missile export initiative

is that several of its current and
potential customers are linked by
bilateral mutual defense pacts.

Iran has a treaty of this kind with
Syria, whose anti-aircraft defense
network consists of Soviet mili-

tary hardware requiring the con-
stant availability of spare parts

and technical expertise.

Syria, in turn, has a bilateral

military pact with Greece, which
is formally and ideologically

committed to the defeqse of the

Greek-speaking Republic of
Cyprus.
Realists like Ze’ev Bonnen, for-

mer director of the Rafael

weapons development authority,

now with Bar-Dan University’s

Bcgin-Sadat Center for Strategic

Studies, emphasizes that arms
manufacturers, including Russia,

must export or die. The US,
because of its large domestic mar-
ket, may be an. exception to this

fact of industrial life.

But Moscow appears to be dis-

regarding its status as a cosponsor

of the Middle East peace process

inaugurated under Russian and
US auspices in Madrid In

November 1991.

The fact that the US has
upstaged the Russians in the

diplomatic arena, making itself

the indispensable. ..mediator

between Israel, Syria. and the
Palestinians, hardly justifies

Moscow's yen to strike deals with
rogue states like the Islamic

Republic of Iran, or upset the del-

icate military status quo in

Cyprus.
Whether these are essentially

commercial initiatives prompted
by “mafia"-type agents out for a
fast buck (or ruble), or whether
they stem from disarray or cor-
ruption within Russia’s armed
forces manifested by the unload-
ing of surplus military equipment,
the Russian government should
act effectively to stop them - or
risk being totally disqualified as a
would-be peacemaker.

The writer is a foreign corre-

spondent.
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Hebron in 185$. At the rate things change, it would have looked
about the sarne a century earlier. (Pencil and wweroolocjjy Eduanl Leon)

the Orient

ever change?
By SRAVA SHAPfflO

The Hebronites are zealous
Moslems and would not tol-

erate Christians among
them. They raise excellent grapes
but use them only for not-well-
done raisins. They raise cotton and
produce some soap. And they have
an ancient glass works, the only
one in Syria. Hebron is the

strongest village in the region and
is able to -arm eight to nine trapr

died men, who fight Bethlehem -
part of whose inhabitants are

Christians. The dispute among
them has gone on ever since the

Arab conquest Fanners ^ encroach
on their neighbors' land, destroy

com, sesame and olive trees, and
rob each other's sheep, goats and
camels.

This description is by CJF.

Volney, a French travelerwho vis-

ited Egypt and Syria a few years

before die French Revolution. A
conscientious

.
observer,. Volney

spent nearly three years in the area

and noted his observations
frankly. Napoleon made Volney a
count, despite the feet that it was
partly because Volney bad assured

him that Acre was poorly defend-

ed that Napoleon did not take the

appropriate tactics to conquer; !l

Volney's account is new obtain-

able in a masterly Hebrew version

by poet ; Aharon. Amir (published

in the 12th century„”Dast covered
the town all over. People lived

among tombs. The narrow streets

were packed by men, camels and
donkeys. But, so too was
Damascus - a city fell of camels,

horses and - males. The
Damascenes, like the Cairores,

hated the Franks (Europeans).

"Don't wear European clothes

when in Damascus,” • warns
Volney.

-

In Nablus, a small town on the

way to Jerusalem, die inhabitants

are zealous Moslems, they do not

accept Christians easily. Jerusalem

is all in ruins. Rocky hills around

it are burrowed by deep canyons.

There is little water, a bucket of

water is sold for IS sous. Roads
are barely passable. Its 12,000 to

14,000 inhabitants - Moslems,
Christians and Jews - are the most

miserable people in the Turkish
Empire. .

From November to after Easter.

Jerusalem is full of pilgrims.

Some 20,000 come from Greece
and other countries in the East, but

only few arrive from ‘Western

Europe. From Jaffa they are taken

to Jerusalem, braving robbery on
dre way. They are given free lodg-

ing m monasteries, but are expect-

ed to leave big donations. They
travel in mass to Jericho where
they enter the Ionian river nude -
men, women arid children. Some
tattoo their arms, Tike savage
Indians.”

. .

- -

The different Christian commu-
nities vie among themselves to

obtain control, orsome petty priv-

ilege overholy {daces- or to deny
their rivals some benefits. The
Turkish ruler of the place takes

full advantage of this rivalry and is

reportedly earning a hundred thou-

sand piastres yearly, hi matters of
' extortion, the Turks vie with the

sharpest lawyers in Europe,
assures Vblney.

The local Turkish ruler lives in a
dilapidated house, but would not
repair It because, he says, nobody
would refund the expense ifhe is

transferred to another town.

Words like "anarchy” and
“despotism” frequently recur in

Volney’s account. The govern-

ment in Syria is vested in a group
of armed men who do everything

for their own benefit. Among bar-

barians, explains Vblney, tire con-
queror neats tire vanquished as

slaves - Romans behaved in such
a way, and so did the Greeks. And
certainly tire Tartars did too, from
whom tire Turks stem. -

The pashas, local governors who
represent the sultan, are interested

only in money. They fight each

other in quiet for power. Justice is

delivered by kadis appointed from
Constantinople but they have no
written texts to guide them and
their verdicts are final. The Koran,
which allegedly contains the prin-

ciples of justice, makes no refer-

ence to the ruler's duties to the

society, assures Volney. In the

whole of Syria one does not see a
cart or vehicle - surely because

people are afraid the men in power
would impound any they cast their

eye on. Does the Orient ever

change?

Hasbro unveils

germ-killing toys

Nothing will ever stop tod-

dlers from putting toys in -

their mouths. But Hasbro

Inc. is trying to make it a little

safer. The company's Playskobl

,

division introduced a new line of
.

.

1 S -germ-fighting” toys following

what it said was an overwhelm- -

ingly positive response to a high

chair with an antibacterial tray. -

“Toys are hugged, they’re loved,

they’re chewed on and drooled •

on," said Anna Dooley, vice presi-

dent of marketing for PlayskooL

“But thev also roll all over the
.

floor, the dog may take interest in

them, they get jjassed from one \

child to another.” _ , .

Like the antibacterial 1 mgn.

Chair introduced last May, .tire

bacieria-busting toys unveiled

mid-January are treated with -a

process called Microban which

permanently bonds uny geim-

kiUiuE pellets to piastre ^
fiber.

Microban stops .tnoIcL mildew.

fungi and bactena including E

.

corCstaph. salmonella and strep,

H
ê3

ffoSimeRan-n-
MJEbA BW
and an activity toy ™ *

cellular telephone.
, -

, M
never heard die kind of

sesasgsss
assssass*-
S.Soto" P^uC^u

*Ig
drapes and mattresses and

^The aJiibacterial toys won’t.

J2L?,Si germs but provide the

SnJiMIQ Glenn Cuemw, pres-
.

j£5 and chief execunve officer

of Microban Products Co. of

HunTfisvUle, North Carolina,

Not everyone is convinced,
however. Physician David Carter

said bacteria may eventually

become resistant to the germ-
fighters, and andhe questioned the

need for germ-fighting toys, say-

ing they may amply tap into par-

ents' fears. -

But Dooley said tire toys simply
provide one more tool for parents

to help protect their children. *T
don’t think it's parents’ paranoia;
tire concern is a real one,” she
said. “BP a toy is covered with
gunk, it has to be wiped off - it's

common sense." (APj

Hot shots
By DAVID BRAUKER

B ig brother is watching with

a camera. It can see in

absolute darkness and
under the most adverse visibility

conditions from up to five kilo-

meters away. What shows up is

not light, but heat.

Called thermal imaging, the

. method is being used for civilian

surveillance operations in crimi-

nal cases, as a tool in the wars
against terrorism and smuggling,
and in military and navaf set-

tings.

In a hypothetical case, a drug-

dealing gang is known to use an
isolated municipal parking lot as

an ideal venue' for making
exchanges under cover of dark-
ness.

How does a security organiza-

tion pinpoint the likely vehicles

in which the dealers come and go
in without arousing suspicion?

Using a thermal-imaging
device placed kilometers away, it

is easy to determine the most
recently arrived cars because the

wheels and engines will be hot,

thus appearing white on the mon-
itor. These are the vehicles to

watch.
Last December, a freighter on

the Mississippi River lost steer-

ageway and ran into a quayside
shopping center at New Orleans.

Buildings collapsed. Thermal-
imaging cameras were brought in

to detect the presence of" heat

sources from bodies lying under-

neath the
.
rubble. Fortunately,

one were found.

Thermal imaging can also

detect residual heat. A slepr-in

bed or the outline on a carpet ofa
murder victim removed from the

scene of the crime will also show
up.

Thermal or heat photography is

actually recording- infrared

waves. The “far” infrared waves,
those longer than 1 ,350 millimi-

crons (millionths of a millime-

ter), are not suitable for imprint-

ing on film. Only the “near"
infrared light of around 700 mil-

limicrons, so-called because it is

just off or below the red end of
the visible spectrum, may be
photographed using infrared

film.

Near infrared photography has
proved itself a valuable tool in a
number of fields. In medicine.

HEADS ‘H’ TAILS

because the skin is somewhat
transparent, infrared imaging
clearly shows up unhealthy "net-

works of veins, tit makes skin
look pasty and. therefore, is not
recommended for portraits.)

On the battlefield color
infrared photography exposes
camouflage. Even fresh-cut trees

and bushes will show up as
brown, while the surrounding
living foliage registers as bril-

liant red. To the eye it all looks

green.

In the art world infrared pho-
tography is used to detect forg-

eries, or to determine where
paintings have been previously

repaired.

In police and detective work,
infrared photographs show up
powder burns on the clothing of
murder victims killed at short

range. In the study of invisible

inks, and forged documents
where the writing has been either

mechanically or chemically
erased or changed, only ah
infrared image can "see” through
to the underlying layers of the

fraud.

Similarly, infrared techniques

were used to spectacular advan-
tage in the deciphering of some
of the Dead Sea Scrolls. “Some
of the parchments had turned so

dark with age that the writing on
them could" not be read. When
photographed, however, the ink

absorbed infrared, which was
strongly reflected by the dark-

ened parchment.

The photographs consequently

showed the writing clear and
black against a light background"
(Chap. 4, “Photographing the

Invisible.” Photography as a
Tool, Life Library of

Photography).

Kodak manufactures a high-

speed infrared black-and-white

film and an Ektachrome infrared

color film for pros and hobbyists.

On the whole, such film stock is

not normally available in Israel.

However, some local shops like

Schwartz's Photo in Jerusalem
maintain a limited supply from
time to time.

If you personally import a roll

or two the next time you are

abroad, be sure it doesn’t go
through any X-ray machines.
Because it is’far more sensitive to

light and heat than ordinary
films, store infrared film in the

An early infrared photograph made in near-dark conditions ofa 3-D movie audience.tDavid Bnum.r>

fridge, and load and unload your

camera in total darkness only.

Black-and-white infrared film is

processed in normal B & W
chemistry.

Focusing is tricky because
infrared light behaves differently

from ordinary light through the

optics of a normal camera lens.

Most lenses feature a little red

indexing mark on the barrel to

indicate the needed adjustment

for accurate infrared focusing.

Using a small aperture also helps

avoid mistakes.

Infrared photography is partic-

ularly effective for pictures of

distant mountains, green land-

scapes and seascapes.

Skies come out black and
foliage has an unearthly whitish

glow. Even the most distance

mountains are seen as crystal

clear, because all haze is "neu-

tralized/'

A deep red filter enhances the

eerie luminescence of black-and-

white infrared photography.

(With thanks to photographer
Joel Fishman. Jerry Trompeter of
Schwartzs Photo, Jerusalem,
and JVanoqucst Defence
Products. Green Park, Sutton

-

on-the-Forcst. York Y06 IET.

England.)

Don’t worry about your pets going bump in the night
By P*V0M BEH SHAUL

Cats and dogs do not, in

general, see as well as pri-

mates, including humans.
But a blind animal usually navi-

gates much more successfully

that a blind human or other pri-

mate and that is because they

make extraordinarily good use of
their senses of sound and scent.

Compared to our pets we
humans are, if not bearing handi-

capped, at least practically tone

deaf. Both dogs and cats hear far

more than we do, they bear with

greater acuity, hear a range of
sounds that are inaudible to us

and have a greater ability to sep-

arate out a particular sound amid
a cacophony composed of a mul-
titude of noises. But possibly

even more important is that

sounds mean different things to

different species and the reaction

of a dog or a cat may be fer dif-

ferent from our own. In fact, a

dog's reaction may differ greatly

from that of a cat when they hear

the same sound.
We cannot know for sure just

what an animal hears or bow it

interprets the sound but from
behavioral patterns we can see

that they do respond in different

ways. A reader recently reported

that his cat invariably leaps onto

the rim of the bath whenever he

lets the bathwater out and it

begins to swirl down the drain.

The cat becomes agitated and
emits a series of yowls as long as

the water is draining away. The
cat stops as soon as the sound of
the escaping water disappears.

The reader says that these yowls
are specific to this one particular

situation and do not even resem-
ble the sounds it makes when it

wants to come inside, go outside

or be fed, or calls to the kittens. It

is a peculiar noise for this situa-

tion alone.

It is hard to say just what trig-

gers this behavior but it is obvi-

ous that this sound, made by a

vortex of water going down the

pipe, does have an effect on the

cat and invariably repetitively

triggers the same specific reac-

tion.

The same thing is true of many
dogs that become agitated by
what we consider music.

They will howl at certain notes

and run away when others are

played. This is somewhat differ-

ent in different dogs but shared

by many. I once had a dog that

got completely hysterical when-
ever I played the harmonica anc

while most people found it pleas-

ant the dog would begin to bark

in great agitation and even try to

grab the harmonica with its

mouth.
I have no idea what these

strange notes represented to the

dog but they definitely did dis-

turb the animal.

In the case of cats it also

appears that their powers of
vocalization are far greater than

one would imagine.

One blind " musician once
claimed that he could identify

more than 100 different sounds
his cat made.
This seemed far-fetched to

most people at the time, but mod-
em voice-print techniques have
proven that the range of sounds
produced are far greater than was
formerly thought.

AU of this must mean that dogs
and cats, forced to live in the

modem world we humans have
created, must feel they are sur-

rounded by an almost indescrib-

able din.

Some animal behaviorists have
even suggested that the so-called

neurotic behavior of some house
pets is nothing more than a reac-

tion to noise stress.

The sense of smell is 3lso far

more developed in dogs and cats

and they quite literally “read" ail

the information coming to them
from this source, however faint it

may be.

Scents that we find unde-
tectable are easily made plain to

dogs and cats and some chemi-
cals that we can only detect up to

about a one -in-50 dilution, they

can detect easily at a one-to-1000
dilution.

This means that these senses

are far more important to them
that the sense of sight.

But this is not true of every
breed and some dogs such as

Salukis, Afghans and others

called the "sight hounds" do have

keen eyesight and rely upon it for

hunting.

If this cat were blind, it would
be able to cope better than a

human would because of its

acute sense of hearing.
i Lisa Pleskou )
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Parcells steps down
FOXBORO (AP) - Bill Parcells

stepped down as coach of the New
England Patriots on Friday, con-
cluding a four-year reign that
began in last place and ended at

the Super Bowl.
Parcells said at a news confer-

ence that he had informed Patriots
owner Robert Kraft that he would
not renew his contract for another
year.

"I do not desire to continue as an
NFL coach,” Parcells said at a
news conference.
Asked whether he could coach

another team in the NFL. Parcells

said: “I don't know what I’m
going to do. If I want to coach. I

have to coach here. It’s as simple

as that-" Parcells' resignation

came two days after NFL commis-
sioner Paul Tagliabue ruled that

the coach's contract with the

patriots prohibits him from work-

ing for another NFL team next

season unless the Patriots give

permission.

The New York Jets, who want
Parcells to succeed Rich Kotite as

their coach next season, talked

with Patriots officials on
Thursday.

Parcells read aloud from a letter

he had given to Kraft, then

thanked fans and players for sup-

porting him. Parcells took the

team from last place to the cham-
pionship game in four seasons.

NBA leaders
(through Thursday's games)

SCORING
Michael Jordan. CHI
Karl Malone, UTH
ShaquHe Oneal. LAL
Laired Sprewed. GSW
Mitch Richmond, SAC
Hakeem CHajuwon, HOU
(Sen Rice. CHA
ABen Iverson, PHI
Vin Baker, MIL
Gary Payton, SEA
Tam Gugliotta. MIN
Kendall Gill. NJN
Glenn Robinson. MIL
Reggie MiDer, IND
Shawn Kemp, SEA
Grant HHI. DET
Patrick Ewing, NYK
Tarred Brandon, CLE
Chris Webber, WAS
Damon Stoodamire. TOR
Joe Smith. GSW
AJorua Mourning, MIA
Charles Baridey. HOLT
Scottie Pfppen, CHI
Tim Hardaway, MIA
Dominique Widens. SAS

STEALS
Eddie Jones. LAL
Gary Payton. SEA
ABen Iverson, PHI
Grag Anthony. VAN
MocSoe Blaylock, ATL
Rick Fox, BOS
Keny Kittles. NJN
John Stockton. UTH
Kendall GO. NJN
David Wesley, BOS
Clyde Drexter, HOU
Doug Christie, TOR
Terrell Brandon, CLE
Chris Muffin. GSW
Seattle Pipoea CHI
Grant HU. DET
Kenny Anderson. POP
Rod Strickland, WAS
Latrefl Sprewed, GSW

FREE THROW PCT
Mark Price, GSW
Terrell Brandon. CLE
Reggw Miller, IND
M. Abdul-raul, SAC
Bryant Sttth. DEN
Mario Elle, HOU
Jeff Homacek, UTH
Garrick Martin. LAC
BJ Armstrong. GSW
MaUkSealy.LAC
Joe Dumars, DET
Byron Scott. LAL
Glen Rice, CHA
Latnell SpreweS. GSW
Mitch Richmond. SAC

THREE POINT PCT
Terry MBs. DET
Sieve Ken, CHI
DeH Curry. CHA
Reggie Miser, IND
John Stockton, UTH
Joe Dunars, DET
Chris Muffin. GSW
Glen Rice. CHA
Mitch Richmond. SAC
Voshon Lenard. MIA
Toned Brandon, CLE
Byron Scott. LAL
Sam Perkins, SEA
Rex Watters. PHI
Eddie Janes. LAL

GP FTS AVG
44 1350 30.7
44 1158 26.3
44 1153 2$2
43 1104 ZS.7
45 1128 25.1

40 TOOT 25.0
41 1003 24.5
38 887 22.8

39 872 22.4
44 979 222
43 953 222
42 917 21.8

42 916 21.8
41 893 21 .a

44 949 21.6

42 904 21.5

44 941 21.4

43 877 20.4

42 848 202
42 647 202
42 838 20.0

43 B4S 19.7
34 663 19.5

44 848 192
44 846 192
31 593 19.1

GP STL AVG
45 121 2.7
44 108 Z5
38 87 23
34 76 23
38 84 22
41 90 22
42 87 2.1

44 90 2.1

42 86 2.1

33 65 20
42 82 20
43 83 1.9

43 82 1.9

42 79 1.9

44 80 1.8

42 76 1.8

45 81 1.8
43 77 1.8

43 75 1.7

GP FTM FTA PCT
37 07 96 .906

43 143 159 .899
41 198 221 .096
41 66 74 .892

38 141 159 .887
42 107 121 .884
44 154 175 .880

42 117 133 880
43 66 75 .880
40 159 181 .878
42 130 150 .867
44 72 83 .867
41 209 242 .864
43 292 341 .856
45 247 269 .855

GP 3FG 3FA PCT
43 102 225.453
44 56 124 .452
43 87 194 .443
41 117 262 .447

44 50 113 .442
42 79 180.439
42 48 til .432
41 90 231 .424
45 89 212.420
35 76 181 -420
43 64 153 .418
44 43 103 .417
44 82 197 .416
35 42 101 .416
45 91 220 .414

REBOUNDING
Oenras Rodman. CHI
Jayson Williams, NJN
Charles Barkley. HOU
ShaquiUe Oneal. LAL
Dikembe Mutombo, ATL
Shawn Kemp, SEA
Karl Malone. UTH
Anthony Mason, CHA
Patrick Ewing. NYK
Ervin Johnson. DEN
Vin Baker. MIL
Loy Vaught LAC
Alonzo Mourning. MIA
Chris Webber. WAS
Will Perdue, SAS
Popeve Jones, TOR
Dale Davis. IND
Rony Seikaly. ORL
Vlade D'rvac. CHA
Hakeem Otajuwon. HOU

ASSISTS
Mark Jackson. DEN
John Stock!on, UTH
Robert Pack. NJN
Kevin Johnson. PHO
Mck Van Exel, LAL
Rod Strickland, WAS
Demon Staudarmre, TOF
Tim Hardaway. MIA
David Wesley. BOS
Gary Pavton. SEA
Avery Johnson, SAS
Stephen Marbury, MIN
Kenny Andarson, POR
Tvrone Bogiws, CHA
Alien Iverson. PHI
Grant Hill. DET
Terrofl Brandon. CLE
Latrefl Sprewall. GSW
Chris Childs. NYK
Moofde Blaylock, ATL

BLOCKED SHOTS
Shawn Bradley. NJN
Dftembe Mutombo. ATL
ShaquUle Oneal. LAL
Alonzo Mourning. MIA
Patrick Ewing. NYK
Ervin Johnson. DEN
Kevin Garnett. MIN
Jim Matvaine. SEA
Hakeem Olajuwon. HOU
Chris Webber. WAS
Roy Rogers. VAN
WM Perdue. SAS
Marcus Camby. TOR
Antonio Mcdyess. DEN
Vlade Drvac, CHA
Greg Oslertag. UTH
Charles Outlaw. LAC
Sroykn Vrankovio. MIN
Vm Baker. MIL
Ghearghe Muiesan. WAS 37

ELD GOAL PCT
asheed Wallace. POR
none HiH, CLE
Iris Muffin, GSW
laquffle Oneal. LAL
ary Trent POR
tins Gaffing, DAL
army Manning. PHO
>hn Stockton. UTH
kembe Mutombo, ATL
art Malone. UTH
lawn Kemp, SEA
abed Cheaney. WAS
Us Thorpe, DET
Weatherspoon, PHI
lerman Douglas. MIL

GP REB AVG
35 578 16.5
30 451 15.0
34 500 14.7
44 580 13-2
41 503 1Z3
44 493 11.2
44 483 11.0
42 455 108
44 472 10.7
45 479 10.6
39 414 10.6
42 440 10.5
43 437 10.2
42 422 10.1
32 320 10.0
43 427 9.9
40 397 9.9
37 365 9.9
43 413 9.6

I 40 384 9.6

GP AST AVG
44 547 12.4
44 455 10.3
34 325 9.6

33 297 9.0

45 394 SB
43 361 8.4

1 42 347 an
44 356 8.1

33 246 7J5
44 322 7.3
41 '294 72
33 235 7.1

45 316 7.0

32 221 6.9

38 260 6.8

42 283 6.7
43 278 6.5
43 271 A3
33 202 6.1

38 222 58

GP BLK AVG
31 130 42
41 152 3.7
44 136 3.1

43 133 3.1

44 120 2.7

45 122 27
39 104 2.7
44 102 23
40 89 22
42 84 20
47 92 20
32 61 1.9

27 49 1.8

37 63 1.7

43 72 1.7

39 65 1.7

42 65 1.6

38 59 1.6

39 59 1.5

5 37 55 IB

GP FGM FGA PCT
27 170
40 182
42 244
44 478
45 193
40 280
43 247
44 230
4t 197
44 451
44 323
40 170
43 226
43 203
43 179

289 588
314 .580
430 -56?
8S6 .558
353 -54?
521 .537
460 .537
431 .534
372 -530

855 £27
619 .522
327 .520
436 818
396 .513
349 -513

Team Statistics
OFFENSE G FGM-FGA PCT 3PM3PA PCT FTM-FTA PCT AVG
Chicago 44 1759-3733 .471 277-769 360 733-988 .742 102.9
Seattle 44 16183448 .469 314-859 366 956-1296 .738 102.4
Houston 44 16143466 .466 347-966 .359 858-1156 .740 100.7
Golden State 43 15653424 .457 265-730 363 907-1143 .794 100.1
Phoenix 45 1680-3669 .458 226-672 .336 879-1167 .753 992
Utah 44 1639-3351 .489 178-489 .364 902-1197 .754 99.1
LA Lakers 45 16613617 .459 291-781 373 834-1295 .644 98.8
Boston 41 15383465 .443 185-552 .335 761-1022 .745 98.0
Portland 45 16103525 .457 288313 .354 903-1255 .720 98.0
Washington 43 16683519 .474 178-528 337 689-998 .690 97.7
Philadelphia 43 15223566 .427 249-789 .316 900-1252 .719 97.5
Denver 45 16083656 .439 329382 373 824-1087 .758 97.0
Milwaukee 43 15673306 j474 165-479 344 B22-1108 .742 95.8
New Jersey 42 14093643 .411 236-724 .326 791-1080 .732 95.8
Charlotte 44 15503416 .454 296-721 ^411 792-1042 .760 952
Indiana 42 14453187 .453 218365 .386 873-1202 .726 94.B
Minnesota 44 15443468 .445 201-572 .351 879-1167 .753 94,7
New York 45 15903442 482 252376 373 827-1106 .748 94.6
Sacramento 45 16303655 .446 189312 369 784-1085 .723 94.1
Detrail 43 14643215 .455 320-792 .404 782-1026 .762 93.7
LACSppers 42 14543360 .433 209396 351 818-1110 .737 93.7
Miami 44 14973343 .448 341-940 363 766-1092 .701 932
Toronto 43 14603425 .426 320377 365 763-1037 .736 93.1
Atlanta 42 1407-3204 .439 330-912 .362 762-1008 756 93.0
Daflas 42 14753297 .447 237-695 341 719-1034 .695 93.0
Orlando 40 13363154 .424 244-727 336 684-945 .724 90.0
Cleveland 43 14803179 .459 277-695 .399 641-890 .720 89.3
San Antonio 41 13543069 .441 196-624 314 711-1001 .710 882
Vancouver 47 16153768 .429 247-729 .339 668-962 .694 882

DEFENSE G FGM-FGA PCT 3PM3PA PCT FTM-FTA PCT AVG
Cleveland 43 1300-2975 .437 247-627 .394 816-1089 .749 852
Detroit 43 14163230 .438 286-756 378 584-817 .715 86.1
Atlanta 42 14243343 .426 254-736 .345 572-794 .720 87.5
Miami 44 14183340 .424 216302 359 B35-1121 .745 83.3
Chicago 44 15433563 .433 238-746 319 658-911 .722 90.5
New York 45 14393389 .425 274-769 356 947-1304 .726 91.1
Utah 44 14263314 .430 277313 .341 947-1266 .748 92.6
Indiana 42 1423-3342 .426 249-749 332 802-1100 .729 92.0
Orlando 40 14343142 .456 189-559 .338 660-909 .726 92.9
Seattle 44 1502-3413 .440 318346 .376 807-1088 .742 93.8
San Antonio 41 14453154 .458 248-684 .363 731-1007 .726 94.4
LA Lakers 45 15803648 .433 257-750 .343 846-1185 .714 94.7
MSwaukee 43 15673387 .465 181337 337 753-1076 .709 94.8
Portland 45 15323529 .434 244387 .355 956-1286 .742 94.8
Houston 44 16163686 .438 267-828 .359 667-947 .725 95.8
Charlotte 44 1628-3538 .460 267-721 .370 711-988 .720 962
LA Cflppers 42 14793225 .459 212315 345 899-1 21

B

.738 96.9
Washington 43 1587-3524 .450 267-710 376 724-955 .758 96.9
Minnesota 44 15753479 .453 241359 366 879-1191 .738 97.1
Toronto 43 15323369 .455 252-734 343 871-1216 .715 97.4
Sacramento 45 16413564 .460 220346 .341 900-1253 .718 97.8
Dallas 42 15323341 .459 281-737 381 813-1107 .734 99.0
Vancouver 47 17843744 .476 284-783 .363 830-1128 .736 99.6
Denver 45 17343768 .460 245324 .393 630-1122 .740 101.0
Phoenix 45 17093668 .466 296315 .363 868-1162 .747 101.8
New Jersey 42 15883405 .466 248356 .378 861-1166 .738 102.0
Golden State . 43 16533537 .487 288-798 361 846-1132 .747 103.3
Boston 41 16163325 .486 237369 354 790-1107 .714 103.9
PhBadetphia 43 17033648 .467 292-809 .361 793-1101 .720 104.4

NBA standings
EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Dhrlslon
W L Pet GB

Miami 32 12 .727 —
New York 32 13 .711 !»

Orlando 21 20 .512 9V
Washington 22 22 -500 10
New Jersey 12 30 286 19
Boston 10 32 238 21
Philadelphia 10 34 227 22

Central Division
Chicago 40 5 .889 -
Detroit 32 11 .744 7
Atlanta 30 13 .698 9
Charlotte 26 19 578 14
Cleveland 24 19 .558 15
Indiana 21 22 .488 16
Milwaukee 21 23 .477 18!f
Toronto 15 28 249 24

FRIDAY'S RESULTS:
Boston 11L, Portland 105
Orlando 109, Philadelphia 99
Charlotte 102. Milwaukee 95
Indiana 100. Houston 74
Minnesota 97, San Antonio 95
Seattle 97, Washington 95
Atlanta 87, Vancouver 76
Chicago 115, Golden State 92

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

w L Pet GB
Houston 32 13 .711 —
Utah 31 13 .705 V
Minnesota 21 24 .467 11

Danas 14 28 -333 16V
Denver 14 31 211 IB
San Antonio 11 31 262 19V
Vancouver B 40 .167 25V

Pacmc Dhrtston
LA. Lakers 33 12 .733 _
Seattle 32 13 .711 1

Portland 25 21 .543 8V
Sacramento 19- 26 .422 14
LA. Cflppers 17 25 .405 14V
Golden State 17 2 .386 15V
Phoenix 15 30 .333 18

THURSDAY'S RESULTS:
New Jersey 113, Phoenix 101

Minnesota 92, Dallas 82

Denver 113, Houston 109

Utah 102, Atlanta 96

L-A. Clippers 100, Vancouver 94

Chicago 111, Sacramento 93
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Cantona keeps United in first
LONDON (AP) - A late goal by

French striker Eric Cantona lifted

Manchester United to a 2-1 victo-

ry over lowly Southampton yes-
terday as the Reds maintained a
one-point lead atop the Premier
League standings.

Cantona scored on a right-footed
volley off a cross from Ryan
Giggs in the 80ih minute as
Manchester United avenged
October's humiliating 6-3 loss to

the Saints and extended its unbeat-
en run to 13 games.
Norway's ~Egil Ostenstad had

put Southampton up 1-0 in the

11th minute, but Gary Pallisier

leveled for United eight minutes
later.

The victory at Old Trafford
leaves the defending league cham-
pions with 50 points, one ahead of
Liverpool and three in front of
Arsenal.

Liverpool moved past Arsenal

into second place with a 1-0 victo-

ry at Derby, which played most of
the second half with 10 men after i

Darryl Powell was sent off for a

violent foul.

Stan Collymore scored the win-
ner in the 75th minute as
Liverpool bounced back from its

stunning 4-2 FA Cup defeat to

Chelsea last weekend.
Arsenal dropped to third place

with 47 points after settling for a

0-0 tie at Leeds, managed by for-

mer Gunners’ boss George
Graham. Leeds thought it had won
the game when Ian"Rush put the

ball in the net in injury time, but

the goal was disallowed for off-

side.

Chelsea moved into fifth place

with 41 points points by scoring a
2-1 win at London rival

Tottenham. An own goal

PREMIER LEAGUE:

by Sol

GP W D L GF GA Pts

Man. Utd. 25 14 8 3 50 28 50
Liverpool 25 14 7 4 42 20 49

Aiwa! 25 13 8 4 44 23 47
Newcastle 24 12 6 6 46 27 42

Chelsea 24 il 8 5 38 33 41

Wimbledon 23 il 6 6 36 28 39
Aston Vila 25 11 6 S 32 25 39

Sheri. Wed 24 B 11 5 26 27 35
Everton 25 8 7 10 34 38 31

Tottenham 24 9 4 11 27 33 31

Leeds 25 8 6 11 21 27 30
Sunderland 25 7 8 10 23 32 29

Btadttun 24 6 9 9 26 25 27
Leicester 23 7 6 10 22 31 27
Coventry 25 6 9 10 23 33 27

Derby 24 5 10 9 22 30 25

Notts Forest 25 5 8 12 23 40 23
West Ham 24 5 7 12 20 32 22
Souhampton 23 5 5 13 32 41 20
Middies. 24 5 7 12 30 44 19

Mkkflesbrough deducted three points lor calingofl

game.

DIVISION ONE:

MY BALL — Wimbledon’s Dean Blackwell (right), and Middlesbrough’s Mikfcel Beck tussle for the hall.

Campbell after just 50 seconds
gave Chelsea the lead, and Italy's

Roberto Di Matteo got the second
in the 53rd minute.

Wimbledon dropped into sixth

place after playing to a 1-1 tie

against bottom club
Middlesbrough. After an own goal

by Neil Cox in the first half, ’Boro

equalized through Robbie Mustoe
in the 75th minute and squandered

a chance to go ahead when
Brazilian Emerson missed a penal-

ty-

Aston Villa got its first league

win in seven matches as Savo
Milosevic's first-half goal provid-

ed a 1-0 home victory against

Sunderland.

West Ham's crisis deepened
with a 2-1 defeat at Blackburn,

pushing the Hammers deeper into

the relegation zone. Kevin
Gal lacher and Chris Sutton scored

for Rovers.

Everton broke its sLx-game los-

ing streak with a 2-0 win over
Nottingham Forest on goals by
Duncan Ferguson and Nicky
Barmby.

DIVISION THREE

Boton

GP
31

W
>8

D
10

L
3

GF
65

GA
39

Pts

64

DIVISION TWO
GP W 0 L GF GA Pts

Wolves 30 15 7 8 42 28 52 Brentford 29 15 10 4 47 28 55

Barnsley

Sheri. IM
29 14 9 6 50 35 51 Luton 27 15 6 6 45 27 51

30 14 8 8 50 33 50 Bristol City 29 13 8 8 47 30 47

Norwich 30 13 7 10 41 42 46 Crewe 28 15 2 11 41 31 47

Palace 29 11 10 8 53 32 43 Burnley 30 13 6 11 44 34 45

Turnmere 30 12 7 11 42 39 43 Bury 26 12 9 5 39 26 45

Port Vale 3! 10 13 8 38 35 43 Chesterfield 27 13 6 8 25 20 45

Stoke 29 12 7 10 37 40 43 Stockport 27 12 B 7 38 30 44

OPR 30 11 9 10 43 42 42 Mfiwal 29 12 B 9 37 38 44

Portsmouth 31 12 6 13 35 37 42 Watford 27 10 14 3 28 20 44

Ipswich

Oxford Utd.

30 10 11 9 41 39 41 Wrexham 26 10 11 5 35 31 41

29 11 7 11 40 34 40 Waisal 27 11 6 10 32 30 39

Huddere. 31 10 10 11 37 42 40 Shrewsbury 30 9 9 12 38 47 36

Swindon 30 11 5 14 42 40 38 Blackpool 28 B 11 9 32 30 35

Bnmfram 27 9 10 8 30 27 37 Bournemouth 30 9 8 13 26 34 35

W. Bromwich 30 7 14 9 46 52 35 Bns. Rovere 29 8 10 11 29 31 3t

Chariton 29 10 5 14 30 40 35 Preston 29 9 6 14. 29 35 33

Reading 30 B 10 12 37 46 '34 GiSngham 29 8 8 13 31 39 32

Bradford 31 7 10 14 29 46 31 York 28 8 6 14 28 44 30

Man. City 28 8 5 15 29 42 29 Peterborough 28 6 11 11 39 46 29

Southend 30 6 11 13 28 52 29 Wycombe 28 7 6 15 26 41 27

OUham 28 6 10 12 30 35 28 Notts Courty 28 5 9 14 21 35 24

Grimsby 29 6 9 14 35 53 27 Rotherham 28 4 9 15 2i 21

GP W D L GF GA Pts

Fulham 30 18 5 7 53 28 59
Cartels 28 16 B 4 43 26 58

Wigan 28 16 5 7 50 34 53
Swansea 31 15 6 10 40 32 51

Carrtxlftd. 30 15 5 10 41 39 50
Woffiiamp. 30 13 7 10 49 32 46
Cofchesler 30 10 15 5 44 32 45
Catffl 29 13 4 12 35 35 43

Lincoln 30 11 8 11 41 47 41

Scaibor. 29 10 11 B 37 35 41

Torquay 29 12 4 13 31 33 40
Hull 30 9 13 B 28 32 40
MansfleW 29 9 12 B 31 28 39
Chester 28 10 9 9 28 31 39
Scunthorpe 28 11 5 12 43 43 38
Hartlepool 30 10 6 14 -34 40 36
Bams 29 B. 12 9 27 27 36

Ley. Ora* 30 9- 9 12 27 29 '36

Rochdale 27 8 TO 9 31 33 34
Exeter 30 8 7 15 29 43 31

DarSnffon 29 8. a 15 41 53 30
Doncaster 30 a 5 17 33 48 29
Hereford 30 8 5 17 31 45 29
Brighton 30 5 7 18 29 51 20
Brighton deducted two poWs becauseof fans

1

field

invasion.

SCOTTISH PREWER
GP W D L GF GA Pts

Rangers 25 19 4 2 63 21 81

Ceffic 25 17 3 5 61 25 54

Dundee Utd. 25 12 6 7 34 21 42
Hearts 25 9 7 9 35 35 34
Aberdeen 25 9 7 9 36 39 34
Dunfermline 25 9 5 11 38 48 32
Htoman 25 6 6 13 26 43 24

Karamock 25 7 3 15 29 48 24
Mothowefl 25 6 6 13 26 45 24
Rath 25 5 5 15 21 44 20

And in the other Premier League
game, Sheffield Wednesday and
Coventry drew 0-0.

Today. Fourth place Newcastle
plays at home, against Leicester.

In Division One, Bolton beat

Birmingham City 2-1 to extend its

lead at the top to 12 points.

Sheffield United dropped a 2-1

decision to Swindon and fell to

fourth place as Wolves, 2-0 win-

ners over Stoke, jumped to sec-

ond.

In Scotland, Rangers moved
seven points clear of Celtic.

Leading goalscorers
(league goals in parentheses)

Premier League
lan Wight, Arsenal, 24 (17)
RobbieFowler. Liverpool, 21 (12)

Alan Shearer, Newcastle, 20 (17)

Fabrizio Ravaneffi, Middles, 20 (10)
Lea Ferdinand. Newcastle, 17 (12)
Dwight Yorks. Aston Vffla, 15 (12) .

Matthew LaTissier. Southampton, 13 (10)
Ole Gunnar SotekJaer. Man. UtrL, 12 (11)

Chris Sutton, BJaotbum, 11 (TO)

Stan CaHymore, Liverpool, 11 (8)

Elan Ekoku, Wimbledon, 10 (9)
Marcus Gayle, Wimbledon, 10 (8)
Giantuca Vtaffi, Chelsea 10 (6)

Eric Cantona. Man. UtcL, to (8)

David Beckham. Man. Utd., 10 (7)

Division One
1(17)

(15)
Jemson, Oxford United, IS (13)
Aldridge, Tranmere, 17 (15)

Andy Payton, Huddersfield, 17 (15)
Steve Bull, Wolves, 16 (16)
Trevor Moriey. Reading, 16 (15)
Tony Naylor, Port Vale, 15 (12)
Paul Devlin, Birmingham, 14 (11)

13 (12)

1 Devlin, Birmingham, 14 (11)

Cfive Mendonca. Gnmsby, 13 (12

David Hopkin. Crystal Palace, 13 (11)

Nick Forster, Birmingham, 13 (10)

lAP)

Rangers, without injured Paul

Gascoigne, drew 0-0 at Hearts,

while Celtic lost 1-0 at Dundee
United

PREMIER LEAGUE: Aston ViDa 1.

Sunderland 0; Blackburn 2, West
Ham l; Derby 0, Liverpool Z; Everton

2, Nottingham Forest 0; Leeds 0,

Arsenal 0; Manchester United 2,

Southampton 1; Sheffield Wednesday
0, Coventry Tottenham 1, Chelsea

2; Wimbledon 1, Middlesbrough 1.

DIVISION ONE: Bolton 2.

Birmingham 1; Bradford 1,

Huddersfield 1; Grimsby 2, Chariton

0; Norwich 1, Barnsley 1; Port Vale 2,

West"Bromwich Albion 2; Portsmouth

L Oldham 0; Queens Park Rangers 0,

Crystal Palace 1; Southend 0, Ipswich

0; Swindon 2, Sheffield United 1;

Tranmere 2, Reading 2;

Wolverhampton 2, Stoke 0.

DIV1SON TWO: Bournemouth 0,

Blackpool 0;. Bristol .Rovers 2,

Shrewsbury. 0; Crewe I, Burnley .1;

MDlwall ft. Bristol City 2; Notts
Comity L, Luton 2; Peterborough 0,

Walsall 1; Plymouth ft, Wycombe 0;

Preston ft, Chesterfieldi^Stockport 1.

Brentford 2; Watford 2, Rotherham 0;

Wrexham 1; GtOingbam 1; York 0,
Bury 2.

.
DIVISION THREE: Carlisle 2,

Northampton 1; Darlington 5, Lincoln

2; Doncaster 1, Scunthorpe 1;

Hartlepool 1, Scarborough 0;
Hereford 3, Wigan 1; Bull 1, Chester

0; Leyton Orient I, Exeter 1;

Mansfield I, Brighton 1; Rochdale f,

Barnet L

. SCOTTISH PREMIER: Aberdeen
2, Kilmarnock 1; Dundee United 1,

Celtic 0; Dunfermline 3, Motherwell 1;

Hibernian 1, Rallh 1; Rangers 0,

Hearts 0.

Pacers silence

Olajuwon,

trounce Rockets

Final showdown for Graf, Hingis

TENNIS QUEEN - Steffi Graf is ready and willing to take on
Martina Hingis today. ... (Rmeri

INDIANAPOLIS - Reggie
Miller scored 17 of his 33 points

in the first quarter as the Indiana

Pacers contained Hakeem
Olajuwon and thumped the under-

manned Houston Rockets, 100-74

on Friday.

Dale Davis added 17 points for

the Pacers.

“We needed this victory and
we’ve needed it all year,” said-

Miller, who was 12-for-20 from the;,

field. “It was a very big team effort

'

The main focus was to turn around
the season and win tonighL We
must play like this all the lime.”

Olajuwon, who had 24 field for

48 points in Thursday's 113-109
loss ro Denver, was held scoreless

for the game's first 1S:54 and fin-

ished with only six points and
three rebounds in 31 minutes.

Sam Mack led Houston with 15

points.

Bulls 115, Warriors 92
Scottie Pippen scored 23 of his

32 points in die first half, power-

ing a dominating start that carried

visiting Chicago.
Michael Jordan and Toni Kukoc

each had 18 points for Chicago,
which won its 1 0th straight against

Golden State by blowing open the

game with a 19-2 run en route to a

35-8 first-quarter lead.

The Warriors’ first-quarter point

total matched a franchise low,

tying the eight points Golden State

scored against San Diego in 1967.

Latrell Sprewell. defended by
Jordan for much of die night, had

a tough outing, missing his first

nine shots. He finished with 18

points on 6-for-16 shooting.

Celtics 111, Thill Blazers 105

The host Celtics broke a seven-

game losing streak, outscoring

Portland 34-20 in the final period.

Rick Fox scored 33 points and

Todd Day and David Wesley
added 20 each for the Celtics.

Gary Trent led the Trail Blazers

with 24 points, while Clifford

Robinson contributed 21.

Boston's last victory was Jan. 1

4

at home over Golden State. 1 16-

108.

Hawks 87, Grizzlies 76
Steve Smith had 24 points, 10 in

the fourth quarter, and was 8-for-8

from the free throw line for the

visiting Hawks, who also got a 21 -

point performance from Mookie
Blaylock. (Reuter, AP)

TOKYO (AP)- Steffi Graf and
Martina Hingis, the world's top

two players, advanced to the

finals yesterday in the Toray Pan
Pacific Open women's tennis

tournament.

That set up a showdown
between the longtime queen of

women’s tennis and the 16-year-

old Swiss phenora who is fresh

from capturing the Australian

Open a week ago.

“It’s not going to be an easy

match tomorrow. She has been

playing really well in the last few

weeks,” said Graf, 27, the winner

of 102 singles tournaments. “I

have to serve well, move around

faster and make her run.” Graf

was ousted in the fourth round of

the Australian Open by Amanda
Coetzer of South Africa but

showed she was still in form yes-

terday by downing Brenda
Schultz-McCarthy, the No. 8 seed.

6-1. 7-5.

Hingis, whose victory at

Melbourne made her the youngest
Grand Slam winner this century,

ousted fourth seed Anke Huber of
Germany 6-1, 5-7, 6-2.

The $926,250 Toray open, being

held at the 8,800-seat Tokyo
Metropolitan Gymnasium, is one
of the biggest Women’s Tennis
Association tournaments outside

of the Grand Slam series.

Graf raised her personal record

against Hingis to 5-1 in the cham-
pionships final in New York in

November with a full-set yictoiy

of 6-3, 4-6, 6-0, 4-6, 6-0. They
first met in a Paris tournament in

February 1995 in which Graf won
6-2, 6-3.

Hingis knows it won’t be easy to

beat the veteran Graf, but she isn’t
giving in just yet.

“Like I’ve saying in the last cou-
ple of days, she’s a great athlete,

she has won so many Grand Slams

and she is so experienced,” Hingis

said. “‘But it’s another final, and

you don't want to lose in the

final.”
- Going into today's final, Hingis

bas won 13 straight matches so far

this year in Sydney, Melbourne

and Tokyo.
“It was a very bard match for me

today and I have to play another

doubles match later (today). So,

we'll see whai-s going to happen,”

Hingis said.

Rodman holds ‘positive’ meeting with Stem
NEW YORK (AP) - National

Basketball Association commis-
sioner David Stem will decide

early next week whether Dennis
Rodman can return to the Chicago
Bulls after the All-Star break.

Stem and Rodman rpet Friday at

the NBA offices, and decided an
arbitrator will rule on whether
Rodman can go to arbitration in

attempt to get back more than $1.1

million in pay lost during the sus-

pension.

“It was a positive meeting,”
union head Bill Hunter said.

“We were trying to get some res-

olution. I had been insisting on
arbitration and had been threaten-

ing to go to court to get an arbitra-

tor appointed.” Rodman was sus-

pended for at least 1 1 games with-
out pay for kicking couxtside cam-
eraman Eugene Amos in

Minneapolis on January
15, fined $25,000 and ordered to

undergo counseling.

“The meeting was constructive,”

Stem said. “I will decide next
week whether Dennis will be rein-

stated following the All-Star

break." Chicago coach Phil
Jackson said he spoke by tele-

phone with Rodman’s agent,
Dwight Manley, and took encour-
agement from the meeting’s con-
structive tone.

“The word is the meeting went
well,” Jackson said before the

Bulls played at Golden State. “The
commissioner is still not willing to
give an unconditional return.

There are considerations still to be
made, but things look very posi-

tive for his being capable of
returning and the feeling I gotwas

that (the suspension) would stay
the same, post all-star break.”
Regardless of Stem's ultimate
decision, Jackson said the Bolls
would place some requirements of
their own on Rodman.
“A balance has got to be main-

tained," Jackson said, “We know
he's trying to do it but he’s
required to stay within the realm
of acceptable behavior. He still

has to be responsible to us as a
teammate.” Rodman, attired in a
leather shirt, jeans and sunglasses,
was pleased with the session.

according to his agent, Dwight
Manley.

•
.

•

“The commissioiier respected
him for being him” Manley, said.

“One of his first comments was, *l

don’t tiiink you ’re crazy. 'He mkde
comments that the. league needs
Dennis, appreciates;, Dennis.”
Stern, who won’t let Rodman
retain before the AH-Star gains on
February 9, also stock to his posi-
tion, “The commissioner made it

clear that the consequences for
fixture incidents ...will be very
severe,” Manley said.
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LONDON. (Reuter) — England
produced a statistically impressive
yet curioudy disjointed start to the
Five Nations’ championship yes-
terday.

The defending champions over-
whelmed- Scotland by a? record -

winning margin of 41-13 at
Twickenham, scoring threetries in
the space of five mmntes^tfier an

:

hour of -uniaspiring aiMj. often
indiiferent mgby.
In the other second round match

Ireland, unbeaten in their previous -

six visits to' Cardiff, triumphed
again, albeit, by only one. point,
with a 26^25 victory over Wales.
England's first half performance

was lackluster mid the team was
lucky to take a 16-ip lead into the
interval after- referee. -Paddy .

O'Brien awarded a penalty try for
deliberate offside.

Scotland, beaten 34-1 9 by Wales
in the fust found* narrowed the .

margin to three points before its
‘

defense cracked tit the lace of
some sustained pressure by the
massive England forwards.

Scrum-half Andy GonzarsaH
’

capitalized on a burst by lock
Martin Johnson,

- WiH- Carling, ;=

who had an outstanding game
throughout, scored his first try

against die Scots and PhD de
GlanviUe, his successor as captain,

scored the third. :

“We put a lot of work in and at

the end scored some tries and, as
we are always bearing we don’t
score tries, that was very satisfy-

ing," Carling said.
- *

National handball team
weathers Greek defeat

HEATHER CHAJT

The national handball team is still in a strong position in the prelimi-

nary rounds of the European Championships, despite losing to Greece
last night

‘

The game, played in Athens, ended 28-23 in die hosts’ favor with the

halftuno-scote 14-44.

Last Wednesday, Israel beat Greece 29-15 at Hadar Yosefand since the

points average of both games are considered, Israel wins overall.

In April, Israel will play against Cyprus, not a formidable opponent,

and a win there will advance Israel to the next stage of the qualifying

rounds to meet France, Slovenia aad the Czech Republic. -
-

Mam scorerlasmght for Israel-was Oded Botenko with nine points.--

NHL SCOREBOARD

Betar picks up where it left off

pe GlanviUe; who needed a
- good performance yesterday to
confirm his place in the side ahead
of Jeremy Guscott, said: “We did
what we needed to do in the first

half and tbeh.graduaHy the oppor-
tunities and tire space came in the
second half and we made us of It.”

' England, though, still looked one-
paced, lacked penetration for most
of tire match and the game gener-
ally was riddled with basic errors'.

Scotland * captain Rob
Wamwright, whose chances of

•captaining the British Lions in
South Africa this year seem to be-

.slipping by the match, stated the
obvious when he said: “Our
defense just" wasn’t up to the mark
really.” Ireland, which lost each of

-its four matches at Lansdowne
Road this season, appears to relish

. tire trip across the Irish sea and the

big-match- atmosphere at the
national stadium. / ,

The Irish, who /lost 32-15 to

. Fiance in tire opehing round, ran

up a 20-10 halftime .lead through
tries by Jonathan Bell, Eric Miller

and new cap Dennis Hickie which
ultimately proved decisive.

- leuan Evans-scored a try in each
half, improving his national record

to 33, while their impressive num-
: ber eight Scott Quinnell, who also

scored against Scotland, barged
- oyer late in the match to reduce

tire deficit to a point.

Ireland held on in a frantic final

few minutes and, as Welsh skipper

Jonathan Humphreys, comment-
ed: “We left it far too late.”

By PEBEKFATOUL aidOW LEWIS

• The month-long break in the

National League had little effect

on the standings, as the top three

clubs all overcame their oppo-
nents in the 16th round of
National League action played
yesterday. Unfortunately for the

fans only 13 goals were scored in

the top flight, the smallest tally so
far 'this campaign.
Betar Jerusalem looked as

sharp as ever as it put on an
impressive team performance
administrated by the ever-reliable

Istvan Pjshom to beat Maccabi
Petah Tikva 3-0 at Teddy
Stadium. Hapoel Peiah Tikva
continued to stay within seven
points of the leaders with a con-
vincing 3-1 win against Hapoel
Jerusalem, while third-placed
Hapoel Beersheba squeezed a 2-

1

victory from its trip to Herzliya.

Hapoel Tel Aviv's new coach
Dror Kashtan managed to inspire

his side to a goaless draw from its

trip north to Maccabi Haifa,

while Maccabi Tel Aviv contin-

ued its uninspiring run of form
against Hapoel Haifa.

Despite its infusion of new
blood, Hapoel Taiba lost again,

chalking up its 10th straight game
without a win.

In the Second Division, Irani

Ashdod managed to get three

points from its meeting against

fallow promotion hopefuls
Maccabi Netanya.

Betar Jerusalem 3
Maccabi Petah Tikva 0

Betar Jerusalem registered its

16th match without defeat with
little trouble notwithstanding the

absence of the clubs’ two star

attacking players. Ronnen Harazi

remains sidelined until April fol-

lowing leg surgery, and Eli Ohana
missed his first match of the sea-

son after failing a fitness test due
to a muscle injury affecting his

left leg. With Ohana out Itzik

Zohar deputized as captain, a

move which suggests that the

Betar management is not taking

Zohar’s recent run-in with the

police too seriously.

The Betaris zoomed in on
Golan Malul's goal straight from
the kick off. and Hungarian ace
Stefan Saloi beat the Maccabi
keeper in the second minute, seiz-

ing on a rebound after a Zohar
comer had been headed towards

goal by Shmulik Levy.

The visitors did their best to
pull back and Petah Tikya’s Alon

.

Ophtr^came close, hitting the •-

crossbar with a curving free kick.

Just over half an hour passed
before Nir Seviia crowned his

debut game for Betar with a scor-

ing strike.

Saloi sewed up the match five

minutes before halftime making
full use of a David Amsalem
burst down the left wing to head
in Betar ’s third and his second
goal of the day.
Just prior to the break Noam

Casey was dismissed for a foul on
Saloi. To its credit Maccabi made
it through to the end of the game
without giving Betar any further

spoils.

Maccabi Tel Aviv 0
Hapoel Haifa 0

Last season this fixture con-
tained an explosive mix of pas-

sion and incident, however yes-

terday’s match would have had
the the eyelids most insomniacs
drooping.

The Tel Avivians tried an exper-

imental line-up that failed miser-

ably. The champions* two new
Croatian signings were unimpres-
sive to say the least and it was
only after the second-half intro-

duction of Haim Hajaj, Eli Driks
and Ofer Mizrahi that they began
to piece together any moves of

consequence.
Unfortunately for Maccabi

fans, Haifa’s goalkeeper Raft

Cohen managed to put himself in

the way of Tel Aviv’s best efforts

and when he was beaten late in

the match by Driks and then Avi

Nimni, the woodwork came to his

aid to ensure a goal-less draw.

Petah Tikva 3 -

Hapoel Jerusalem 1

Peiah Tikva kept up the pace
with leaders - the team is only

seven points adrift - after a very
convincing win over Hapoel
Jerusalem. It was the second time

the Jerusalemites have conceded
three goals to Petah Tikva this

season.

The Petah Tikvans wasted no
time in getting tireir show on the

road and Motti Kakfcon eventual-

ly set the hosts on their way with

a headed goal off the post in the

20th minute. They spared no
effort in making the match
secure, and Yaniv Ofri struck

again for the home side 35 min-

utes later.

Jerusalem was definitely sec-

ond best in this encounter, Ofri

added his second on 75 minutes
and the visitors were not even
allowed the satisfaction of a con-

solation goal - that too was
scored by a Petah Tikva player -
as Ran Buaron put the ball in his

own net eight minutes from time.

Hapoel Taiba 0
Ironi Rishon 1

Despite a comprehensive revamp
of their side, including the import

of Yevgeny Kashnetsev from
Maccabi Tel Aviv, new coach Zvi
Rosen was not able to rum Taiba ’s

fortunes around at Uram el-Fahm.
Visitors Rishon played the more

positive soccer for most of the

match, while Taiba was more con-
cerned with shoring up its defens-

es. Rosen is well “known for his

preference of a defensive strategy,

and Taiba’ s few available opportu-

nities went begging, and with them
the chance of Welting off the sec-

ond part of the season on the right

foot.

Nissan. Kapeta put a damper on
Taiba‘s hopes early on and the

home side never recovered as the

4,000 fans at Umra el-Fahm suf-

fered in silence through the match.

Maccabi Herzliya 1

Hapoel Beersheba 2
Herzliya was a trifle unlucky to

end up loser in this fast-moving

match between the league's third-

placed team and one of the relega-

tion stragglers.

Defensive shortcomings had a

hand in all three goals in a game
played before a crowd of just sev-

eral hundred spectators.

Beersheba took the lead in the

33rd minute when Shai Holtzntan

was given acres of space on the

right wing and then flighted a pin-

point cross onto the head of

Giovanni Rosso who was left total-

ly unmarked as he headed the ball

beyond the helpless Shuli Gilardi

into the Hetzliya goal.

The Herzliyans did not let their

heads dip and Oleg Neduda was
particularly active in developing

attacking play. Their efforts bore

fruit in the last minute of the half

when a long ball from former
Maccabi Tel Aviv player Amit
Levy found Qan Bechar on the

edge of the area with Beersheba 's

reserve goalkeeper Avi Peretz

caught in no-man’s land. Bechar let

the boll bounce then headed it into

the empty Beersheba goal.

Beersheba looked to have gone

ahead eight minutes after the inter-

val from a free kick but the goal

was disallowed. Their winner came
in the 77tb minute from substitute

Oren Sagron who turned around on
the proverbial sixpence and
smashed Holtztnan's headed pass

into goal.

Bnel Yehuda 0
Hapoel Beit She’an 0

The visitors put a great effort into

the:match and looked the stronger

of the two sides, they came away

from the Hatifcva Quarter with just

one point, although they probably

deserv ed better.

Zatririm Holon J

Hapoel Kfar Sava 1

A poor game saw the pointsjusti-

fiably shared. Kobi Reftiah headed

the visitors ahead in the 52nd
minute, with Oren Nissim equaliz-
ing 20 minutes later.

Kfar Sava's Oren Hajaj was sent
off for a second bookable offense
towards the end. but Kfar Sava
held on to share in the points.

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Betar Jerusalem
Hapoel Petah Tikva

Hapoel Beersheba
Maccabi Petah Tikva

Maccabi Tel Aviv
Bnei Yehuda
Hapoel Haifa
Maccabi Haifa

Hapoel Kfar Sava
Ironi Rishon Lezion
Hapoel Jerusalem
Zatririm Holon
Hapoel Tel Aviv

Hapoel Beit She’an
Maccabi Herzliya

Hapoel Taiba

Hapoel Ashkelon
Irani Ashdod
Hakoah Ramat Gan
Maccabi Netanya
Hapoel Bat Yam
Maccabi Kafr Kana
Hapoel Ramat Gan
Maccabi Kiryat Gat
Hapoel Ashdod
Maccabi Jaffa

NessZiona
Betar Tel Aviv
Maccabi Acre
Maccabi Yavne
Hapoel Hadera
Hapoel Kiryat Sliomna

Zafrlrim Holon —

—

Oren Nisalm, 72
Maccabi Haifa

Hapoel Petah Tikva

Motti Kakkon, 20
Yaniv Ofri. 35. 75
Hapoel Taiba

p W D L Gf Ga Dif. Pts
16 14 2 0 36 8 28 44
16 11 4 1 34 17 17 37
16 11 1 4 25 13 12 34
16 8 3 5 21 17 4 27
16 7 5 4 22 18 4 26
16 7 5 4 18 17 1 26
16 7 2 7 22 19 3 23
16 5 7 4 18 16 2 22
16 6 3 7 18 19 -1 21

16 5 2 9 16 29 -13 17
16 5 1 10 16 26 -10 16
16 3 6 7 12 17 -5 15
16 3 5 8 9 17 -8 14
16 3 4 9 10 16 -6 13
16 4 1 11 8 17 -9 13
16 3 1 12 12

SECOND DIVISION

31 -19 10

p W D L Gf Ga Dif. Pts
16 12 1 3 22 9 13 37
16 6 6 2 26 16 10 30
16 8 4 4 26 14 12 28
16 8 4 4 27 19 8 28
16 7 4 5 22 14 8 25
16 6 4 6 19 24 -5 22
16 5 6 5 18 12 6 21
16 5 6 5 15 21 -6 21
16 5 5 6 21 18 3 20
16 5 4 7 25 22 3 19

16 5 4 7 17 22 -5 19
16 5 4 7 15 21 -6 19

16 4 6 6 14 18 -4 18

16 4 2 10 15 29 -14 14

16 2 7 7 11 22 -11 13
16 2 7 7 11 23 -12 13

NATIONAL LEAGUE
(0) 1 Hapoel Kfar Sava ....

Kobl Refuah. 52

. (o) 0 Hapoel Tef Aviv —
(2) 3 Hapoel Jerusalem ...

IIan Buaron, 82 (o.g.)

Bnei Yehuda ....

Betar Jerusalem
Stefan Saloi, 2, 40
Nir SiviRa, 34
Maccabi Tel Aviv
Maccabi Herzliya

[Ian Bachar. 45

(0)0

(0) 0—

(

1)1

Irani Rishon Lezion
Nissan Kapeta. 18
Hapoel Beit She’an .

Maccabi Herzliya —

Hapoel Haifa —.......

Hapoel Beersheba ...

Giovanni Rosso, 33
Oren Sagron, 77

Maccabi Acre —
Hapoel Ramat Gan —
Hapoel Ashdod
Maccabi Jaffa

Maccabi Kafr Kana —
Maccabi Netanya
Hapoel Kiryat Shmona .......

Hapoef Ashkelon

SECOND DIVISION
a Ness Ziona —

„ , 4 Maccabi Yavne
0 Hapoel Hadera
3 Maccabi Kiyrat Gat
0 Betar Tel Aviv .....

1 Ironi Ashdod
Q Hakoah Ramat Gan .......

1 Hapoel Bat Yam

This week's winning Sportoto fine:.

This week's winning Toto Plus line:

Winning Tatoteko numbers:

XXt.2XlX2X1.t,2,2X1.
XXI .2.X.1 .X.X.KX.T.XXX.

; 1. 2. 5, 18. 22, 26. 29.

WESTERN CONFERENCE -

Central Dhriston
W • L T Pte OF <SA

Dallas 29 - 18 4 62 .154 123
Sl Louis 25 23 4 54 158 161
Detroit 22 17 9 53 144 111
Phoenbc 22 24 4 48 138 157
Chicago - 18 26 8 44 130 139
Toronto . 19 32 1 39 152 163

Pacific Division

Colorado .31 12 8 70 176 120
Edmonton 25 22 5 55 164 151
Vancouver 24 23 2 £0 .157 181

Anaheim 20 24 6 46 144 150
Calgary 18 26 6 42 126 151

Los/lngetes 18 27 6 42 138 178
San Jose 18. 26 5 41 130 157

EASTERN CONFERENCE
• Atlantic Division

-

W L T Pa GF GA
Philadelphia 29 14 7 65 158 122
Florida 26 14 10 -62 146 115.
NLY. Rangers 25 20 7 57 178 145
New Jersey 24 17 7 55 125 119
Washington 20 25 5 45 131 138
Tampa Bay 16 24 6 42 137 T53
N.Y. Wanders 16 26 9 41 137 148

Northeast Division
Pteshurgh 27 18 5 59 184 154
Buflato 27 19 5 59 147 133
Hartford 20 23 7 47 146 163
Montreal 19 25 8 46 162 183
Boston 18 25 6 42 141 173
Ottawa 15 23 10 40 130 143

FRIDAY'S RESULTS: Buffalo 3, Dallas I,* Thronto 3, NewJersey 3; Edmonton
1, N.Y. Islanders P; Anaheim 6,BartfonlX
THURSDAY'S RESULTS: St Lotos 5, Ottawa 3,- Montreal 4, Thropa Bay 1;

Florida 3, Boston 1; San Jose 6, Calgary 3; Vancouver 2, N.Y. Islanders 1 (OT);

Los Angeles 5, Hartford 1

WHERE TO GO
Notices to thte feature arecharged
at MS 28.08 per fine, including VAT.

Insertion every day ofthe morph
costs NtS 520.65per ftnfc. Including

VAT, per month.
;

JERUSALa* , .

Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tbucs hi the

.

Mount Scams campus, to English,

daBy Sun.-Thun. 11 ajm. from -

Bronfman Reception Center, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a. 9. 23,

26, 28. For Mo. cal 5880819. •

HADASSAH- Vhfk the Hadassah m$tah
teutons. Chagall Windows. TeL 02-

6416333.^6776271.

TSLAVW
Museums

TEL AVIVMUSEUM. Andres Serrano:
The Morgue. Sovidt Photography hom
the Museum collection. Lucian Freud:
selection of works. Tzvi Hecken
Sunflower. Portraits: By a group of

teraeS artists. Virtual ReaOy; The
domestic arid realistic in contemporary
Israeli rat HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVfUON FOR CONTEMPORARY
ART, Shlomo Ben-Oavid andAmon
Ben-David, The Inverted Campaign.
Hours: Weekdays 10 am.-6p.rn. Tue.
iaam.-iOp.ro. Fri. l0.aun.-2 pjn.
Meyerbcfi Art Education Center. Tel
6919455-8- .

HAIFA - .

WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-
8374253.

Ambrose stars as Australia dismissed for 243
PERTH (Reuter) - Fast bowler

Curtly Ambrose underlined his

importance to West Indies with a

five-wicket haul as Australia was
dismissed far 243 on the opening
day of the fifth and final Test yes-

terday.

Ambrose' made an immediate
impact on his return from injury as

West Indies overcame injuries and
searing heat at the WACA Ground
to produce a spirited performance
in the field.

Openers Sberwio Campbell and
Robert Samuels survived eight

overs against the new ball to reach

25 without loss at close of play on
a day when temperatures soared to

46 degrees centigrade in the mid-
dle.

Campbell, who remained 20 not

out, had an escape in the last over

ofthe day when Mark Waugh took

a fine catch at second slip after

fast bowler Andy BicbeJ was no-

bailed by umpire Peter Willey.

Samuels was sot out at the finish.

Australia, which took an unas-

sailable 3-1 lead in the series by
crushing West Indies by an

innings in the fourth Test in

Adelaide, was saved from total

collapse by half-centuries from
middle order pair Michael Bevan
and Mark Waugh.
But itwas Ambrose who had the

greatest influence on proceedings

to finish with figures five for 43 in

18 overs.

Ambrose’s form and availability

have directly affected West Indies'

fortunes during the series.

After poor performances in the

first two Tests, he collected a

match haul of nine for 72 to lift

West Indies to victory in the third

Test in Melbourne before his

absence in Adelaide deprived the

tourists of their main strike

bowler.

Ambrose removed opener
Manhew Hayden with the third

ball of the day and followed that

success by dismissing Mark
Waugh for 79, Steve Waugh for

one, wicketkeeper Ian Healy for

one and Paul Reiffel for naught.

But the giant Antiguan could not

get rid of all-rounder Bevan, who
remained unbeaten on 87 after hit-

ting 12 fours in an innings lasting

five minutes short of four hours.

The left-hander once again

added to his reputation after inking

10 wickets with his left-arm wrist

spin and scoring a half-century in

the fourth Test
South ABrica-Zimbabwe

Captain Hansie Cronje under-

lined his prolific form in the trian-

gular series by hammering an

unbeaten 70 from 86 balls to fire

South Africa to a four-wicket vic-

tory over Zimbabwe at the

Wanderers on Friday.

Cronje came in with South
Africa in trouble at 72 for four in

pursuit of Zimbabwe’s 50-over

total of 256 for eight, and he took

them to success at 259 for six from
48.3 overs in the day-night game.
South Africa, which now has

four wins from as many matches,

plays India at Port Elizabeth today

in the next series match.

Australia, 1st Innings
M. HAYDEN c Lara b Ambrose 0
M. TAYLOR run out ; 2
G. BLEWETT c Browne b Simmons . .17
M. WAUGH c Campbell b Ambrose ..78
S. WAUGH c Browne b Ambrose i

M. BEVAN not out 87
I. HEALY b Ambrose 7
P. REIFFEL c Simmons b Ambrose . . .0

S. WARNE c Browne b Bishop 9
A. BlCHEL c Browne b Bishop 15
G. McGRATH c Ambrose b Bishop . . .0

Extras (10B* 14nb, 2w) 26
TOTAL: 243.
Fail of wickets: 0. 7. 45, 49, 169, 186.

186. 216, 243. 243.

Walsh 9-0-29-0 (lw), Phil Simmons 20-5-

50-1 (5nb. iw), Carl Hooper 15-1-49-0.

Batting time: 343 minutes. Overs*. 80.

West Indies, 1st Innings
S. CAMPBELL not out 20
R. SAMUELS not out 0
Extras (5nb) JS

TOTAL: 25 runs lor no wicket.
To bat: Stwnarine Cftarrderpaul. Brian

Lara. Carl Hooper, Jimmy Adams, Phil

Simmons, Courtney Browne, Ian Bishop,
Curtly Ambrose ana Courtney Walsh.
Bowling: Glenn McGrath 4-0-8-0 (3nb),

Andrew tlichel 4-0-17-0 (2nb).

Batting time: 34 minutes. Overs: 8.

nbrose and Courtney Walsh.
: Glenn McGrath 4-0-84) (3nb), BACK WITH A VENGEANCE - West Indies fast bowler

Curtley Ambrose in action against Australia. ouwr)

pharmacies •

> Jerusalem; Kupal HoB" CW4,
Straus A. 3 Avtgdpn, 670-6660,

Balsam, Salah e-Om, ^27-2315.

SHS&WBfet Road. 581-0108; Oar
•• AJdawa, Herotfs Gale. 626-2058.

Tel Avhft Shtoroo Hametech. 78

T# rakiifgtfcSuperpbaiT^
40, Bnstewi. 641-3730; London
fMstora- -Supwphann. 4 Shaui

'• Hamatedn.696-0115. „ .^
,/ Rranane^ttar Saw® KupaJ.

Maccabi, A^HahayS, Ra anana, 740-

oral. 76 Peiah Tikva.

- Haifa: BaKour. i Mass*** 862-

» Hagalirok ifizffys Pituah.
.

955-8472,

-
: SBSSSft*

Open 9 aJrL to Pjn’ -

,TW Ai#f

Itetanys uwtiado.

POUCH • 100 -

FIRE • 102
FIRST AH) ; 101
Magee David Adorn
tn emergencies dianoi (Hebrew) or

911 (&gfah)tn most parte of Ihacoun-
by. In addition: :

KterSmar*902222
Natalya* 9912333

_ _ B2M7G7 Ntfania- 8804444
Sheraart 6533133 PatahWr 3311111

DwFteaoci‘S7V3333 Rehovot* S451333
Stiff* 6KJ24M Rahon* 9642333
Haifa* 8512233 Safcd 0020333
Jerusalem' ^23t33 fet Awv- 54601H
KamfieT 9985444 - Tiberias' 6192444
.‘ Mobile Intensive Care Unit (M1CU)

service In tee area, around the dock:

Medical help lor tourists fin

ErtdHsh) 177-02ZQ11<1
The National Poison Control Center

at Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205, 24
tours a day. tor ^formation In case of
poisoning.

.

Eran -‘Emotional First Aid- 1201.'

also^ Jerusalem 561-0303, Tel Aviv
546-1111 (chrklren/youih 696-1 11M,
Halfel 857-2222^3, Beersheba 648-

4333. Netanya B62-5110. Kaimlel 988-
8770. Kfar Sava 7674555. Hadera 634-
6789.
Wizo hotlines for battered women

0*651-4111. 03-546:1133 (also In

Russian). 07-637-6310, 06-855^506
(alsoirtAnihartc).
Rape Crisis Center (24 touts), Tel

Aviv. 523-4819, 54+S191 (men),
Jerusalem'625-5558, Haifa 8534533.
Slat 633-1977.
v Hadassah Medical Organization -
Israel Cancer Association support ser-

v»eT32-624-7676).
.

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rates

include VAH
Single Weekday - NIS 128.70 tori0 words
(minimum), each additional word NfS
12.87
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - MIS
198.90 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NJS 19-89.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package} - nis 282-50 lor to words
(mlnlmum).each additional word - NIS
29.25 _WEEK RATE (8 insertions) - NtS 409.50
lor 10 words (minimum), each addatonal
word -NIS 4035.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
526.50 lor 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 52.65.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 994.50
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word -NIS 99.45.
New Rates are valid until February
28,1997.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; lor Friday 4 p.m. on
Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekday* 1

2

noon. 2 days before pubteation; tor Friday

and Sunday: 4 p.ro Thursday in Tel avN
and 12noonThursday In Haifa.

For telephone enquiries please call

QMSI5644.

CLASSIFIEDS
DWELLINGS DWELLINGS

General

WHERE TO STAY
~~

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-
ter - double rooms with private bathroom.
T.V., telephone, S36-S4S until 20/3/97.
TeL 004525-2757. Fax: 02-625-1297.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

HOLIDAY RENTALS

NEAR KING DAVID, 2.5,

ecjuiRpetJ, newly renovate
irdari, fully

Tel/fax 02-

RENTALS

GERMAN COLONY, UNIQUE. 3 or 4.

garden, basement, parting. Jong lam im-

mediate- (No commission). DIVIROLLI
SlANI. Tel 02HS61 2424.

SALES

GERMAN COLONY. BEAUTIFUL cot-

tage, iw sq.m., a rooms, gallery, terrace,

garden. TAFNIT REALTOFSINC. TeL 02-

567*0508.

BARGAIN! KIRYAT SHMUEL, near
theater. 3.5. green. 2nd floor. 5245,000.
ANGLO SAXON (MALDANJ, TeL 02-625-

GERMAN COLONY, LARGE, unique 2.3

or 4. Basement, garden, immediate (no
commissions). DIVIROLLI SJANI. Tel.

02-661-2424.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

RENTALS
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS I STUDIO-2
rooms, Ben Gurion BNd.. tourists / bus»-

nessman, shorl/long term. Tel. 03-696-

9082, 050-358972.

SAVION, FOR RENT, large villa, very
luxurious, + poof. Suit diplomat. Exclu-

sive lO DE BOTON REALTY. Tel. 03-
534-3356.

SHIKUN DAN. BEAUTIFUL new cot-

tage, 6 + lams basement, air-conditioned.

YAEL REALTOR (Maldan). Tel. 03^42-
6253.

SALES

TEL AVIV, 2 APARTMENTS, each 3

rooms, excellent location, bright, quiet.

TeL 03-691-2405. 03-546-9643.

Sharon Area

SALES/RENTALS
~~

HERZLIYA PITUAH! LUXURIOUS home
+ hall dunam, possibility for pool. For
aale/renl. Tel. 050-231-725. (09)-9S5
2692.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP
IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE, Iriend-

tiest families, best conditions, (he agen-
cy with a bean tor the Au Pairs. Call Ha-
ma, TeL (03) 965-9937.

DIPLOMAT ENGLISH FAMILY seeks
South African au pair m central Tel Aviv
special conditions. Tel. 03-6201195,
052-452002.

HIGH SALARY FOR 1 child, good con-
ditions. TeL 03-560-9531.

M1SC.

DANISH AND FTNNISH speakers warned
for permanent job in Ramal Gan. High
salary. Cafl Malene atTeL 03-575-8255.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

UNRESTRICTED
~~

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS;
buying, selling, leasing, trading.

Tef. 02-6523735, 050-240977.

SELUNG7BUY1NG7-INSTANTCASH 1

Any car. Huge inventory. Bargains.
Bennett. Tel. 02-993-1493, 050-3167TS.

Selling?
Buying? Hiring?

Do it through
THEJERUSALEM

Classifieds I

CALL:

Tel Aviv 03-639-0333

Jerusalem 02-53 1 -5608

With your credit card number .

FAX:

Tel Aviv 03-6394)277

Jerusalem 02-538-8408
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WALL STREET WEEK

Dow drops 10 points on profit-taking
NEW YORK (APi — Stocks

rose modestly Friday, pulling back

from the day's highs as investors

secured some profits on the past

two sessions in advance of next

week's economic reports and

Federal -Reserve meeting.

On Wall Street, the Dow Jones

industrial average dropped 10.77

points to close at 6.8 1 5.09. having

retreated from a 50-point exten-
sion of the blue-chip barometer’s

168-point rally over the past two
sessions.

Broader measures ended higher,
but also gave back much of "their

early advance, which was spurred

by a big drop in interest rates in

the bond market.

Bonds rallied Friday morning

despite a Commerce Department
report revealing that the economy
grew a sizzling 4.7 percent growth
rate in the lit quarter of 1996.

Analysts had expected fourth-

quarter growth of just 3.8^ in the
in the gross domestic produce
The GDP report comes as finan-

cial markers scour for signs of
economic weakness and low infla-

tion. two factors that could cause
the Federal Reserve to hold off on
raising interest rates when its pol-

icy-making committee meets on
Feb. 4.

As bond prices rose, the yield on
30-year Treasury bonds — a key
determinant of borrowing costs—
fell from late Thursday's~6.87^- to

6.79%.

ISRAELI SHARES

IN NEW YORK

LAST CHANCE LAST CHANGE LAST CHANGE

LAST CHANGE

AMEX
Am Israel Paper Mils

Antral American Israel

Eg Lavud
Et» Laws Q A

41 0

S.iBTS -OOSTS
5.155 0
ACTS -05S
1.7b -0

9.655 0

NASDAQ
Accent Software 70U5 -0

AG.Assocaies 6 0 125

Ataddn 12 •0.125

Amprt 15.125 J
Aral 225 -0 125

Aryl

Arzaffl 1 81=5 '-0.0625

Bem> Ontne Sdumrs
9-o Technology General
B.V.R Tecmotogies
Chertponn Software
Cmatron
Comersa Technology
Fourth Omenaon Software

D.5.P. Communtatons
DJSPG. Group
MAT Tedi

Defense Software Systems

H3 Telecom

Edusol
Bearie Fuel

Becoono tw imagng
EM Computers
atm Beormcs
EM UeOcal knagng
ESjC MedcalE
EExiSyste

EMVfeor
LAGrMems Ftash Dak
Gtn States Novaks
Grata*
Healtncare TaeMWo^ea
Horn Center

J.CT5.
Wan Software hassles
BC industries

6125
15375
6.75

57.655
5.25

A!.575
11 £25
51 £25

12

575
5.re

23075
3

ais
9575
2675

12

5075
3225
675
77b
7025

29625
6.0625

00937s
4.75

10

1X3125
36

-0
*00125
-0625
-6.75

a05
-<1675
-0
-1.125

-0375
-0125
*00625
*0375
*0
-0.125

-1375
00626
-0

-0.125
*0675
*0
•0
*075
*05
-0375
*000375
•a
*0375
*003125
*1.75

U.S. Intefcgert rto
Israel Land Develop- ADR
todQO
F»st Israel

terasneo

Laser Tednotoges
LsnOpics
Logal
Lewi Systems

tagffl 5aa*fty Systems
Maiev

Memo

Enterprises

Nice!

Nemo-Medcal Sfrtens
NurTeoiotogy
Nexus
OrtwtBCtl

OreW
Osnap Technologies

Parmos
Rada Beoronte Ind

BredRoMK (1082) Ud
Scuei Corporator
Sfcom

2.03125
135
7075
13125
0025
10675

7.75

3075
15.75

15376
6125
1575
7.75

1675
125

9075
534375
24075
H37S
13375
30625

17

IAI25
6.125

1.75

1626
30125
003125
11.125

70

-0 15625
a
00525
-0.125
-0

-0.125
-0375
-0075
-10
-025
-0

025
0.1875
-2
025
•025
0.05375
*00
025
-0.1675
-0

O.U5
-00
-025
-0

-0(25
00525
0.09375
0.125
*0075

ISG inn Software Group
Sumntf Des^yi

Sapenv imamascnai

Scanwc
Two Vit Ind

Tt. Technotoaes

TsctaamasiiTechnctopes
Tma

Tdecata Comnuncaitons
Tower Semiconductor

3225
1125

33125
2535
1025
1525

25.125
54025

471675
29375
1075

025
025
-00625
-00625
-0625
•003125
-025
O
-021675
0.125
-0375

fl

TWkan Tefecomro 2G.5 -105
TT1 Team Telecom inti LH 7.125

TVG Tectnolowe 1075 -003125
voesttec r.ta SJ3rb
Wiz Tac Soiutans 4.75 -003125
Zag kiduslnes Ltd 17.125 -0

Zcrai Corporation 19 -0025

Blue Square 0

Bsctrt 805 -025
PEC lerael Econoroc Carp 2025 -005
KOW 13075 -0625
Snxjla bx 1605 -0125
TatfcW 25 525 -075

*in US dollars

LAST CHANGE LAST CHANGE LAST CHANGE

INTERNATIONAL

SHARES

r
CHANGE

Alia 28075 -1.75

AMP Inc 40025 *1075
AMR Corp 82.5 *035
ASA 30875 -0.625

AbtooLabs 5405 *1.125

Advanced Uoo 35.125 *235
Aetna Lite 7G *1.525

AtteatedPuU 9.75 -0.125

Aftac 50.125 -135

Ahmanson (HF) 3705 -0025
72 -2.375

ABwtoCuhB 520 •0.75

Abertson's 35 *1.125

Mean Aiuimum 3S0 -0.75

Ak» Standard -

17075 *0

Alegneny Power 30025 *0.125

AIM Svgnal 7O02S *t

6905 *0.75

Anar 34075 -00

AmdaN Corp 1t0 *035
5075 *0.125

AmerBrarate 51.125 *035
Aim B Power 41075 *035
Amec Express 61025 -0025
Amer Genl Crxp 40.75 *0075
AimGreetrq
Amer Home Ft

28.125 *0.125

620 *1.125

Amer kin 114375 -1.75

Amer Natl Ins 75075 -0125
Amer Pom Com 2505 .135
Amer Stores <2.375 *0875
AmeiT&T 39075 *00
Amenfecti 58.75 *0075
Ametek Ik 20.5 *0.125

, .

Amgen 5405 -0.75

Amoco 87 75 *0.75

Analog Deuces 28 -135
Anteuser-Bu&di 40.525

Aon Corp 64025 •035
Apple Conyiuier 16.75 *0.125

Appsed Magnate. 58 -4.625

Archer Darnels 20 *0.125

4.75 -0075
Armstrong World 710 *1.125

Assrco 27375 0.125

AsfttandCort 27625 -0

Ashland CM 43 -035
ASTFteseacft 4.75 *0.125

AdankcRchU 132825 •1

Auto Dasa Pro 41.125 *135
Autodesk 3205 *0

Avery Dennison 36075 ^1875
Avne* hie 6102S -0075
Avon Products 63 *]

Btbmco Co*p 7075 *0-125

Baker Hughes 39.125 *035
EJ Corp 2S075
Bay -

BefixnaraGas 270 *0

Banc One Carp 44.75 *0.125

Banctig 4705 -0075
BankAmenca 11005 -235
Bankol Boston 700 +135
Bank ol New Yk 360 *0025
Bankers Tra NY 8536 *10
SamcB Sarto <4.125 *0075
Baffle Mourn Gd 6.75 0.125
Bausdri Lomb 3333 *0.75

Baxter Ml 46 *3025
Bay Network 22375 *0075
Bedon Driatxn 49 -0.125

Be* Attune 65.75 *0025
Bel indusstes 22075 *035
BetSaih u *0075
HA Bek) COip 39075 *1

Benefioffl Carp 66025 *0.125

BeWetan Steel 8025 -0125
Beverly Entprs 14075 *0025
Brompi 15025 *00126
Black 1 Decker 3175 *0

Boeng 105.75 +0075
Boise uscada 34075 -025
Bovrter brc 40025 03TO
Briggs&Snn
BnsdMjnsSgb

45 035
125025 *2.125

BrrtArws AOH 9605 *0075
Bril Steel ADR 24075 025
Bnt Telecom 6835 025
Brootdyn Union 290 *0
Brown Group 15075 *0075
Brown & Sharpe 13 -0125

Brovwwig Ferns

Brunswick

3035
24075

*025
-0025

Burlington NBm 88.125 *035

CBSlric 21035 *0.125

CMS Energy Corp 330 0.125
CPCtmern 76875 *0075
CSX Corpwanon 48035 .1.75

CrtW Corp 240 0.125

Campbe* Soup
CapMCbABC

81075
65.75

*0.125
-1

Caipfeo Pm LI 37.75 *0.125

Carpenter Tech 36.625 0825
CaterpSar 77.125 *1.125

Cenarlar Energy 10075 *035
Center Coro 39.125 -0125

Cemrffl&S'W 25075 *0125

CttidUn 37 *0125
Orampon km 420 *0125
Curng Shoppes 4.75 *00625

91.75 *2.125

OwroiCorp 66075 *035
Cheyanne SRware - -

Oxtpjua aands 140 -0375
Chryslex

CniotiCnp
350 -0.125

53075 *0.75

Cisco 670 *10
OQoorp 11405 -2025
CdciKfeoO - *

CtendCMS 44 -0

CtORff 11735 .1

Coastal Corp 48.75 0.125

Coca Cola 570 *1

Coca Coin Era 560 *075
Colgate Ptfmohr 95 *1.125

Comcast COspA 18.125 *0625
Oomp*t 85.75 *1

Contxin Asa Irit 46075 035
Computer So 70.75 *05
Conagra 5102* *0075

Disney IWiKI
DomrtonRes
Oonefcv (flfi)

Dover Coro
Dow Crientats

Dow Jones

Dresser

DSC Comm
Duke Power

Dun ABradsl

DuPont
DuPont

72075
40

3075
49375
78.75

380
33.75

22.75
4725
24075

110
110

-1375
*025
0.125
•0075
*0
*0
0.525
O0
•0125
0075
*2.75

*225

McGrow HP
McKesson Co>p
Mead Carp
MedRinc
Melon Eft

MehSeCorp
Mentor Groc*»cs

Mnrearnic Sira

Merck Ik
MeredViCorp

48075
570
57

68.625
74075

-0075
-1.75

*025

Supervalu

Symartae
Sysco Cop

305
16T25

33

•025
-0
-00

*1075

MerrflLjnch

nTedn:

Cons I

EGA G top
Eastern Ents

Eastman Kodak
Eaton Carp

Ecfltn Inc

Emerson Bee
Engelhard Carp

Enron Carp

EnserdiCtap

Enrol
Ethyl Corp

Exxon

21.125

333
86.75
70025
3025
1000
19075
4125
22.75

260
160
8.75

104.125

*0375
-0.125

*075
*1.125

*0
*2.125

*0125
-025
*0125
•025
*0125
*0125
*0075

Ucron TedKOl
Microsoft Corp
MBpare
Afexj SakjcyApp

Hmesota taw
Mrienel Enragy

MoUCOrp
Motta Telecom

Maiex he
Monarch MacH
Monsanto
Morgan (JPj

Mononlnd
Motorola me
Murphy 01

If
anew
905

51075
63075
3525

101.125

43
56075
IWB1
220

131075
7025
360

9

36075
10125
40625
66.75

51075

*0.625

•025
-225
-0125

-125
*225
-3075
-1

0
•1075
*025
*1075
*0.125

*05
*0
-0075
*0075
0.125
*075
*1

TJX Cos Inc

TRW Inc

Durtvands
fendamComp
Tandy Corp"

' omCwp

FMCCocp
FPLGrora
Fodders Corp
Federal Exprsa

Federal Mogul

Fed Nai Mige

FatofflPpiBd
fietdcresiCan

first Ba* Sys
first Chicago

HrstbaaS
first Uraon

fiuil olthe Loom
Fattsasaw
Fst Union Rtly

Fleet FM Grp

Reetud Enterp

Fleming Cos Uk
Florida Prog

Fluor Cop
Food Lion Inc

Fort Motor

Faster WJwriw
Freeport McMor
GtaabToys
Gateway 2000
GATXCorp
GTE Corp
Ganrmt
Gap Inc Del

Gencoip
Gen Am Invest

70075
44.75

6075
50625

23
39025

025
-025
*0.125

*125
-0125
*05

160
74075
58125

*025
•1075
*05

taceoinds
tatooChamkaf
tasiwaCvp
NadOty Corp

tail Sari
taOSenilnd
NatWesiBai*
Navistar In*

Netscape

New England B

84.75

4025
*1625
*0.125

taws Cop
Mod

Gen Dynamics

i Been:Gen I

Gen L«s
Gen Motors

Gen Motors H
Gen Put*: in

GenHemsumce
Gen Signal

Gan OataComm
Genm Parts

Georgia Pac

GtatoADR
GoldenWFM
Goodrich (BF)

Goodyear Tire

Grace (WAR)
Grainger (WW)
Grt Al Pac Tea
Grt Central Mne
Grt Western Rnl

12075
5425
26025
1625

31.125

71025
875

32075
39.125

29
17.T2S

6025
48625
45075
76075
28075

190
2102S

70

105.75

670
0025

60
330

158625
4525
9075

aftIPS

74125
60075
310

68375
40075
540

50.125
77075
31.125

7.0825

31.75

•075
*125
*0525
*Q
-0025
•10
*0.125

*0

-0075'

•1.125
*025
0125
•1.625

*075
*0
*05
*0125
*0375
*2.125
*0125
-0625
*0875
*0125
42025
40125
*0
40
+1075
40125
40375
+1.125

*225
-0125
-025
+1.125

*0625
-0.1675

•08

NY State B Gas
NY Times A
tawnxrt timing

Nag Mohawk
Nicer me
NSe Inc

NL industries

tabsAM
tardsDpm
Nark* SouBrm
Northeast UH

IWn State Pwr

Norflnp.

tanwasiCoro
M3.
NynexCop

51075
38125
12075
44.875

2875
38125
73025
10125
35025
340

20125
22JE
38025

40
100

38125
6605

12
45075

38
99.125

12075
1125

46025
• 7725

46

.
11075
5005

*0125
-0375
*0
025
•125
00
-0035
-025
-105
-0
-0.125

*0125
•005
-0025
-005
*00
-0

-005
+1.125

-0625
*0075
-0125
*075
-0375
*075
*1025

Tbteeoml
temple Wand
Terras
Tsradyne

Tesoro Pet

Texaco

Texas tastrnxits

Texas LRftaes

Tartran

Ttnkol
7hom« ABees
TtneCom
Tme Warner
Tmee-Wnor
Timken

Torchmark
ToecoCap
Total Pet N Am
Toys R Us
Trensamerica

Tran*» Energy

TravrianGip
Tntxxie

TRINOVA Corp

Triton Energy

TWA
Tyco Labs
Tyler

39075
5i i?6

41.125

14

45.125

13.75

55075
4005
285

14

107.125

745
405

97075
54.75

4705
550
38 75

48875
51075
5125
90135
10.75

25.125

82075
540
520

37075
380

49.75

6075
57

225

•0025
-0025
-1

-0
*125
-01875

-0125
-0075
•00
-025
-0125
-4.7J
-005
-1025
-2075
-1.125

-2.75

-0

03.125
-125
-0

-3.125
-0

-0

-00
-05
-105
-1075
-025
-1075
-005
-0075
•0125

Occident* Pel

l CorpOgden I

OEA
GNo Casualty

Ohio Edison

Obi Corp
Otmkxrn Group
Oneok Inc

C*ad8 Systems .

(Co

Ckitxxrdl
Overseas Sty
Owns Coming

30
2025

46
37.63S

23075
3825
47075
29 75
370

24.63
13075
18635
17075
4863

*0125
*0125
*00
*2075
*013
•1

*0
-05
01875
*0-135
•005
-0.13
-0
1075

UAL Corp

USGCOp
USTtnc
USX Marathon

USX-US Steel

UnicomCop
Unlever nv
U raon Camp
Unon CarMa
UnonBednc
Unon Pacific

, .. LWsysCorp
USAIR Group

'. =-G-.' .USF0G.Corp
. .. US Home
‘'«i --US Lite-

.

US Robotics

US Suocal

US Trust

US West
United Tech

Unocal Corp

5625
38125
30.75

27.125

32

23025
90075
47075
4525
380
61

7
3QJS

.-. 21 -

25125
4125
85075
3.13

36
33025
59075
41.75

•0075
*1.525

-0.25

-05
-0.125

•005
4)0
-00

-0075
-0.125

-0.13
-105 -

•0375:.
*025
-1075
-1075
*0.13
•105
*0.13
•0.13
•013

VF<
Wtonp I

Marian Assoc
Wacom me
Wshay
VUcan Materials

66
32075
5425
3405
2403
590

*063
-0075
*0
-03
-0.125

-0075

HdBxxton
Ham |MA|

Hanawi
Harley Davidson

Karan’s l

Hams Cop
HasooCorp
Hartmxx

Hasbro
HedaUnhg
Heinz (Hfl
Hefa Techno!

HarchS Payno

Harctas
Herahey Foods

Hewlea Packart
hbsxi Hotels

tasdiim

Home

Hormel (Geo)

Htushoumd
Housnm mds
Humana
Humana

705
21.3
4503
483
4403

19
77

6903
5JS
390
875
4005
3225
003

44

42.3
530

2863
220

1103
490
M
73'

303
99

22.75

1813
18125

*05
•013
*03
*003
-0.13
40
+1

*05
*0
*0
-00

*013
*03
-003
*0
003
*2.125

0375
*0
*013
•I
-00

+1.13
-013
03
*033
-03
03

PHH Group
PNC financial

PPG Industries

Paccar Inc

Padficorp

Pac Enterprtaos

Pac Gas & Bed
PaclWesb
Pal Corp

Par* Eastern

Parker Dflng
r KannranPtetarl

PenneyWC)
Pennsft PwU
Penraofl

Peon's Energy

PerionBrner

Pfizer

PhantxWaflUpi
PheftB Dodge
PNadeJ Bee
PhapMoms
PhUps Bee
PhSps Pet

Pioneer K Bred

Pitney Bowes
RoficyMgiSys
Polycom
PotashCorp

PotomacBPwr
Procter & Gambia
ft* Sue Entopr

fijg Snd Ptn

<7.63
393
5813
64075

21

303
2875
38675
223
48375
9075
42.13
473
22.3

63
330
340
33
903
383
710
S3
13

39-75

440
683
5703
4203
4013
883
3

1153
2703
33

*0
+1.13
-00
1.13
*0
•003
*0

•03
.0
*03
0.125
*003
*0.13
*0
003
*0
*03
*00
*4.13
*003
013 ’

*0

*863
*0
*00
*003
*2.13
-003
•0063
*03
*0
-403125
*063
•013

Wachovia
Walgreen
WaMJartSiSkres
Wtener-Umbert
wash Gas Lnme
WashinretFi Post

Waste Mgmm me
TWiltinr IMJwaMIM

was Martas
WeBs Fargo

wendy^ma
WeatnghouseB
Westvaco
Weyerhaeuser

Whdpool

vnarnmimS
WVamsCD
WlmDtoeSns
WooVmti
Worid Ctnmirtcamro
miiuTlij m JL in IilH!vronnraKjii Mia

Wngley

5813
403
213
3

22.125

3270
38625
303
31025
3085
2103
185

303
45J5
5003
2813

•10
•063
-03
-813
-003
*0125
*1.13
23
*0

*60
-0.13
-0

-003
*03
-00
.103

<03
305
33
313

.
19.3
5875

-03
-013
-003
•013
-0
*3

Xerox

YeflowFrWghl

59.3

1603

•23

013

Zenith Election

Zero On
11.13
21.3

-013
•0.13

LONDON

Quaker Oats
Qualcom
QuanexCorp

3833
553
263

-003
*103
*00

IBM
nova Corp

KnoeTbol
INCO
tngered Rand
Wand Steel

Intel Corp

sssr
lid FoUyEntB
mdRav&Fr
InDMiMoods
mo Paper
lt*erput*c

rrreorp

nr Carp

15703
2833
8103
383
4503
1903
16013

10
4
18

44
1703

41

49

5603
56075

•1

*0
*103
*03
+1.13
-013
•503
•03
4)3
013

•013
-03
*013
005
-0J5

RJRtaUsco
Ralston Puma
RarftOrgngiADR
RaychemCtxp
Rairanon

Reebokim
Reynolds Reyn A
Reynolds Mefab
FtteAtoOorp

Roadway Semoes
Rockwell bd
Roma Haas
RohrlndusMss
Rouse
Rowan

I Dutch

James Hirer Ba
JePerson p#
Johnson AJ

3813
5803
5603

•1.125

*2.13
•103

Rudtfick

RmselCorp

K Mart

Kaiser Akrni

KLA mstmmenB
Kemametal
Kan-McGee

Kkig Work) Prod

Knight Rldder
Kroger

11.13
12.3

68
423
3903

70
52

9813
39075
385

47075

*0

*0
*063
*203
*03
*033
*003
*1.75

-05

063
*003

Ryiriai

385
7703
143
84.3

45
49

2603
61.13
3903
2103
653
61.13
20075

31

2403
1755
2203
1403
9Q.9S

2703
03

*1075
13
*03
*1

03
*85
*0

*003
*00
*083
10
-013
*0
0
*013
*205
*013
033
013
063
003125

SP5 Technology

oGlucoCorp

SatatfWeen
^ PaufS Cos
Sdomnhc

3l0i> *025
ConsfiwWwys
COns Nai Gas

25075
56375

*0
-075

Com FM 107075 -075
Cooper hvjs 42875 *00
Q»rs(A<»lpra 1835 *0375
Coming Inc 35075 -035
Crane 320 *10
Homspson KhowfeS J07S 0125
Own Cork Seal 570 -10
CurrvnrtS Engrw 530 10
CurWS-WngM 55025 -0.125

Cypress Somcon 12.75 4135
Cypmss Mnenk 22075 0125
CyteClndusL 39075 4)35

DOE 28025 *0
Dana Cap 32875 +1
Data General 18635 rt0
Bayun Hudson 37 *0375
Do Beera 3075 035

43125 *0025
Dsfcn Pm S L 19075 -0125
nrf Cdnxxners 66 -0375
tX-Ita A» Lnes 79025 *0-625
Defer* Cap 300 0125
Defiias ErSson 31025 -0.125
Oa/OvoOel 10075 -00
Dratwoinc 58.75 *1.75

DiqOIEqup 38 -0075
OOartDepSi 29075 -0375

LStLoglc

Laggei A Bed
LaucadaNaH
LB> (S)
Umriedlnc
Linear Tecmoi
Lincoln Nat
Loon
UzCtotmme
Lockheed Corp
Loewi Coro
Lone Star

Long Island LI

Longs Ckug 60s
Lord Coro
Louisiana Land
LoXsana Pad)

UmoS Co Inc

lucent Tech
Luaizd

3303
32

2S0
06.875

17
470
533

44
4203
91.13
96075
0813
2205
24.75

170
58375
2003
3303
6403

34

+103
*033
-0
*403
-0.13
+103
*063
-003
-003
1025
*303
105
*0
*013
*03

Sara Loe Corp

Sehertng Plough

Schmntagff
SoentriASanla

Sows

*03
*1.13
*075
*0

MOM
UafcKknktt
Manor Caw
Mapco Inc

Manron
MrehAMdji
Marvel

Masco Corp
Massmutual Coro
Madame

McOonsns
UcDonmfiDgta

1503
3403
4103
250
3205
5303
107075

2
34.3
405
383
X

17075
45.13
6875

*03
*03
-013
-0625
*0
-003
*85
*0
-025
*003
-03
*0
*013
003
-05

Sears Roebuck

SansonuahC Bee
Service Corpl
Service Master

Shared Medfcel

SheSTrrea
Sham WBto
Shona/slnc
Scma Aldrich

SfenGraphcs
SkyEneCoro
3mm kd
SmKflne BrftrnA

SnapOvToote
Serial

Sonocoo Prods

Sony CffpADR
Sodhdown
Southern Co

640
363
163

61

5403
2813
38075

74

lit

1833
3

513
303

46
183

28375
2403

46
10813
5503
7075
31.3
273
2303
4305

71
3703
58S
27

67.13
303
2103

*00
*03
*0.13
03
+13
*0

410
*15
*2025
03
*03
203
-0125
-0
*0
*1 12503
*003
-063
•05
*0
*0.625
*013
•0

*0375
10

-0075
*0635
*0
063
-0
*013

AMDoroecq <23.5 +40
BAT Ms 434.5 4
BT 421 *00
BTR 256 •1

Barclays 11420 *30
Bess 852 90
Boots 654 *70
BrftrtiAimays 5930 *0

EHohGas 2160 -1

General Sedric 390 10
Grand Mai 457 *00
Giaxo 974 +130
Guroess 4370 .105625

HSBC (75pSIB) 1454 *13

Hanson 32 *0

IQ 752 80
IznaSeoMtitss 7530 *90
UoydsBank 475 •10
Marks 8 Spancar 492 *11

NatWesiBa* 7630 *3

Prudenbat 537 -50

Reuters 6570 *05
Sansfaury 3270 •00

She* Transport 10515 *7

LMever 13950 *4

PARIS

Accor 728 *21

Ah [jqJde 891 S3
Alcateo Atstham 523 .703
BSN 844 *22

Canal 1183 -9

Canegora 3370 *12

Cnaripn
OUiMad 358.9 -OB
Cred Lyon (Oil 170 *0

BIAquOHie 529 -2

EuroDsney 1035 015
LVMH 1450 -12

latarge Cnppee 3323 *43
Lyom Eaux 558 -2

McrieSnB 3205 • 103
Moulinex 135 *0
Partes 377 *0
Pernod Fficard 302.9 .10
Peugaot 596 -30
Sain Gotian 850 *38
Total B 479.4 •70

FRANKFURT
AftanzAG 1060 -10
BASF 593 0.7

Stti N. Eng Tel 3802S 1375
Soufiia %rSnfi 2235 05
Soufttweski Befl 54 *05
Spmginds 4335 -1

5crtnt Corp

Standard Prods
39.75

22.75

*0
-035

Stertey itartts 37025 *1025
Stone Coraaner 13625 -0125
Storoga teams 49.125 -1375
State Comp 3175 •05
Sun tearta 20 -0
Sun COraiJiy 2636 *035
Sundstrand 42075 0125
SuRUcrosysims 3102S 06875
Suntua SO *076

ConrnerztHi*
Dwrio-Benz
Drajfcche Bank
Dreamer Bk
Hoechst
Lufthansa

Mannesman!
IMaJgweifcchaA
Porstw
Siemens
VoSemgen

6104 096
3 *0

IMS -005
8205 Ol
52.18 *058
6801 -1.06

22 08 *006
641 -6

3206 *001
1370 *3
7602 -0.72
7885 -20

SOURCE OOMMSTOCK TRAOWHG LTD.
DATE jO-JAIW;

Advancing issues outnumbered
dec liners bvr more -than a 5-10-4

margin on the New York Stock

Exchange, with 1-414 up. 1.111

down and SI 2 unchanged.

NYSE volume totaled 574*51 mil-

lion shares as of 4 p.m- vs. 520.41

milHon in the previous session.

Fund’s

name .

.
iaik- «temptk>n
cost

.
prti* -

monthly

yieWf
yiahf totalNtS assats
1096 {%) {nflBona^

|
FLEXIBLE I

Ahir
Afikfan flexible

.

Key Representative Rates

US Dollar NIS 3-3240 +00)6%

Sterling NIS 5£94S -106%

Mark ! . .NIS 2.0265 +007%

Ahrayut flexible i.

.18932
_lS9w2l

-465S)6

Analyst Diversified— '642. 1

1

Arximedes
i

97-51

Asaf

.

J9SS&

NEW YORK MARKET INDEEXE:

CJMusKtt
tasi

682306
cnange
*8112

DJ Transport 2328.72 *806
DJUtto 23431 *104
DJConp 211736 -1906
NYSE Indus*

.
51802 *€04

MY3E Transport 36039 *1.94

NYSE Coop 4113 -5.11

S&P 100 76808 •1135
SBP Spot index 704.15 *1106
MfEX Comp - -

NYSE STOCKS

Decfinaa

Share iwwwnenB
922

Unchanged

-846

Advances

1544

Volume up Qn lOOtTsi

Volume down fn 100(31

.3*7455
124824

OTHER STOCK MARKET INDEXES

Lost

FTSEIOO 42284
Tokyo WM 178885
Smg^ureatthare index 54908
Hong tang Hang Seng index 132884
teraSmdex . 233.49

Change
*200
-4410

*1.9
•

*3
*83

Bazsk flexible- ——188.70
Beluha 30 phis'—

„

——133.86
> _2450_31

Bloch Rotsreio flexible„T70.61
Dovrat-Shrem flexible__L61.48
Epsilon flexible —138.1

1

Evergreen flexible —108.59
Idit _3432^

- -135.16
'

114.95
- 7JT»5_ ID

-l-DISOR
T?y;.y5?_

Klali flexible —_L063JS3
Lahak dunCat

T qhalt «mL.-nai .
•

Lamashkia...——

-

.661.64

„135,76
.442.62

146335
IWIK
12L69
138L84

__ 1783411
-2000.17

Monts Money Market—- 135.85

18937
74830

1-19139
R7 1ft

Panther .... —436.97
Pia hayovel

.

Piakela

Psagot 100_

-190.60

.789.98

1276^1
Psagot flexible

.

Ramco flexible.

Saar .—
DOLLAR CROSSRATES(US) Sapanoot flexible.

.495.10

.138.78

.171.96

-78A5

Pound: spot

Last

10137
Change
OOOA

Mar.UurefCME) 1.6122 -0.0072

D+nartc spot 00112
MsrJuftjra ICME) 0013 *00021
SJrancspal

'
14235 •0003

Uar.luure (CUE) 07082 *00009
Yhc spat T210 -073
UarJWuro [CMQ 0008275 *20eOO5
CanDk: spM 10469 *0001
MarJutura (CMEJ 07439 00011
AusDfr: spot 0J653 00073
MarJunxo (CME) 07054 -00053
F+sicspol 5023 00219
h Ura: spat -70
Mg- spot 1 0361 00082
AutSNs spot 110091 00435
Rjwt spa 40655 *0003
ECU: spa
Bonds Mactutuni

1.1826 *00037
11018 *OI

S and P Mar.Uure 7883 *09

Sivao. -216-74

Tcleskop ^-.^,117-78
Tsxniha flexible 266235
Yaad flexible ; _92-5D

-

Yesodot 2943AO
Zeller flexible 91-59

Zion fleible 1363432

' 185.74
'

. 186.71.

. 45632
626.89
95.49
190Jt
169334

1 8738
• 132.07-

2387X32

; 166.90

158^73
137.48.

10633
339242
134.79
114^3

280756
21201
12434

1046.12
649.14-

13333 .

436-58’

1457.93

22933
11935
13831

1764.09

2877.97-

11535
2296.77

188.82

738.07

IB838
85-50

433.05
189.07

786.05
274.13

48537
136.88

168-72
‘ 78-40

85.91

213.77

U735
2624.07
9131

288948
9039

13540.63

+ 6l93-

+ 934
+15. 11

+1438
+ 943
+1338.
+1335
+ 0.82

+1230 :

+ 6.20

+2256
+1132.
+ 13.49
+14.94

+ 9.69

+1295
+ 278
+10.18

+1331
+1240
+13:48
+ 10.12

+ 7.14
+ 430
+15-28
+1030
+1836
+10.95 :

+1257
+ 731
+ 1.69 -

+!1jQ2
+23.73-

+ 731
+1299
+1334
+1331
+ 11-32

+ 936
+1434
+15.11 \

+1738
+ 11.10

+1732
+1003
+20-89
*8.14
+ 9.84

+ 6.16

+1831
+1220
+1239

- :+6l93‘
+934

• +15.11
+ 1438
+9.43

+ 1338
+ 1335
+032

. + 1220
: +630-
+ 2256
+ 1132
+ 13:49

+ 14.94
+9.69'

+ 1235
+278

+ 10.18

+ 133!
+ 1240
+ 1348
+ 1012
- +7.14

+430
+ 1538
* 1030
+ 1836
+ 10.95

+ 1257
- +731 =

- +1.69
.+ II.Q2

+ 23.75
+73!

+ 1299
•' + 1334
' +1261
+ 1132
+9J86

+ 1434
+ 15.11.

+ 17.08

+ 11.10

+ 1732
+ 10.03

+ 2039
• *8.14
+934
+6.16.

+ 1831
+ 1220
+ 1289

15.9

163
32
6L0

'
0.4
1.9-

53
02
5L6
83
86

36.6
- 33

- 43
29,1

t33
122
'723

5.1

5.6

69J0
14.7

7.1

. 5.6

25.2

20
63
29
713
mo
10.2

13
372
233
4.4

3.9

313
313.9
713
1342

6-2

1983
03
83
300
03
5.8

1.4

393
20
24'

3

SHARES

Adif

.

.111.02

Afikim shares 248.49

Ahrayut oil shares^—— 16430
Ahrayut real estate 225.46

Ahrayut shares 30331

109.01 +16J9 + I6J9 43.7

245A8 +14.76 + 14.76 13.0
• '

'

160-82 +23.02 + 23X32 23
22064 +1439 + 1439 123

297.60 +16.10 . + 16.10 4.1 - • •
•- * r i

US COMMODITIES

Analyst Aggressive..

Analyst Equity.

.129.08

-99335
.12631 +1838 + 18.08 226

Cocoa (Man<C60
CMeetMan iceq
Sugar noil (Man (CEO
VJhsal iMart (CE0T1
Soybean (tan (C80T)
Orange nica iManiCECl
QufeofMRrMertfCEC]

Lust Change
1320 +12
1400 -40
1008 +008
37025 •0

7410 -05

870 -1.15

Z<BZ. *- .

Analyst ladnstries 303.75
Atlas pekan 12533
Baron : — 117439 :

Betuha shares.

Briyoot.

Capital dnres.
Chcmical Pekan.

.413839
7267
.8437-

.9636

970.11 - +14.69 + 14.69 1043
296.63 +I5J19 + 15.09 463:

122.90: :+12.45 + 1Z45 ' 333
171.12 - +1435 + 1435 6.7

408237 +14.04 + 14J04 83
‘ .71.70 +16.19 + 16.19 • 1.7

8332- - +1535 + 15.95 13

"
, •*'

i
:

'

LONDON COMMODIT!!

Cocoa (Man (LCB 899 +12

Cotta (Marines 1532 -38

&Brt crude M iMarj(PE) 2318 *40

ifa!

uc.iiQ.78-

iL.9847 .:vriDoyra[-Shrem shares

^tj-Emda Canaf— :— L^-8630 ...

Fmrin rVn»m . r „
. 1602-66

Fmria Export... ...39.29

Emda MaofL™ 18246 *

Eroda. Mlsfatanim 1 681.03

EmdaPaz 146. 14

Emda Shaleva. 13637

(US) COMMODITIES

Emrta Shani 8833
Epsilon 36^— 88-21

:-9430 ’

4 T*W8-40'--
-V -x^639
;*•» 8538--

1584.42 -

68.46 .

•18036
166227
144.48

13533
8739
8733

*16.79 +16.79

+133*:-’V+ 1334'..

+1534—+ 1534 !

'+931 r
- +931 !

+I&S7 ' + 16.67 :

*1338 • +,13.08

+13.99 +1339
+1433 +1433
+15.18 +15.18

+ 1530+1530
+1535
+18.10

+ 1535
+ 18.10

Gott spot

Stoer sprt

tart Orange
34505 -50
406 *002

NEW YORK METAL FUTURE

Epsilon shares 162.80 162.19 +17*49 + 17.49 49
Erez — 29635 29030 +14.62 + 1432 1663 --

F.sh... 611.11 59833 •. +10.87 + 10.87 23 ~

Elgar 141.17. 13834 +1432 + 1422 593
Evergreen shares— 141.46

.
13836 . +1738. + 1738 8.9

Eyal shares.. — 119.77 11933 +14.19 >14.19 23
Gal—

—

97.10 95.78 .+1830 + 18.20 11.0

Hon pekan 8934 88.18 +1831 + 18*81 233 i y~ r

Sfiver (Man
nunum (Jan)

Pafiacfcm (Men
Upgrade copper (Mot)

4055 -0015
357 0

12175 -005
1012 -0013

[gud shares. J 25.72

IlanotDelsel

Hanot Duvdevan
Hanot Globe
ItauxShesek

-2273.28

-115.91

LONDON METAL FIXES

794^94

15532
rianoc cadunmncation—77.89
Hanot caram

Gateam fix

Goto PM fix

Sfiwfix

Last Change
3400. -005
34025 -105
<870 -4

Hanot finance.

Ilanot maof

—

L30 lawl wne. Al othm are dadng quotesj

SOURCE: OOMMSTOCK TRADING LTD. (DATE 30-

JAN07)

Ilanot shchakim

—

Israel-America—
Klali maof —
Khtli shares —
Kohav— —

—80.09

—17232
—3242
-187.73
-206.42
-ul34.18.

_ 14638^

12537
2546.82
2259.42

1.1339

79a04
15435
77.42

7931
171 :48

5208
185-86

20534
13237
M330

.+1337
+16.42

+11-67.

+15-83

+1431
+1530
+15.13

+14v08
+17.93

+10.89
+13.89
+14-91

+1530

+ 16.63

. .+ 1337
+ 16.42

+ 11.67

+ 1533
* 14-81

+ 1530
+ 15.13

+ 14-08

+ 17.93

+ 1039
+ 1339
+.14^1

'+15.60

113
793
5tt4

11.4

105.3

93.0

11.6

83
529
15.6

13
20.0

26
793

--~t .i+ten

>*-i. -A •,

*

;

-

-I

•?t

. v
,-.**-**te

' -< - ?> -u
ta3i

• ^ r

P A C

M D111

INVESTMENTS

Tel Aviv shares data

supplied by Pacific

Mediterranean Investments,

Tel. 09-958-5873. All other

data supplied by
Comrnstock Trading Ltd.,

Tei. 02-624-4963. Due to

technical failures data may
be inaccurate. The
Jerusalem Post will not be
held responsible for the

consequences of any
transaction made on the

basis of these data.

Readers who wish to report

missing or misquoted data

should do so on postcards
only, addressed to

Jerusalem Post Business
Desk, P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem
91000

Kur Money Market 1109.15 109.10 + 133 +133 9.8

Lahak Caram

—

99.74 98.89 - .+15.06 + 1536 164

Lahak anafa 26131 256.41 +1539 + X539, 169
Lahak ankor -748.03 730J5 +1125 + 1325 :

47.1

Lahak export — 59.45 59.45. +17.79 + 17.79 123
Lahak ram- 10335 , 101.08 +1339 + 13.69 - 73-

Lahak salit 122.41 120.15 +1736 + 17.66 50.9

Lahak sigsoog———78.96 77.49 - +1234 .'-.+>1224 ... . 223
Lahak tor 369.19 36233 +13.72 + 13.72 ' 883
Lahak zarnir 705.02 - 692J01 +1473 + 1473 - - 54.6

Maagal — 8134
.

80.70/ +16.85 ’+ 163$ .
>• 63

Maale maof pekan 16436 16131 +13.60 + 13.60 . T13
Magic 247.88 - - 24326 • +1435 -+I435-

‘ -

152
Mashabey Teva 6931 6834 +1490 ; +14.90 - 11
Mazon . 10035 99.49 >13.01 +4X01 23
Md Maof ----- —.175.73 17430 +1336 " ’

+-J3.66 34.0

Meitav Caram 9535 9421
.
+13-73 * > 13.73 . 33

+'-iily;i'

Me/tav options—
Meituv shares.

Mexcazit maof.

—4248
.174.82

.16731
Metcazit mishtanim .226.77

Mercazil shares : 6333
Mereo 43221

4132
17289
167,10

225.94
:

63Z?

mrrwr .

+15.05

+14-20
>16.62.
*13.73

+ 15j05

+ 14-20

+ 1662
+ 17.73

5.7

33
27
3.4

1.6

Miflan

.

Migzar finance.

Mivneh

.101.00

-10256
-330.47-

Moadiai. .159.41

Mor.
Nesua shares

Nili

.130134
-37536

Nimrezet
Omega.

-961.15
-80.76

-.11731

Ozar foreign int* par’:

Ozar shares—
Pia 2000

...126.05—9630

Pia bdohch

.

Pia manof—

.75.91

Pia maof
Pia michlol—
Pia odem
Pia world

846.06

132-00

— 17038
-673,91

DATA COMMUNICATIONS VIA

CO MPITTEH srSTSMC LIMITED
BEFJUBS MAICTEJUNCE I. RTPPUr

Foreign financial data courtesy ot

CommStock Trading Ltd.

Futures, Options,

Slocks, Bends
andMutualFunds

34 Sen Yehuda St, Jerusalem

Tei. 02-624*3963. 03-575-5326/2/
Fax. 02-625-9515

Pia yahalom
Pia zinnk
Princess Continental
Priza

Psagot Focus

.1037.06

—107.93
...95738—56.67

428.91 +1460 + 1460 612
10025

' +1Z77
"
+ 12.77

7
18.1

I01.79.> +1611 + 1611 - 123
32723 . +10.64 + 10.64 - 53.9

• 15734 - +9.28 +928 103
129137 .

+1463 + 1433 903 ...

37338
•

+17^)4 + 17.04 43
947.7P +19.92 + 19.92 163
8023 +1690 .+ 1690 3^4 •-

115.08 +2021 +2021 L8
-

123.75 +1135 + 1135 '
r.7 i

9432 +1Z48 + 1248 •...82
7431 +15.18 + 15.18 21.0

841.01 +15.87 + 1537 79.9 :

12934 +1612 + 16.12 502
167.12 +1428 + 1428 96.1

’
661.64 +15.06 + 1506 125.1
1017.93 +1695 + 1695 1350 \*

106.94 +11.4fr ;+F13*8
.

30.0 -.

Psagoi al.

—4937
-.116.75

—8227

Psagot limit ..

-7836
-284.91

Psagot mabat lashalom ._I07j88 -

Psagoi shares 354.70
Raam90 _157JK
Simodan shares 98.71
Tsmiha caram —_224.16
Tsmiha shares

.

Tsuot SuCa-
Yaar
2U-.

.33331
.128^8
-.7139
335.07

Zinger Bamea Financial —97.48 :

Zion caram - 914)8'

Zioa shares— .133.99'

94033
5634
4833

.114.07

81.74
76.88
28339

- 105.88
1

642*44.

153-SO

9733
221.60

.

53036
12539
7139

333.78
95^7
90AS-
13331

+14-86
+14.07
+15.65

:.+J4-86

+ 14^07

-,+ 15.65

+ 6.7S .1W.+6-78
+19.12 ?*FT5fl2
+19.71 XMSWl
+1824 ^183*
+i&97^f laser

+1538 .i’ 1538
+2833 ^2823
+18.96 ^% 1836; .

+16.48 ,+,16j&
+t3J4-'>+i3.t4

+23JS ^23Jr*
+I6Jt«wE+.16.£SEf>
+14.^--- . + 14.4Z.

+1638 : +*63&' %

+1938 ^
; +-I9.08T •

v-nr:
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

Lars Vogt plays Beethoven’s Fifth (“EmperaO
Piano Concerto with the Haifa Symphony^
Orchestra under Menahem Nebenhaos, who also

leads. the .ojdhestra in the. first Israeli perfor-

mances of Sixth Symphony and of a

special ^arrangement of • two - of Lodoviqo

Viadana’s Sjnfonie Musicali. Tonight, tomorrow

.and Wednesday at the Haifa Auditorium (8:30).

The Jerusalem Rubin Academy of. Music orga-

,

nizes a special keyboard competitidD divided into

two age irategories-The corripetition takes place in

room‘ 221 of the academy which is locate at the

Givat Ram campus of the Hebrew University,

Jerusalem. The first stage for the younger musi-

cians (under 18) takes place today (10 ajm to 3)

while the second stage for. this age category takes

place tomorrow (11 ain-;to 3).The wixmers of this

age divirion present aspedal "concert tomorrow

(8:30) at -the
.
Wise

‘i
Auditorium of the the

University.

I CHANNEL 1

6:30 News flash

6:31 News in Arabic
6:45 Good Morning
Israel

TV
EDUCATIONAL

8:00 Herzt and
Zionism
8:30 Destinos

9:00 Geography
9:20 Nature
9:30 English

9:45 Programs for

the very young
10:15 Social

Sciences
10:45 Arithmetic

11:10 English
12:00 Mathematics in

Daly Life

12S80 Social Sciences

13:00 In the Heat of

the Night
.

14:00 Surprise Tram
14:20 Kitty Cal and

Ramadan
13:30 Canoons
14:30 The Famous
Five
15:00 Movie
16:50 Program for

Ramadan
17:30 You Bet Your

Ufa
18:00 French pro-

grams
19:30 News flash

19:35 The Fresh

Prince of Bel Air

20:00 Oriental Rugs
20:30 Babylon 5
21:10 Tycoon
22:00 News in

English
22:25 Islam in a
Changing World

23:00 Hot Shots

23:50 Miniseries

1:15 Ramadan talks

MIDDLE EAST TV
(unconfirmed)

l(k30 Changed Lives

11:00 Lighthouse

11:30 Hour of Power
12:30 Central

Message
13:00 Love Wbrth

new series following

the adventures of the

mythological hero,

portrayed by Kevin

Sorbo
16:45 Zingara — new
record-breaking
Argentinian soap,
with the stars of

Parla Negra
17:30 New York Daze
18:00 One Ufa to Live

18:45 The Young
and the Restless

19:30 Local broad-

cast
20:00 Peria Negra
20:50 Third Rock from

the Sun
21:15 The Single Guy
21:40 Jag
22:30 Law and Order

23:20 Night Stand

with Dick Dietrick

23:45 Law and Order

00:30 ENG
Newsroom
1:20 North of 60

MOVIE
CHANNEL (4)

ValeriaBruni in ‘La Seconda Volta/ tonight

at the Jerusalem Cinematheque.

Tommy
14:35 Babar the

Finding
14:00 This Is Your Day

Elephant
15:00

mu
Pretty Butterfly

theater
TTftfn Kaye

Hostile takeover -and asset stripping are the

name of the game in Other People’s Money by

jerry Sterner, a Beersheba Theater production

smartly directed by Gad Inban Avi Oria is impec-

cably sleazy as Wall Street shark Lawrence

Garfinkle and Bniria Albeclc, who. plays his attor-

ney opponent Kate and puts him in his place with

panache. On the mainstage towght at &30 pjn.

(Hebrew) . .. ...

films should be better than the

the organization co-sponsoring thê ent^iLC
(New Italian Cinema Events), a cultural organ^a-

tion set up in T990 to promote Italian cinema all

over the world. , , A
The series will show a selection of diveree and,

for die most part, highly

Italian fflms. And if it goes well thclakm

Cultural Institute in Israel plans to turn NICE mto

^Tbni£ht (930) marks one of the hi^igh« with

the showing of La Seconda Volta VJ”
intriguing tale of a university professor who,

’Tv^r, etrp** recoemzes the

I CHANNEL

1

15&0 Motormfce
from Mars
15:50 Booty - anima-

tion

16:00 Qngie
16:25 Northwood

16:45 Super Ben
16:55 Zap to

16:59 A New Evening

17:34 Zappy
Improvisation

16:15 News hi English

14:30 John Osteen
15:00 In Touch
16:00 Snowy River

16:55 America's

Funniest Home
Videos
17:20 The A-Team
18:10 Hunter

19:00 Bob Newhart

19:30 Rhoda
20:00 Cats’ Eyes
21:00 Remington
Steele

22:00 HB Street Sues

23:00 Lou Grant

00:00 Love
Connection

11:30 Goodtime
Outlaws (1978)-
comedy about two

hapless cowboys
who are fired and
decide to take
Nashville by Storm

(86 mins.)
13:05 Heartbeat

11946) - classic com-

edy wot Ginger

Rogers. (100 mins.)

At the Jerusalem Khan,- artistic director Ofira

Henig has directed Howard Barker’s Scenesfrom

ah Execution called .Anna Galqctia in _ Hebrew.

Anna (Gina "Monte in the role of her life) is an

artist whpse ideas of the truth conflict with mat off

the authorities. Henig’s prodrnmonjis brave and

moving. Tonight and through Ttorsday at 8.30

p.m. (Hebrew)
'

'
.

mtnEume uuc w a v r . .

while walking on a Turin street recognizes the

rho tried to kill him 12 years previously,

once-only screening in the presence
This is a once-omy scrccwus r*

—--

the director. (Italian with English subtitles.)

The TelAviv Cinematheque begins the senes on

Saturday.

ARABIC
PROGRAMS
18:30 Amal and
KamaTs Studio

18:55 Ramadan pro-

gram
19:00 News in Arabic

IITV3(33)

TELEVISION

Elana Chipman

ITALIAN CINEMA SEASON

Tom Gross

The Jerusalem and lid Aviv Gnema&eques are

screening a week-long series of fihns feat aims to

show us that after a long period of dccl
J
,e^"e

^
ovroaition of Italian filmmakers are hoping to

rftolMOS 3Dd 7S.m

In Muppets Tonight (a new ABC revival of the

Afirope/Sfovv, starting tonight at 7:31 on Channel

1) the Muppets take over aTV station.

The show won Emmy awards m six 9
a
!
C8

??-^

last year. A number of new puppets join Miss

Piecv Goozo, Kennit and friends.

Evctv episode features a human guest <
star

-

tonight Michelle Pfeiffer competes with Miss

Piggy for attention.

HEBREW
PROGRAMS
19:30 News flash

19:31 Moppets
Tonight -Kermft and

Mbs Piggy host

MicheflePfenter

20:00 News
20:45 A Second Look

21:30 Personal Story

22:00 The Camen
Quintet

22:30 World Soccer

23:30 News
00:00 Verse of the Day
CHANNEL 2

16:15 Yasin and

Bahaya - Egyptian

series

17:00 Weekly Column

18:10 Amores
19:00 News in Arabic

19:30 News to Russian

20:00 News
20:45 Telekossel

21:15 Blah Blah

22^0 The Duchess

of Duke Street

23^5 The Ray
Bradbury Theatre

lETV 2 (23)

8:15 Toda/S
Programs
8:30 Yogi Bear
6^5 The Morning-
with GabiGazit and
Rivfca MfchaeO
9:55 Senora

Now
of

10:45 Dynasty
} LA Law

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACBOSS

7The cleaner coloured,

framing the French, quads

8A firm supporter, but a

crawler (5) .

.
'

•

.

10 A fen might be there aridin

a frenzy (8)

U Once coppers finish, pay

out (6)

12 Guided a Spartan qoeen

(4>

13 Carol's after a single

member—

n

othing speoai

(8)
15 The chfidren outside got

agitated (7)

17 Have the sheiifFs

assistants go by ship (7) •

20 Corset—an essential for

thp olderperson (8)

22 One in seven is from men
vying for top jobs (4)

IKSA charge madeby agitated

ToriesT©
26 Still in the minority (5,3)

28 The mason, though ill,

cheers wildly O) -

. DOWN
lGiti soldiers embracing a

carrier (5)

2 ,
Unsophisticated Oriental

novelist (6)

3 Settler in America is

looking wan (8)-

4 Are able to dance, but only

for aspeEK7)

5 Makes up orders (8)

6 Public relations unity may
reveal bias (9) •

'

9 Borne by the female aphis

in spring (4)

14 Augment control on

violence (9)

l&TheyTl support the board

(8)

18 Take toomuch dope and do

ever so badly (8)

19 Drink, having the wind up?

CD

21 Row with anybody joining

23 Few irritate when really

macho (6)

24May wdl be eager to give

assent (5)

11M0
12:30 Genie and the

Captain
13:00 Open Cards
14:00 Echo Point

14tf0TfcTac
15:00 The

.

FHntstones
15:30 Dave's Wood
’16:00 The Bold and

the Beauffiul

17:00 News maga-
zine with Rafi Reshef

17:30 Sister Sister

18:00 Roseanne
18:30 Cant Huny
Love-newsfcom
1900 Crazy Candid

Camera
19:15 Backwards-
eight friends plan to

make the first blue

Hm in Hebrew
20:00 News
2Q-.30 DuduTt
22:00 Rati

takshow
23:20 Band of Gold -

part 3
bfcOONews
00^05 Band of Gold

-

continued

16^00 The

16-^Srientffc
Lflxary

17^)0 Znmtxt
17^0 A PossWe World

18:00 Cybemews
18.-30 Mfecfia File

19:00 Herd and
Ziontem
19:30 Vis & Vis

20:00 A New Evening

20:30 Destinos

21:00 Star Trek: The
N«d Generation

21:45 Le Bateau de
Manage (French)

-

the struggle between
tradition and moder-

nity exemplified by

the life and marriage

of a schoolteacher in

a French vfflage

2330 Jerusalemm Art

14:50 Seeing Stars

15:40 Anythmg to

Survive (1990) - a

father and his cha-

dren are shipwrecked

on an iceberg off

Alaska. Based on a

tree story (90 mins.)

17:15 Diamond
Swords (1994) -a
Nazi flying ace faffs

in love with a Jewish

lid (94 mins.)

18^5 Where are My
Children? (1994)-

a

woman released

from prison searches

tor her lost chadren

20^5 Night of the

Twisters (1995) (rpt)

22:00 Tunnel Vision

(1995) - thriller about

a serial kilter (90

mins.)

23:35 The
Disappearance of

Nora (1993) - a
woman is discovered

unconscious in the

middle of the Nevada
desert. She wakes to

find she has amnesia

1:10 Shadows on the

Wan (1986) -a
reporter investigates

amurderina
wealthy town and

suddenly finds hirrv

setfm danger
2^0 Project

Genesis (1993) -a
sexy alien and a
human land on a dis-

tant planet (77 trims.)

18:00 Hugo
18:30 Looney Toons

18:40 Tau Tau
19:00 Mr. Bogus
19:30 Sassover 007

and a half

20:20 Married with

Children
20-JSO Roseanne
21:15 Lots and Clark

David Frost

7:00 Travel Express

7:30 Inspiration

1(h00 Executive

SECOND
SHOWING (6)

22:00 Toto the Hero
(Belgian-French,

1991) -the reminis-

cences of a cranky

oldman reflect the

the universal storjf of

modem man
Michel Bouquet (87

mins)
23:30 The Silence

(Swedish. 1963)-

dark drama by

Ingmar Bergman.

Two sisters spend

sometime ina
European hotel One
Is a repressed les-

bian and the other a
mother.

(85 mins.)

1Ch30 Fashion FBe

11:00 Travel Xpress

12:00 Super Shop
13.-00 Soccer South

African League
13:30 Gillette Wbrld

lA^PGATour
15:00 Sports

Magazine
16:00 NCAA
Basketball

17riK) Datefine

18:00 The
McLaughBn &oup
1800 Meet the Press

19:00 Scan
2fc00 Flavors of Bay
2D^TravdXp^

22S00SW
23:00 Best of The

5E5^Mu& Myths

1rt» Talkin’ Jazz

1^0 The Ticket

2:00 Best of The
Tonight Show with

Jay Lena
3:00 MSNBC Internght

Weekend

21:00 Speed Slating:

World Sprint

Championship,

23-o?¥ractor Pulling

00:00 Ski Jumping
1:30 Boxing

I
PRIME SPORTS

6.-00 Asia Sport

Show _
6:30 WWF Raw
7:30 Cricket Week
8:00 Auto raring:

Best of CEA Tour

jhOO Cricket Incfe

Tour of South Africa

-roundup
. ^

10:00 Cricked India

Tour of South Africa

- India vs. South

Africa- live

18:00 Goth Hetoeken

Classic, Australia

21:00 NBA Game of

the Week -Utah vs.

Dallas (rpt)
.

23:00 Internationa

Mrtorsports News
00:00 Auto ruv.uu niiJ IBC&ig:

Best of CEA Tour

IrilO Gdt TNs is PGA
1:30 ITU Triathlon

World Cup
2:30 Asia Sport Show

DISCOVERY (8) -CHAW|EL5
6:00 Open University

- Richard Sena;

American
Composers
12rt» Global Heroes

(rpt)

1&00 Travelogue m
France -Corsica (rpt)

13:30 Mushroom
13

6:30 Bodtes in Motion

16:00 Bodies in Motion

16^0 Show Jumping

17rt)0 Dangerous

3:30 Cricket ln&
Tour of South Africa

-roundup

I BBC WORLD

Games
17:45

Matfc,
14:00

I CHILDREN (0 SSS'/teroM

FAMILY
CHANNEL (3)

OO^MoongWi
with Micha! wiavit

ids Beadles About

1-J0 On the Edge of

the Shelf-

8:00 Daflas

9:00 One Life to Live

£45 The Young and

the Restless (n*)

10-^0 Seeing Stars

11:15 Peria

12300 OpraJ

12:45 The Streets

San Francisco

-

pofice drama series

fiwn 1972 starring

Michael Douglas and
Karl Malden
13:35 Duet
14:00 Dallas

14:50 Days of Our

lives

JORDAN TV
(unconfirmed)

15:35 Nanny - return

of the popular sfccom

13:00 Progrwn for

6^0 Cartoons

9ri)0 NBs Holgersson

9^0 The Center of

Things
9-^5 Pink Panther

Show
1020 Clarissa

Explains
10:45 The Center of

Things
11:05 Saved by the

BqU
11:35 Lite University

12:00 ShesIvTus
12:30 Hugo
13.-00 Make Befievo

Closet
13:10 Berenstem
Bears
13:40 Little Mouse on

the Prairie

14:00 Heathdiff

14:30 Nits

Holgersson
15:00 The Center of

Things
15:15 PWk Panther

Show
ISriSO My Brother

and Me
16:15 The Center of

TNngs
16:35 CaNomta
Dreams ,

17:05 UWeUnwerstty

17^0 Guts-
Children’s OMnplcs,
Oriando 1995

17:00 Travdogue in

France (rpt)

17:30 Mushroom

Soccer

- Celts Vigo vs.
„

Athletico Madrid -five

20:00 Journey In the

Judean Desert (rpt)

20:30 NCAA
Basketball

21:30 Ndional League

News on the hour
6.-05 Horizon (rpt)

7^25 India Business

^Britain in View

9^0 This Week
10:05 Assiffiment
11:30 The Clothes

Show
12:05 Heart of the

Matter

13^0 Wtedowon
Soccer
22:15 Spanish

Magic (rpt)

18:00 Open

Soccer
EU^cSpoRT Firing Line

University (rpt)

20:00 Everest After

the Party -environ-

mental project by
young New
iaatohders to dean
up the Everest

region. Over half a
ton of bash was col-

lected from the base-

camp area alone

21:00 Ozone, Cancer

of the Sky - a look at

the hole to the ozone
layer and the dan-

aers we can expect n

fe growth is not

stooped
22$0Beyond2000
22:30 New World:

Saving the Planet,

part 9 - The Heart ot

the Forest - Belize

23:00 Everest After

9:30 Snowboard:
World Tour. France

10:00 Skeleton: Wond

Cup, France (rpt)

1030 Snowboard:
World Cup, Austoa

11 riM Alpine Skwig:

World Cup, _
Switzerland - live

12riK) Biafhkm: WorW
'lip.

14ri»5

15:05 Breakfast with

Frost

16:30 Holiday (rpt)
v

17:05 Horizons (rpt)

18:20 Earth Report

18:30 Ffim *97 (rpt)

19:30 Top Gear (rpt)

20:20On The
Record
21d»Windawon

13:00 Bobsled: World

Championship, SL
Moritz

14:00 Atpme Skiing:

World Cup,
Switzerland - five

14:45 Biathton: World

Championship,
Slovakia
16.-00 Tennis: ATP Tour,

Europe (rpQ

22rt» Naked Oty:

Banks and Yanks -

new Iour-part series

on London's City dis-

trict

23:30 Tomorrow’s

Introduction to Ode;
Frederick the Great:

Concerto in C lor

flute and orch; Bach:

Cantata no 140;

Mozart Concerto in

G for harpsichord

and strings after

piano sonata by J.C.

Bach: Mozart
Sonata in F for piano

and violin K376
(Bronfman. Stem);

Rheinbergen Suite

for organ, violin and

ceHo op 149; John
Field: Piano concerto

no 3: Tchaikovsky:

Suite ho 3 for orch

op 77
12:00 Light Classical

Beethoven: Leonora

overture no 1;

Paganini: Variations

on theme from

Rossini’s

Cenerentoteu

Debussy, orch.

Caplet Children's

Comer suite; Ravel

Bolero
13:00 Ravi Shankar

-the classic sitar

14:06 Encore

15:00 Vtofinist

Bronislaw Huberman
- Mozart Violin con-

certo no 4
(NYPO/Wafter); Lalo:

Symphonic espag-

noie (Vienna

PO/Szefl)

16:00 Music for

Sunday -Bach:
Cantata no 13;

Pergoiesi: Stabat

Mater, Brudmen
Mass in E minor .

18:00 New CDs-
Carl Friedrich Abet
Sonata to F for

.

recorder and contm-

uo; Cherubtor. selec-

tion of songs;

Meyerbeer, selection

of songs: Htodemith:

Organ concerto;
. .

Telemann: Fantasy m
D mtoor for flute solo;

Shostakovich: String

quartet no 15; Bach:

S'ciHana

20:05 (1) Israel

Chamber Orchestic

cond. Yaron Traub-

Mozart Quintet m E
flat K107; Shulamit

Ran: Concerto
camera II for clarinet.

piano and strings;

Haydn: Symphony no

99; Hindemith:

00:00 World
Business Report

2:10 The Money

the Party
OhOO Open00:00 u,

—

University (rpt)

SUPER CHAN-
NEL

6.-00 TaBdng wfih

I8ril0 Bobsled
Racing: World
Championsha),
Swltzertand-
roundup
20ri)0 Atoms i

World Cnamp ,

- opening oerwnony
- Sva

Programme
3:00 Asia Today

RADIO
I VOICE OF MUSIC

Chamber concerto

no 1 op 24. (2) laael

Chamber Orchestra

cond. Menahem _

Nebenhaus, sotobt

Gad Levertov (viola).

Oded Zehavt Pink

Dust Marttnu:

Concerto Rhapsody
lor viola and orch;

Matthias Schetoer
Elegy for viola and
orch; Mozart *

Symohony no 38

6:06 Morning Concert

9:05 W. Boyce:

23:00 Sounds to End
the Day

MOVIES

I

V

SOLUTIONS

BaEStfuIUGSULS U

!
a
!
0
g
a
|
a
D 0

B
p®a

snasso

gaaaaua

oaSug fcgao™

^Jerusalem Mai (Mata) * 67W46
rt,, t wives dub 9 Kama Sutra 9
DayBgWOHoBawReed 4^7:1 5. 9:45 *

^USALEM
ThUtSTzd Maicus SL » 5610011

7.

9
1-?

Rav-

VMier Buikfino. 19 Hafoman

43^1. ws * Mthfuwaws

§
H SfiinaooBiaBai

Qniidc Botnftion-

S&S r
DOWN; 1 8
TWXtbtT. « "‘SfVESE’.IT
Stoat, IS FHwinl, 18 m
Flaunbe, 18 S*»rt. » VtttUv* **

SteoLSSAfta.

* ungKiss

045 SMADAR Secrets and Lies 5.

730, 10
7T3LAVTV

quick crossword

ACBOSS
1 Inteiiar (5)

4Brings up (5)

10 Object)
.flettranmu/

XI lMgcrimTnatroP.w
33Additional^
ISSpeak of(7)
lSWttW

. x*7 Behindhand (5)

19Artistestand(6)

22Kegater(4d
^ PaofyC7)
^

mg^^rnept(5)
• 29 Intended (5)

SOSHmCn
31Decorate (5)

32 Precipitous (5)

DOWN
2 Dark (5)

3 Green gem (7)

5Can8vtmed(S)
8 Breather (T>

7 Priory<5)

8 Play (5)

9Science-fiction

14 Fencing sword (4)

16 Looks at (45

18 Clap (T)

20Veryold (7)

21 Heats (B)

28 Poetry (5)

eeyondttoe Clouds 11 am. \̂ *
llfcmoeand F*®
ruipei lollpw Read 11 utl, 1 . 3, 5. lift

GORDON 8.10 *
Cfttzen Kane .6
5226226 Hod Passage, 101

OlunnnrT 430, 7:15, 10 *
b^mnaRadlo tnside 5, 720, 10 *
PSTw!SciiS^5. 730, 10 *

Sutra 11:15 am, 2.

*®S«Ta SSlHlswy ol Low
li^fe aJO, 6,730. 10 * StoaBngBeau^r

1130 8JTU, 230. 5. 730. 10»
‘JSoSS?7lo i.apera Hrs* wive®
1130 ajx. ^ ?ao 1Q *

aESWsasSB

2 iiESff jas

BreaMng the Waves £45; ft15 *La

SiMan 430, 7. 930 * Ttw

7:15, 10 * mras aim

4^5. s
4«

2 * 8674311 Long

Brawaaaafi’JfcJis
Dfabollque 4:45, 7:15, 930 *

KSSSraffS
RAV-OR 1-3 * 8246553 Evfta 4, &45,

930 * Faithful 4:45, 7:15, 930 She's

The One 4:45.7,930

RAV
L
CHEN * 6424047 Flansomertwo

Muehorme Troth About Cato and Dogs

7,930

Sffi
Aarisaf

,7LWS
7:15 * Long Kiss Goodnight

^°G?L » 8647202

w«!dwai»*
9:45 G.G. 711223

Rrst
7.

6-

vehirielw .

26 Thespian (6)

28Sonp-eerv«r (5)

RAV-On 1-0 * Oiuzof*

SSL»a?SLis *35
SgYouDo 9^* *

Mmi * 5281161 65^ R"**! *;

ifS. AVtVh&ISEUM
^SSdS.8.10

SSACAPfeAMAW -832S7B5

,._J Ransom 5
J:

15.

gj45 * Braaldiw
Evfta 43a 7:1?9:«*DW>oli^^A
Brief History of Love*FWdiful 5, 730.

9^45

i*£SMaS f3SSSH&

• The Minor Hw TWO Faces Mr.
p^KnKia 4-45. 7;l5, 9:45 G.G. OHS

aid Lies 6:45. 9:45 *
4:45. 7:15, 9:45 *

1-4*»235278 Ransom 5,

7-15 9"45 * Long Kiss Goodnight 5,

730’, *45 * the Waves 7. 9:45

* Brtta 430.7:15, k45

LEV ^
RaSsotn 730. 10 * \

o-an * secrets and Lies >, sau *
C^yanheart 730 Trainspotting 10

COLONY*Lone Star^vita 5. 7:45.

10 STAR » 589068 Steepers Trii

9j45 * Ransom 73a 10 + Kama Sutra

kaMSeL
CwEMA_The «d
Doga •Glimmer ManGRansom 7, 93U

^RSAVA
f767737Q^ wfiws Club

430, 7:15, 10 * Steepas 4^. 7.15^10

Ransom 5. 73a 10

BSwM!k10

GuG. GIL Sleepers

bwss?^:—
•DtaboBque 430,7,930

OTARThe Mbror Has IWoftCM 730,10

Low# The Troth About Cats and Dogs

7 ft30&YEH
ES

A
i-* m »-

7:15. 10

5- 730.10 *

7-15 10 * Secrefs and Lies 4:45, T15.

B * 7:15. 10 *TT»
Mrror Has Two Faces 7:15 * Sleopers

10

RAV-GAN^F4 * 6197121 Evfta 430,

7-15, 9:45 * RdttiMfNTrat Whres Dub
s! 73a 945 * Steepens a45

r *_TS?

HASHARON , ^ KOKHAV
the Waves 4,7,10

Mirror Has
it •First

43a 7.

7:15,10

4i4^7; 15,_945 * Ransom 5. 7:15. 945

BAV CHEN LonaKto StStoFSom

* The TVuth About Cats aid Dogs o,

'“.945.

BhctSlHATARBLIT DtaboBque I

UPPER NAZARETH

aeasL*
Wives Club«etiwang B«-
930 * RansomWSIeepers
NESS230NA
G.G. GIL 1-4*404729
SutraMFbst Wives Club

SaKwA
7:15,1°

G-i GIL 1-5 « 628452 First Whres

SS'msSaSt
7:15. * Jhe

CHB4 Jane Eyre 730.10 *
the Waves 7.945 * Steipm 7-pg
* Secrrts and Lies 7. 945 RAVMOR
Lono Kiss GoocfolghreRansom 5, 7:15,

cH© FMttiWnrst Wives CUto 4:45,

7:15, 945 * The Mirror 'fj®*£^5^““ 430' 7:’5'^
GAL 1-5 * 9619669 Tralnsp^ncraTha
Mirror Has Two FaoMfthe Troto Aboin

Cats and Dogs 730,10 GIL 1-3

Secrets and Ces 6:45.945

10 *

G.G. GIL Gflmroer Man • Trainspotting

General Assistance and Where To

4045,7:15.945 * Long Kbs Gotflrtgm

5^5^945 * Evtta 42M, 7:15, 945

RAV CH04 RanaonreA Brief itoaay ®f

secies ana ues
7:15,10 Fkst Wives Cfaib 5, 730, 10

HAZAHAV Flrsi Wives CW>«Daynrtit5.

730, 10 Ransom*Long Kiss

Goodnight 5,730, 10 * Secrets aid

Ues £45,945 * Dnoonheart 4:45

RAVCHEfl
The Minor Has JWo Fac^ ^45, 715.

9:45 * Brtta 430. 7:15, 945 * FbhWjd

5, 73a 9.45 STAR Kama Sutra 730,10
* Radio Inside 7:45. 10 * SteMera

7:15. 10* ABrWWstoryofLnve 7:45.

10
YEHUD
RAV CHEN Ranswn &WS.WS*
Evtta 43a 7:15. 9:45 * S* 73*
945 * She's The One s, 730, 946
Phone reservations: Tef Aviv 5252244

Phone reservations: Karta 728878
Al times are pjtv unless otherwise todh

Go listings now appear on Page 9.
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12 NEWS Sunday, February 2, 1997 The Jerusalem Post

Swiss head tells PM he regrets Holocaust
Jerusalem Post Staff

Swiss President Arnold Roller
expressed deep regret to Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
on Friday for the "monstrous,
unspeakable wrong" of the
Holocaust, and insisted that his
nation rejects every form of
antisemitism.

Netanyahu and Roller said
they would make every effort to
calm the emotional atmosphere
that has clouded Swiss-Jewish
relations in recent weeks, which
would help international com-
missions uncover any Swiss
wrongdoing against Holocaust
victims. Roller told reporters
after meeting with Netanyahu in

Davos. Switzerland.

'

US Commerce Undersecretary
Stuart Eizenstat, also in Davos
for the economic meetings
among world leaders, said he
was heartened by the Swiss
efforts.

"Almost unique in modem
world history, the Swiss are
wilting to shine the spotlight of
history on themselves during a
controversial period." he said.

"Nothing can bring back the ter-

rible loss of the Holocaust, but
Switzerland is prepared to work
fully with existing committees,"
Netanyahu said. "This is an
important development and cre-

ates a new atmosphere."
The Swiss president told

reporters that he "expressed to

Mr. Netanyahu the deep regret
of the Swiss government over
the monstrous, unspeakable
wrong of the Holocaust. We

[also] strictly reject every form
of antisemitism in this country.”
Roller said.

Eizenstat. who leads the

Clinton administration's efforts

on Jewish property restitution,

also toned down the administra-

tion's criticism of a memo that

led to the resignation last week
of the Swiss ambassador to the

US. Carlo Jagmetti.

The memo portrayed

Orthodox Jewish group
sues Swiss banks

in what appeared to be a case of deja vu, the third lawsuit against

the Swiss banks was filed last week in federal court in Brooklyn.

This suit, like its predecessors, alleges that the banks profited by
keeping assets deposited by people persecuted by the Nazis, and
that the banks illegally profited by knowingly accepting looted

assets.

This suit, however, differs dramatically from its predecessors,

which are class-action suits brought by individuals. It was filed by
the World Council of Orthodox Communities, a haredi organization

that seeks to represent the Eastern and Central European Orthodox
communities that were looted by the Nazis. The communal assets are

thought to have included real property, charitable funds. Torah orna-

ments, religious art, antiques and texts.

Jerusalem Post Staff

Switzerland as being at “war”
with "adversaries'* who could
not be, trusted.

Although the memo contained

some “very strong, unfortunate
wording.” Eizenstat said, it

showed no signs of anti-

semitism.
Initial reports on the document

“gave a sense that somehow
Switzerland was in a..war and
that there were enemies out to

get Switzerland. That is not the

case." Eizenstat said. No one
"wants to damage the strength of
the Swiss banking system,
which is central to the whole
economic viability of the
world.”
Eizenstat also rejected a move

by Democratic lawmakers in

New York City who want to halt

municipal investments in Swiss
banks until the Swiss govern-
ment sets up a Holocaust com-
pensation Kind. "At this point, it

is important that we cooperate
and not confront each other with
threats that will lead to a retard-

ing of the very real progress that

we have made," he said. The
New York City move also was
assailed by the Anti-Defamation
League, which called it “prema-

rure-

VoIeker: Orders probe to

determine banks’ record-
keeping. (API

Meanwhile, the Volcker
Committee, which is overseeing
the audit of dormant accounts in -

.

Swiss banks, has ordered an
investigation to determine bow
banks are preserving their

records.
!

Paul Volcker. the former chair-

man of the-US Federal Reserve, .

said the move was prompted by
news- that • Union Bank.
Switzerland's largest "bank,

shnsd.ded Holocaust-era docu-.
ments.
Volcker -also said the banks,

may have more money, from
UolocausT victims than a 19621
sweep of dormant accounts
revealed, because only a fraction .

of the Swiss banks- participated--

in that search.
“This raises questions of how

assiduous everybody was in

responding and how much fol-

low-up there was," Volcker told

a news conference following a
meeting of his committee, which
is comprised of delegates repre-

senting the Swiss Bankers
Association, and three officials

of the World Jewish Congress,
including Jewish Agency head
Avraham Burg.
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NEWS
in brief

Gasoline prices rise slightly

The price of 96 octane gasoline rose last night at midnight by 03
percent, increasing the cost of a liter by 1 agora to NIS 3.21. Lead-

free 95 octane rose by the same amount Other fuels rose by higher

amounts: heating fuel by 3.8%: diesel fuel for public transportation

by 3.5%; light industrial oil by 10%; heavy industrial oil by 10.5%.
Jerusalem Post Staff

Switching channels
Channel 2's new transmitters at Tefen and from Haifa's Carmel

Government Hospital will start working today. Viewers in Acre, the

Haifa Bay area, the Zevulun Valley and Hadar in Haifa will have to

tune to channel 29 and swivel their antennas to face Tefen. Viewers

in the western and central Carmel. Ahuza. the Carmel beach. Ein

Hayam. Tirat Carmel and Haifa's southern approaches can nine to

channel 27 and turn their antennas to the hospital. Helen Kaye

HU professors win Israel Prizes

Two more Hebrew University professors were named winners of the

Israel Prize, the Education and Culture Ministry announced last week. Prof.

YosefDan is to receive the prize in Jewish philosophy and Prof. Ya’acov

Zussman lor Talmud. Earlier, the university's Prof. Yitzhak Englaid was

named co-winner of the Israel Prize for legal research. He shares die prize

with Supreme Court Justice Yitzhak Zamir. Jerusalem Post Staff

Kleiner bill would limit

PM candidacy to Jews
By UAT COLLINS

MR Michael Rleiner [Gesher-

Likud) is submitting an amend-
ment to the so-called Direct

Election Law under which only

Jews would be able to submit their

candidacy for the premiership.

According to his suggested
amendment to The Basic Law:
The Government "only someone
who, if they weren't a citizen,

would be entitled to citizenship

under Cause A of the Law of

Return" would be able to run for

prime minister. Rleiner’s bill also

demands that candidates must
have lived here for at least seven

years straight before running for

the post “to prevent a situation in

which a new immigrant who only

just used his right to citizenship

under the Law of Return or a

returning citizen who hasn't lived

in Israel for several years would
submit their candidacy without

sufficiently knowing ail the day-

to-day problems of the country.”

Kleiner rejected Che possibility

that the bill could be considered

racist by citing the situation in the

VS in "which only a citizen who
was bom there can be president

“This is certainly no more racist

than whai we saw with Henry
Kissinger when he he was mooted
for US president and was prevent-

ed [from running] on the grounds

Wife of refusenik scientist

convicted of his murder
By MARILYN HEHRV

NEW YORK - Rita Gluzman,
once the heroic wife of a

refusenik, was convicted on
Thursday for involvement in the

ax murder and dismemberment of

her estranged husband, Yakov, a
prominent cancer researcher.

Yakov Gluzman, once of the

Weizmann Institute of Science,

was murdered last April. His muti-

lated body parts were found in

eight garbage bags after police

stopped a man for what appeared

to be littering. The man. identified

as Vladimir Zelenin. 40. was Rita
Gluzman 's cousin and accom-
plice.

Rita Gluzman was not tried for

murder but for the federal crime of
crossing state lines to abuse a
spouse, a law originally intended

to protect women from domestic

abuse. She faces life imprison-

ment after her conviction in a

Westchester, New York, court.

The murder came as Yakov
Gluzman sought a divorce.

Yakov Gluzman was a promi-

nent member of the biology

department at Moscow State

University when his wife, then

pregnant with their son Dan, emi-
grated to Israel in 1970. .

Rita Gluzman staged an 18-day
hunger strike in front of (he United

Nations in 1971 and testified

before the US Congress to help

free her husband from the Soviet

Union. The Soviets allowed
Gluzman to leave in 1971, and he
began to work at the Weizmann
Institute before coming to the US
in 1 977 to do post-doctoral
research.

that he was not American-bom,”
said Kleiner.

"Just like in the US a citizen

who wasn’t bom there can't ran

for president, so in the Jewish
State not all citizens can submit

their candidacy for the leadership,

but only those belonging to the

Jewish People," he said.

Kleiner is convinced that Arab
citizens will run a candidate for

the premiership in the next nation-

al elections. “This would act like a

Trojan horse in which a candidate

could bring about a second round

of elections for die prime minister

[if no candidate got more than

50% of the votes] and force his

own demands on the other Candi-

dates. The race for premiership

will turn into a political game
instead of being serious and it will

not be good for the country,” he
said.

"The State of Israel was founded

out of a desire and intent to pro-

vide a national home and sanctu-

ary for the Jewish people in which
minorities have equal rights and

the right to life with dignity. Being
a democratic state does not oblige

us to erase our national founda-

tions or to turn into a sect of suici-

dal Shi'ites who allow another

people to dictate to us policy

regarding our nationality, our reli-

gion or our ability to survive as a

people."
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Deodorant spray, hand'
cream and body lotion
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Instead of 67.90 NIS
Pay only 44.90 NIS
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6 Coupon Code: 10793 Coupon Code* 10779

A Offer limited to I coupon per item. ^ Offer limited to 1 coupon per item.

V Coupon valid only when presented to cashier with accompanying X Coupon valid only when presented to cashier with accompanying X Coepui valid only whei) presented to cashier with accompanying A
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.
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Offer limited to 1 coupon per item.

Coupon valid only when presented to cashier with accompanying
A purchase of 10 NIS or more. jK

Coupon valid 23.97-83.97

Payonl^lB^

Coupon Code: 10809 ^ n Coupon Cade: 10823 .

^ Offer limited to lcaapan per item.

purchase of 10 NIS or more.

Coupon valid 23.97-83JI7
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COLGATE TOTAL
Toothpaste 100 ml

Instead of 14.40 NIS
X Pay only 9.90 NIS
v

Offer limited to 1 coupon per item.

- Coupon Code: 10816 ^
Offer limited to 1 coupon per item. .
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Instead' of 27.99 NIS
Pay only 24:99 NIS?;
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Coupon. Code: 10847 ConpottCpde: 10786 #1

Coupon valid only when presented to cashier with accompanyingA purchase of 10 NIS or more.
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1

purchase or 10 NIS or more. + purchase oflO NIS or more.
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